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THE CANONS, THE CODE, AND COUNSEL:
THE ETHICS OF ADVOCATES
BEFORE COURTS-MARTIAL*
By Lieutenant Colonel Robert

J. Chadwick**

The author begiw b y disoussing the ABA Canona of Professional Ethics end the American College of Trial
Lawyers Code of Trial Conduct, w they apply to the
military oficer-lawyer. Hasing concluded that the
Canow and Trial Code do apply to m d i t w ofiioerlawyers, he turns to a detailed analysis of various a r m
which give rise to ethical problems. In each o f these
areaa, he discusses the rules set f o r t h i n the UCMJ,
Manual, Canons, Qnd Trial Code, 08 well aa the judicial
decisions.
I. INTRODUCTION

The battle is the payoff. Ralph Ingersoll.
[Olur battles still are won by justice. William Moody, A n Ode
i n Time of Hesitation.
A court-martial is a battle-ombst
in the military arena.'
Tactics are the means by which one seeks to defeat an adversary
once the battle is joined, be i t small unit tactics in the sodden,
steamy jungles of South Vietnam or trial tactics before that long,
green table in the battle-scarred halls of military justice.
* T h i s article WBI adapted from B thesis presented to The Judge Advocate
General'a School, U.S. Army, Charlotteaville. Virginia, while the author
was a member of the Fifteenth Advanced Course. The opiniona and eoneiu.ions presented herein m e those of the author and de not neceisarily repielient
the views of The Judge Advocate General's Sehwl or any other governmental
Pgmw

** USYC;
USYC; Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps; A.B., 1951, Columbia College;
LL.B., 1958, Columbia Law School; LL.M., 1961, New York University;
member of the bars of the State of New JOT~BY.
Jomey, the U.9. Diatriet Court for
the Diatrict of New Jersey, and the U.S.
U S Court of Military Appeala.
'Sea Latimer, A Camparotive A n d y & of Fadem1 and .MiliBry C~iminol
Piactice, 29 T E M P .L. 9. 1, 16 (1965).
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All too often, however, the objectives gained by battle are
proclaimed to justify the means employed-whether fair or foul.
Despite the no-holds-barred protestations of those who would thus
espouse this Machiavellian concept of subordinating morals to
expediency, the ends do not justify the means. I t is not unimportant what a trial lawyer does so long 8 s he wins his case. Surely,
for the prosecution, the ultimate aim is justice rendered and not
conviction a t m y cast. Similarly, for the defense counael, partisan
advocate though he may be, acquittal by any means should not be
his goal. As ne hare rules of land warfare to govern combat i n
the field, 80 must we have and observe ground rules of forensic
engagement. The trial attorney must face and resolve the apparent dilemma between the tactics needed to ensure victory and
the related need for justice every day of his professional career
in the courtroom.>
Every attorney's trial tactics differ in many respects with
reference to those af other lawyers, 8s does his sen.% of justice.
But the field of honor on which advocates join battle as champions
of their clients is circumscribed by well-delineated sidelines
beyond which the combatants may not pass. The goal is secured
by effectively using the entire available latitude of the field while
staying in bounds. The ground rules which govern the advocate's
permissible latitude of trail tactics constitute a practical, down-toearth, bread-and-butter subject. Rehearings of reversed eaurtsmartial cast time and money as well as professional embarrassment.
The most recent, mast interesting, and undoubtedly one of the
future leading cases on the conduct of counsel was rendered
during 1966 by the Court of Military Appeals in Z'nited States F .
Lewis.' That case contains and condemns a virtual catalog of
unethical practices of bath trial and defense counsel, including:
(1) both counsel testifying without withdrawing from the case, in
contravention af Canon 19: (2) counsel referring to defendant's
attempted negotiation of a pretrial agreement; ( 3 ) trial counsel
mentioning misconduct of the accused not charged: ( 4 ) acrimonious exchanges between counsel in an effort to blacken each other's
reputation, coupled with such epithets as "two bit piece of catmeat" who "came out here with B crawling Army negotiation
'See L i n e , Trial Tmtioa and Justioe, in A ~ R ~ C LAW
A X STUDENTASBOCIA.
ConscleKcE 48-49 (1953).
' 1 6 U.S.C.I.A. 145, 36 C.Y.R. 301 (1B66).
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deal" and "damn liar"; and ( 6 ) defense counsel and trial counsel
becoming more concerned with hammering at each other than in
giving the accused a fair trial.
The accused, in B classic understatement, made the subsequent
observation that counsel in their zeal to attack each other samehow overlooked him. The Court of Military Appeals severely
criticized both counsel, who were senior attorneys, holding that
their activities, coupled with the failure of the law officer to
control them, denied the accused a fair trial and required a
reversal of the conviction.
To fulfill his mission and adequately represent his client, every
advocate's sights must be focused on the source and content of the
ethical considerations which govern his trial tactics.
A. T H E LAWYER'S PROFESSIONAL ETHICS
1. Pwposes of Professional Ethics.
Ethics form a small portion of the complex system of discipline
which civilized society has imposed upon itself through laws,
customs, moral standards, and even social etiquette-rules
of
many kinds, enforced in many uwys. A code of professional ethics
constitutes a phfession's voluntary assumption of self-discipline,
supplementing but not supplanting the rules of conduct observed
by the general public. Such a code of ethics is a practical working
tool as necessary to the professional practitioner as his theoretical
principles and technical procedures?
A profession is characterized by highly complex activities which
necessitate an extensive training period for its practitioners to
acquire the needed skill and knowledge to enable them to render
specialized Service to a client. The complexity of the specialized
service makes it impossible in many instances for the client to
judge adequately the caliber of the services rendered until it is too
late to take corrective action. In view of the general public's
inability to judge the quality of these services, and since the
professional practice provides the means of livelihood for the
practitioner, a potentially deep conflict of interest exists. In
effect, the adoption and self-regulation of B code of ethics is the
profession's way of informing its members of the standards of
'CAREY li
3-4 (1066)

D a ~ m n ETHICAL
,
S r ~ a o ~ mOF
s THE ACCOUNT~RC
PROFEPS~N
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conduct required from them and of notifying the public that the
profession will protect the public's interest.
Professional legal ethics are basic principles of right action far
attorneys a t law. Such ethics do not involve solely moral
questions, but also include behavior designed for practical, as well
as idealistic, purposes. "Ideais are standards conceived ab perfect
but not yet attained and perhaps even unattainable. Ideals a r e
g a d s but they are not enforceable by rules."<
A code of professional ethics may be designed in part to
encourage ideal behavior, but basically such a code is intended to
be enforceable. I t must set requirements a t a higher level than the
rules of conduct observed by the general public, but to be a
practical working tool, its requirements must be a t a level lower
than the ideal. To utilize a concept established by Carey and
D0herty.O professional legal ethics may be regarded as a mixture
of moral and practical concepts, with a sprinkling of exhortation
to ideal conduct designed to evoke right action on the part of the
members of the legal profession-ail
reduced to rules which are
intended to be enforceable, to some extent a t least, by disciplinary
action.'
2. Origin of the Canons of Professional Ethics.
Where do the ethical rules far attorneys originate? Throughout
the civilian community in the United States, they have come from
the American Bar Association, from state societies of attorneys.
and from those State jurisdictions where such rules have been
promulgated under authority of law. While not identical, the
rules of these various organizations are similar. The basic
principles are the same, although the farm, arrangement, and
extent of coverage may differ. The ethical principles of the
American Bar Associatian-denominated
the Canons of Professional Ethics-govern
the professional conduct of the largest
number of attorneys; and these Canons are the most widely
' I d . a t 6.
' Id
'Sea Sutton, Re.Eua!uatzon o i lhs Canons ai Pmissiiono! Ethics' A
R e v h r ' s Vicwpoint. 31 T E N I . L. RPY. 132, 135 (1965). erit~eizing the
American Bar AJbociation Canons of Professional Ethiea f o r their mixture
of the horatory and the prohibitory-Betting
forth h i i h e i t professional
Blipiiatmns in some parts and only minimum standards in athers.
'The ABA has 123.000 members. See 12 AMERICASBAR NEWS,No. 1, p.
10 (15 Jan. 1957).
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known outside the profession. They have been adopted in whole
or in part by many of the state bar associations.e
There are six source^ of authority that define the military
officer-lawyer's ethical obligations: (11 the Uniform Code of
Military Jutice;l' (2) the Manu1 f o r Courts-Martial, United
States, 1951 ;I1 (3) appellate opinions of the United States Court
of Military Appeals and ease decisions of the boards of review of
the respective service Judge Advocates General; ( 4 ) the Canons
of Professional Ethics of the American Bar Association;'* ( 5 ) the
Code of Trial Conduct of the American College of Trial Lawyers:L8 and (6) the usages, customs. and practices of the courtmartial bar.
3. Evolution of the Canona of Professional Ethios.
The Arst ascertainable code of professional ethics in the United
States was that formulated and adopted by the Alabama State Bar
Association in 18.87." Many of the states thereafter adopted
similar codes.'< I n 1905, the president of the American Bar
Association appointed a committee of distinguished attorneys to
report on the advisability and practicability of the adoption of a
code of ethics by the American Bar Association. After that
committee reported that the adoption of such a code was both
advisable and practicable, it was instructed to prepare a draft
thereof. The committee's draft was presented to the 1908 meeting
of the American Bar Association in Seattle, Washington, and the
32 recommended Canons of Professional Ethics of the American
Bar Association were adopted on 21 August.'O In 1928 Canons 33
to 45 were adopted, and Canons 46 and 41 were adopted in 1933
and 1937, respectively.17
Although individual Canons have been amended throughout the
years, they have remained essentially in their original farm. I t
'H. DRINYER,LEG& ETBlCS 26 (1963) [hereafter cited 8 8 DRLXKERI.
"Hereafter called the Code and cited 8s UCMJ a?t. _.
"Hereafter called the Manual and cited as MCM, 1961, ll _.
*Hereafter called the Csnms.
Hersafter called t h e Trial Code.
" D R l N K E n 28. A s noted therein, the Alabama Code of Ethiea WBB baaed
largely on Judge Sharswaad's P7afsssiond Elhios, reprinted ali 52 A.B.A.
REP. (1907). and Hoffman'e FYty Rssahtiona, reproduced in D R ~ N K Eat
R
app. E.
"DRLNYER 28-24.
" I d . at 2 4 : A . R o s a l ~ s ,A TREATISE
ON AMERICAN
ADYOCACI
241 (2d ed.
1318).
"DRIAKER 2 6 2 6 ,
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had been recognized for some time that the Canons as a whale
needed to be brought up to date in the light of the vast changes in
the practice of law and in the public responsibilities of lawyers
since the beginning of the 20th century.'l Accordingly, in 1964,
the House of Delegates of the American Bar Association created a
Special Committee on Evaluation of Ethical Standards to study
the adequacy and effectiveness of the C a n ~ n s . ~In" February 1965,
the Special Committee-which was composed of twelre lawyers,
judges, and l a w professors-fficially
reported t h a t the existing
Canons were in need of substantial revision.?0 The American Bar
Foundation then created a research project to work in collaboration with and in support of the Special Committee to prepare
proposed changes to the Canons." Tentatively, the recommendations of the Special Committee (popularly known as the Wright
Committee) are scheduled f a r release in the fall of 1967. Overall
plan8 call for submission of a final draft to the Hause af Delegates
a t its midyear meeting in 1968.?' It i s not the intent of the
Committee. however. to rewrite de novo the ethical standards of
the legal profession. The broad principles of mast of the Canons
have proved to be remarkably sound and e n d ~ r i n g . ?However,
~
ethical concepts are not fixed, final. or precise. They reflect the
sense of responsibility and experience of the legal profession
which it had developed up to a given point in time.zi and revision
a t this point in history is deemed most timely.

4. Code of Trial Conduct o j the American College of Trial
LatOye,.s.
The American Bar Association promulgated its Canons of
Professional Ethics for the legal profession as a whole. The
American College af Trial Lawyers, because of its particular
concern f a r the improvement of litigation proceedings and the
trial conduct of counsel, adapted its Code of Trial Conduct i n
August 1956 in Dallas, Texas." The Trial Code does not supplant
"PowdI, The Prrsident'a Page. 50 A . B A . J . 1006 ( 1 9 6 4 ) .
Id.
acheatham, A Re-Evaluation af the Conom ai Profeaaional Ethmintrodueizan. 3s TENN. L. REV. 128, i a o (1868).
*Id.
- 1 2 American Bar Xess, No. 1, P. 18 (16 Jan. 1967); 1 1 American Bar
N w s , No. 9, p. 3 (15 Sept. 1966).
'Powell, Thc Piasident's Page, 50 A.B.A.J. 1005 (1964).
"See CAREY DOHIRTY,u p r a note 4, at 1.
See AMERICASCOLLECEOF TRIALLAWYERS.
CODE OF TRIALCONDUCT 1
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the American Bar Association Canons, but rather it supplements
and stresses certain portions of the Canons. The Trial Code was
redrafted in 1963 and has been cited as authority and with
approval by several appellate courts.20
The preamble to the Trial Code specifically provides that it
expresses only minimum (not ideal) standards and should be
construed liberally in favor of its fundamental purpose to improve
the trial conduct of advocates.
6. Enforcement of the Canons and Trial Code.
Since the American and State Bar Associations and the American College of Trial Lawyers are not legislative tribunals, their
Canons and Trial Code do not have the farce of law except in
states where they have been adopted by statute or by rules of the
state's highest court.?' The federal courts have no established
code of ethical conduct, but the Federal Rules of Procedure, both
civil and criminal, provide individual standards of ethical conduct.2S The Canons and Trial Code, however, are regarded by the
courts as wholesome standards of professional conduct,2n and an
attorney may be disciplined by a court for not observing them.sa
Admittedly, the Canons are inadequate to provide specific
answers f a r many cases that arise in daily practice. This i s where
the opinions of the American Bar Association Committee on
Professional Ethics and, of course, the opinions of the ethics
committees of the various state and local bar associations assist
the practicing attorney and the courts in construing and interpreting the Canons?'
The Standing Committee on Professional Ethics of the American Bar Association was formed in 1914 to communicate to that
(re". version 1863). However, it should be noted that the original ABA
Canons were drafted in an em. when the lawyer's primary funetion was in
dealing with actual or potential litigation problems and are consequently
oriented towmd adversary proceedings. Thoda, The Ethical Standard f o r
the Adwcole, 38 TEXASL. REV. 575, 518 (1861).
' F o w o r d , AYERICAXCOLLECEOF TRIALLAWYERS,
CODEOF TRIAL
CONDUCT
(rev. version 1863).
"In re Cohen, 261 Mass. 484, 158 N.E. 485 (1928).
"Thode, The Elhzool Standard for the Advocate. 38 TEXASL. REV. 575,
671 (1961).
-Herman V. Acheson, 108 F . Supp. 723 (D.D.C. 1952) See Foreword.
m p m note 26.
' S r e DRIS-KER2627, and C B S ~ Scited therein.
A B A COMM. O N PROFEBSIONAL
Erarcs. INFORMAL OPINIOXS,NO. e54
(1963) [hereafter eitrd a i INIIORXU. Osmloh-S,NO.-1.

T
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association information concerning the activity of state and local
bar associatima in respect to the ethics of the legal profession. In
1919, the Committee's name was changed to the Committee on
Professional Ethics and Grievances, and by subsequent amendments to the bylaws of the Association it was authorized to
express its opinions concerning proper professional canduct when
consulted by members of the bar or by any officer or committee of
a state or local bar association. The attorney requesting an
opinion need not be one of the more than 123.000 members of the
American Bar
The American Bar Association Committee's first formal opinion
was published on 15 January 1924.53 Since that time it has
published some 316 formal opinions involving interpretations of
the Canons which it believes ta be of broad general interest. In
addition, it has rendered more than 1,200 informal opinions in
response to questions that arise less frequently over the years,
with over 100 informal opinions being currently issued each year"
under the name of the Committee of Professional Ethics since, in
1958, the Committee on Professional Grievances was split off as a
separate independent ~ o m m i t t e e . ~Formal
'
opinions, when issued,
are published in the American Ea7 Assoeiation Journal, as are
selected informal
Several af the informal opinions
have concerned practice before military courts-martia1.j'
Although these American Bar Association and state ethical
opinions are not binding on military advocates and tribunals. they
do, of course, constitute persuasive authority and have been cited
a8 such by a board of review?
There are critics who state that. Since the Canons and Trial
Code have no built-in sanctions, they are unrealistic and deserve
Y
D
~31 l
~
~
~
~
=Id.
Armstranz. A Rr.Eraiuation a i the Canons o j Proismional Ethios-A
Preotrtioner'8 and BOT Assorrotion Viewpoint, 33 TENP L REV. 154, 155
(1856).

= A B A C O M W . ox P R o r E S b l O l A L E T H l C S O P l R I O x S iii (Supp. 1964).
"Three compiled volumes of prior ethical apmioni have been published by
the ABA Committee on Profesaionai Ethics B 1957 bound Voiume, B 1964
paper nuppiement. and a 1955 %aft cover unpsqineted ~ o l u m eof mformai
nnin,nns
.~..
.....
" I S F O R M A L OPIVIORE. Xos C-408 (1052) and 5 6 i (19621. See I W O R M A L
OPlnlON1, No 879 (18611, relating ta the propriety of writing a military
commandinn officer ta state elaims asamst B s e r i , ~ r m a n .
'Sse A&
S-17411, Seale, 27 C.G.R. 951, 954 11958)
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t o be ignored:* but they do not reckon with the strong restrain.
ing force activated by the scute personal embarrassment inherent
in disciplinary proceedings together with the attendant impairment of professional reputation and possibility of disbarment.

B. APPLICABILITY OF THE C A N O S S OF ETHICS A N D
THE T R I A L CODE TO T H E MILITARY L A W Y E R

1. The Old Corps: Rocks and Shoals.
The Canons of Ethics and the Trial Code are directly applicable
as rules of professional conduct to military advocates practicing
before courts-martial under the Cniform Code of Militaru Jwtiee.l0 This is not a new innovation to the services brought about
by the adoption of the Code in 1 9 5 0 . Under the pre-Code practice,
the 1 9 3 7 edition of Naval Courts and Boards quoted excerpts from
the Canons for the information and guidance of courts-martial
personnel." The Trial Code, of course, was not in existence prior
to the Uniform Code,
2. Regulatorv Soztrces Applving the Canons and Trial Code to
Practice Cnder the LICMJ.
a. The Manual. Paragraph 4 2 of the Manual provides generally
for the conduct of counsel. Although the Canons are not cited
directly in the Manual, appropriate portions thereof are included
and paraphrased, Some of which had previously been set out in
Nacal Courts and Boards before the enactment of the Code.
Paragraph 42 sets up ethical standards for a military bar."
Additional ethical standards are prescribed in paragraphs 6a, 4 4 g ,
h, 4 6 b , 4 8 b , c. f , 7 2 b , and 1 5 l b ( Z ) af the Manual. Although the
Manual provisions do not incorporate all of the Canons, the
regulations of The Judge Advocates General do, obviating the
necessity to consider the effect of a violation by counsel of a Canon
not incorporated into the Manual.
b. Army Regulation N o . 27-11 ( 5 March 1 8 6 5 ) . Paragraph 2
of this regulation includes as grounds for suspension of counsel
"See Suttcn, R e - E v d u t i o n of ths Conone of Piafeadoml Ethic.: A
Rrviasr'a Viswpoinl. 33 TINS. L. Rev. 152, 137 (1866).
"Sac B. FEU, A MANUUI OF COURIB-MARTIAL
P R ~ C TA ~K DC APPEAL
~
162
(1957). 88 ta the sipplieabillty of the canons.
"NAY& COURTS A N D BDUIDB 360 ( l e v . ed. 1631). quoting e x c i ~ p t from
i
Csnana a, 5, 6, 8, 9, 15, 16, 17, 18, 22, 37 and 44.
'*LrAAL A N D LECISLAWXBASIS, MANUAL mR COURTS-MmTIU. 27 (1661).
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the flagrant or continued violation of any specific rules of conduct
prescribed for counsel (1) in paragraphs 4 2 , 4 4 , 46 or 4 3 af the
Manual, or ( 2 ) in the Canons of Professional Ethics adopted by
the American Bar Association, or ( 3 ) in the Code of Trial Conduct
adapted by the American College af Trial Lawyers. Thus, in
effect,the regulation adopts by reference both the Canons and the
Trial Code as standards of professional canduct for advocates
before courts-martial.
e. M e n u 1 of the J u d g e Advocate General of the Xavy.la Section
0135b of the Navy JAG 1fanua.l provides that the Canons of
Professional Ethics of the American Bar Association are considered ta be generally applicable as rules of professional conduct
f o r persons acting as counsel before Saval courts-martial. Additionally. the Tavy JAG Manual cites paragraphs 4 2 , 4 4 , 46, and 4 3
of the Manual for Courts-Martial and quotes portions of the
Canons for guidance.ii It should be noted that all of the Canons
are made applicable to the Savy, and the mere fact t h a t Canons 6
(Conflicting Interests), 3 (Advising an Merits of Client's Case),
22 (Candor and Fairness), and 4 4 (Withdrawal from Employment
as Attorney of Counsel) were specifically quoted in S a v a l Courts
and Boards but not in the Navy JAG Manual does not detract
from their applicability to present-day counsel.
d . Coast Gvard Szrpplemmt t o MCM, 1951. Section 0126c of
this supplement provides that counsel in a court-martial case,
whether lawyers or not, are to be guided by the Canons of
Professional Ethics of the American Bar Association."
Although neither the S a v y JAG Manual nor the Coast Guard
Supplement refere to the Trial Code, it should be noted t h a t their
provisions relative to professional conduct and legal ethics were
published prior to the Trial Code's publication. The incorporation
of the Trial Code in the Army Regulations-which i s more recent
than those of its sister services-indicates t h a t the provisions of
the Trial Code constitute a atandard to guide and measure the
conduct of counsel, which the other Services will undoubtedly
incorporate in m y future regulations on the subject.
3 . T'olidbtli of the A p p l i c a t i o i ~o f the Canons and Trial Code.
Given the fact that the Manual and the regulations of the

10
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v a r i o u services have incorporated the Canons and Trial Code, it
remains to be demonstrated that authority for their action existed.
The Constitution of the United States empowers the Congress to
make rules for the government and regulation of the land and
naval force^.'^ Pursuant to that authority, Congress enacted the
Uniform Code of M i l i t a r y J u s t i c e on 5 May 1950, effective 31 May
1951, as a code of criminal law and procedure applicable to all of
the armed forces of the United States. Article 36 of the Code
provides :
The procedure . . . in cases before courts-martial . . . m a y be prescribed
by the President [of the United States] by r q u l a t i m s which shall, 80
far as he eonaidera practicable, apply the principles of Ian,. ..generally
recognized in the trial of criminal cases in the United States district
courts, but which may not be contrary to or inconsistent with [the Codel.

Similar authority to make such rules and regulations with respect
to the Army had been given to the President under the pre-Code
Articles of War, and it is upon that provision that the current
authority with respect to all of the armed forces ia based." Article
S6 has been held to be a valid delegation by Congress to the
President of the power to issue regulations governing courtmartial ~ r a e e d u r e . ' ~
The President exercised the authority granted to him by
Congress when he issued his Executive Order No. 10214'0 on 8
February 1951, pramuigating the Manual for C o u r t s - M a r t i a l ,
L'nited S t a t e s , 20Ji. effective 31 May 1951. The text of the Manual
was published in the Federal R e g i s t e r on 10 February 1951.50
Article 140 of the Code further provides that the President is
authorized to delegate any authority vested in him under the Code
and to provide for the subdelegation of any such authority. In
paragraph 43 of the Manual, the President delegated his authority
relative to procedure before courts-martial and provided that The
Judge Advocates General of the armed forces, in appropriate
"U.S. CONST. art. 1.8 8, ei. 14.
"Articles of War 38. Prior ta the Code, the procedvra for naval general
eourtamartial was never rpeeihcaily provided by statute J. SNEDEKLER,
MIururr JUSTICE U N ~ TRE
R UNIFORM CODE 3 0 6 0 1 (1953).
YSse United State8 Y. Smith, 13 U.S.C.M.A. 105, 32 C.M.R. 106 ( 1 0 8 1 ) :
c t , United States Y. Viorra, 14 U.S.C.M.A. 48. 61, 33 C.M.R. ZSO, 263 (198s)
(dictum).
"MCM, 1061, p. ix.
"16 Fed. Reg. 1303-1469 (1851)
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departmental regulations, might announce rules defining professional or personal misconduct which would disqualify a person
from acting as counsel before courts-martial.
I n accordance with this delegated authority, the aforecited
Army, Navy, and Coast Guard provisions were issued, incorporating the Canons and Trial Code as standards of professional ethics
and conduct applicable to advocates before courts-martial.
The crucial question, then, is whether the paragraphs of the
Manual prescribing professional conduct of attorneys and the
action of The Judge Advocates General of the various services in
applying the Canons and the Trial Code were valid exercises of
the rule-making power lawfully delegated by Congress in Article
36 of the Code. That imue has not been specifically decided by the
Court of Military Appeals. However, the Court has clearly
delineated the test. The Manual paragraphs and the regulations
are valid and have the force of law, if they are not contrary to or
inconsistent with the Code and do not conflict with other Manual
provisions or principles of justice." Clearly, the Canons and the
Trial Code meet the test.
And, what is more important, the Court of Military Appeals in
its decided case8 has presupposed t h a t the Canons are fully
applicable without the necessity of tracing the legality of their
incorporation into military practice via the provisions of the
Manual and the regulations promulgated by the service Judge
Advocates General. Consider the cases where the Court has cited
the Canons. In Cnited States v , Kraskouskas, the Court, in
holding that an accused cannot be represented by a nonlawyer
before a general court-martial, stated as one of its reasons t h a t
the code of ethics would not apply to the nonlawyer." Similarly,
in his dissent in L'nited States %. McCants," Judge Ferguson cites
Canon 19 and quotes it verbatim, assuming without specifically
stating, that the Canon is fully applicable to advocates before
courts-martial.
In United States v . Stone;" the Court of Military Appeals cited
'Sce United S t a t e 8 Y . Smith, 13 U.S.C.M.A. 105, 119, 32 C.M.R. 106, 119
(1962).
- 9 U.S.C.M.A. 607, 610, 26 C.M.R. 387, 390 (1968).The court liurtly did
not mean to imply, however, that n o n l ~ w e reouns%I st apecia1 muM.martial
are not governed b y the Csnana. See noten 58 and 59 inira and aeeompsnying
text for applicability of canons to special courts-martial nonlawer FOunYi.
y10 U.S.C.M.A. 346, 362, 27 C.M.R. 420, 426 (1969).
L13 U.S.C.M.A. 52, 56, 32 C.M.R. 52, 5 6 ( 1 9 6 2 ) .
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Canon 19 in stating that testimony by a lawyer on behalf of his
client is improper conduct, unless it involves purely formal
matters or is essential to the ends of justice. Again the Court did
not preface its citation of the Canon with any indiction of the
muree of applicability of the Canons. In Cnited States V . Yoimg,'s
Judge Kilday, writing for the Court, stated that the disqualifications of counsel arising in both military and civilian prosecutions
due to confiicts of interests or incompatible representation are
resolved by adherence to the Canons of Ethics, Most recently, in
L'nited States v . Lewis,Jnthe Court cited Canon 19 in condemning
the fact that counsel testified from the witness stand.
These cases show that there is no doubt in the minds of the
members of the Court of Military Appeals that the Canons are
fully applicable to advocates before courts-martial.
The boards of review have also cited the Canons. In CM 410956,
Bostie."' an Army baard of review cited Canon 9 in a footnote in
analogizing to the American Bar Association's rules forbidding a n
attorney to talk to the opposing party outside the presence of his
counsel. Providing us with a specific answer to the applicability
of the Canons to military counsel, the Coast Guard baard of review
in CGCM S-21258, Vogt,'? held t h a t counsel in a special courtmartial case, whether lawyers or not, are to be guided by the
Canons of Professional Ethics of the American Bar Association.
Similarly in NCM S-58-01864, Field."' a S a v y board of review
cited Canon 16 as defining the duties of a nonlawyer counsel before
a special court-martial.
4. The Canons and Trial Code Apply to All Specialties Within
the Legal Profession.
Canon 46:
The eanena of the American Bar Association apply to all branehea of the
legs1 profes8ion; ipeeidiits in particular branches are not t o be eonaidered as exempt from the application of theae principles.
Trial Code 28:
Although this Code of Trial Conduct i s adopted by the American College
of Trial Lawyer6 the College thinks the 1 ~ 1 0 sahovld apply b ail lawyers
wherever and by whom they may be employed
-13 U.S.C.M.A. 134, 139, 32 C.M.R. 134, 139 11962).
w 1 6 U.S.C.M.A. 145, 148, 36 C.M.R. 301, 304 (1966).
"35 C.M.R. 511, 519 n.6 (1964). P I , denied, 15 U.S.C.M.A. 409, 35 C.M.R.
381 (1965).
"30 C.M.R. 746 (1961).
"27 C.M.R. 863, 873 (1958) (concurring opinion).
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As demonstrated above, the services have incorporated the
Canons and Trial Code by reference. The terms of the Canons and
Trial Code are not restrictive and permit their application to the
specialty of the practice af criminal law before military courtsmartial.
C. T H E S E V E R A L AFFIRMATIVE LOYALTIES OF T H E
MILITARY OFFICER-LA W Y E R
The Marine officer-lawyer is more than a mere citizen. He,
together with his aister service counterparts, stands as a guardian
of liberty, a minister of justice, an officer of the courts, his client's
advocate, and a member af dual honorable and learned professions.
In these several capacities, it is his duty to promote the interests
of the Corps and his Country, to serve the cause of justice, to
maintain the authority and dignity of the courts-martial system,
and to be faithful to his clients, candid and courteous in his
dealings with his fellow attorneys, and true to himself.
The succeeding parts will provide a detailed insight into the
responsibilities of the military advocate to these five specified
affirmative loyalties: (1) duty to the military service, (2) duty to
the court, ( 3 ) duty to the client, (4) duty to fellow attarneya, and
( 6 ) duty to himself, together with the resolution of potential
conflicts between them.
11. DCTY TO THE MILITARY SERVICE
Yours is the profession af arms . . f o r B century and B half you have
defended, guarded and protected . . . hallowed trsdibons of liberty and
freedom, a i right and justice . your gnidepost stands a u t . . thundering those magic words: Duts, Honor, Country. General Dougla) MseArthur, Farawell Address at We6t Point, 1962.

A. .MISSlOS OF T H E MILITARY SERVICE
The most important thing in war will always be the a r t of
defeating one's opponent in combat.d" I t is to the end of closing
with and defeating the enemy in the field that the energies of the
military commander and his forces are directed. The military
attorney, as a special staff officer, exists to aid that commander in
the performance of his mission. The military advocate filling a
legal billet serves-he does not command. He is B team member to
'CLAmEWITZ,
14
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assist in coping with court-martial processes during the urgencies
of war as well a s the conveniences of peace, thus freeing the
commander to devote more time and energy to his primary
responsibility to prepare to meet and defeat our nation's enemies.

E. L O Y A L T Y T O M I L I T A R Y SUPERIORS
In theory, there is no basic conflict between the duties of the
advocate as an officer of the service and as a military lawyer. As
a military officer, he offers his oath and his allegiance to the
Conatitution of the United States and agrees to discharge well and
faithfully the duties of his office.81 As a lawyer, he has sworn to
support the Constitutions of the United States and hia d a t e and
his
The two oaths and obligations are not i n c o n ~ i s t e n t . ~ ~
The military advocate is never clientless. He is employed by the
United States Government and owes true faith and allegiance to
that client, as represented by the convening authority of his
assigned military organization, until such time as he is released
from that obligation to accept an individual defendant a8 his
current client. Once the new attorney-client relationship has been
established, his obligation is to the new client during the existence
of the relationship, unimpaired by competing loyalties to other
persons within the framework of that representation. In the
event of conflict, his obligation is to his present client, but he must
remember that he himself is a multifaceted personality. He is not,
nor should he be, a one-ease man. Accepting the advocate's
responsibilities with reference to one client does not relieve him
of his responsibility to other defendants to whom he has been
assigned, provided the duties a s to one da not overlap or conflict
a s to the others.
The trial counsel is in a similar position; until assigned to the
trial of a particular court-martial, the convening authority is his
client. But upon his assignment to trial, he does not with reference
to that trial represent the convening authority as such. H e represents solely the sovereignty of the United States, and that i8 not
"Sea military offieer'a oath in 6 U.S.C. I 16 (1964).
"See recommended oath of admiasian for attorneys in ABA, CAIONS OF
ETHICS, O A m OF ADMLs810N To TBE BUI, CANONS OP JVOiOW

PROFESSION&

ETHICS,ALSA C R ~ D 3O (1962)
.But ~ e eMurphy. The A m y Dejinee Counsel: Unuaual Ethioa fa? an
Unueual Advocate, 61 COLUM.L. REV. 233, 257-40 (19611, for the opinion of
an Army advocate that B base conflict exirb between the officer Iawer's
obligation to his i e r v i ~ aand his client.
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synonymous with the person of the convening author it^.^'
Certainly trial counsel is appointed by the convening authority,
and much less aloofness necessarily marks the relationship of the
trial counsel to the convening authority, as compared with that of
the defense counsel. This is so because the trial counsel is charged
with the responsibility of reporting to the convening authority and
the staff judge advocate concerning the status of pending cases,
the results of all trials, the possibility of court membership in 8.
particular case being reduced below a quorum. the inadviaability
of trial in certain instances, and all substantial irrregularities in
the charges or the appointing orders. But these facta do not give
rise to an inference af control. The trial counsel cannot be reduced
to the likeness of an automaton by binding and detailed instructions. "In this event a convening authority would both transgress
the provisions of Article 31 [of the Code] and deprive the accused
of the protections inherent in the requirement that the trial
counsel af a general court-martial--as well as his learned friend
for the defense-be a duly qualified
Defense counsel, the law officer, and the members of the court
are also designated by that convening authority for duty with the
named court-martial, but the appointment does not make them
instruments for the imposition of the convening authority's will.
Each has a separate duty to perform and each must perform that
duty free from any external personal prejudice or
Article 37 of the Code was enacted ta curb any potential
command influence and ensure freedom of action to the advocate.
I t provides, in part, that no convening authority or commanding
officer shall censure, reprimand or admonish counsel before a
court-martial with respect ta the findings or sentence adjudged by
the court or with respect to that counsel's functions in the conduct
of the proceedings.
During the past 186 years, the court-martial practice of the
United States has evolved from an inquisitorial into a real
adversarial
Under the Code, the accused is entitled
to certified legal counsel a t general courts-martial and defense
United Stetea s. Olson, I U.S.C.M.A. 242, 22 C.M.R. 32 (1856)
(dictum); MCM, 1851. ll 44d; United S h t e a Y . Vdeneis, 1 U.S.C.M.A. 415,
4 C.M.R. I (1952).
'United States V. Aaimlon, 6 U.S.C.M.A. 208, 218, 1 1 C.M.R. 208. 218
(1954).
"Unitad States Y. O l x n 7 U.S.C.M.A.242, 22 C.M.R. 32 (1966) (dictum).
Murphy, sugra note 68, at 285.
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counsel with legal qualifications equal or superior to those of the
trial counsel a t special courts-martial.08
The Court of Military Appeals has analogized the military
defense counsel's duty of fidelity to his client to that of an attorney
in a civilian criminal caseeQor to the standards of a civilian courtappointed counsel or public defender.>O The Court has clearly
pointed out that counsel, once appointed, owes his paramount
allegience to his client, the accused. I n United Stat& 1).Darring,"
it held that ilefense counsel should give 8 8 much information to
his client as possible regarding appellate representation, and the
decision concerning the requesting of such representation should
only be predicated on the merits of the individual case and the
accused's desires and not upon considerations of expediency or
convenience to the service or its effect upon other courts-martial.
As stated by Judge Ferguson:
[ I l t ia [the defense counaei'al duty to advoeate his client's came and to
Bupport it in m y mannei consistent with the law and the canons of our
p r o h e i o n . In short, he is an attorney far the accused, and his concurrent
statu8 8.8 an officer in the armed ~ervicesin nowire detracts from his
profeaaional duties."

Earlier regulations limiting the defense counsel's conduct of
his client's defense to means that are "not inconsistent with military regulations"'3 and warnings against conducting the defense
without "due regard f a r authority" have been entirely eliminated." Of course the staff judge advocate is available at all
times for consultation by the defense counsel relative to problems
on which the latter might desire advice in connection with a full
presentation of his
The theory of military law is that the
staff judge advoeate occupies a nonpartisan position of disciplin'Sse UCMJ ah. 27.
"Sea United States V. MdEMahon, 6 U.S.C.M.A. 109, 717, 21 C.M.R. 31, 39
11956); United States Y. Green, 5 U.S.C.M.A. 610, 18 C.M.R. 234 (1956).
see aiao MCM, m i , 4 s ~ .
"See United Stetes v. Home, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 601, 26 C.M.R. 381 11968).
" 9 U.S.M.A. 651, 26 C.M.R.
451 (1958).
"United States V. Watkina, 11 U.S.C.M.A. 611, 621, 29 C.M.R. 421, 487
(1960) (dissent).
RECUL*TIONSFOR TAE ARMIES(IFTRE UNITEDSTATES,1910,8 917.
Murphy, *"WQ note 6 % a t 286.
"Unlted States Y. Haimaon, 5 U.S.C.M.A. 208, 220. 17 C.M.R. 205, 220
(1964) ldictum).

n
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ary proceedings.J Admittedly, in practice, conflict may occur
between the position of the advocate as B representative of his
client and his position as a military officer, but normally it arises
by virtue of the nature of human personalities and not because
the two duties are basically inconsistent.
In L'nited States v . Kitchens,.' the subject of the relations of
defense counsel with the staff judge advocate and his aasistant
was drawn into clear focus. Defense counsel had raised the issue
of command influence based an letters from the assistant staff
judge advocate which the members of the court had seen. After
the completion of the trial but before the trial of a co-accused, the
assistant staff judge adrocate called the defense coun~elto his
office and allegedly told him that "if he had not yet decided to live
in peace in the office he would be dealt with accordingly." Defense counsel told the assistant staff judge advocate that he
could not give up a legitimate defense. Shortly thereafter, the
defense c o u n ~ e lreceived an efficiency rating from this officer that
was substantially lower than two prior ratings received from that
officer. The Court of Military Appeals vigorously condemned
this form of pernicious command influence and recommended an
investigation and also noted that punitive proceedings might be
justified if the allegation was established.'*
The difficult point i s that, despite the protestations of the
Court of Military Appeals against this unfair practice, the defense counsel's career may have been severely jeopardized by
lowered efficiency reports that condemn by faint praise. To
alleviate the problem, some have recommended that counsel be
physically situated in an office apart from the staff judge advocate and that a different officer be assigned to prepare their
efficiency reports..O Frankly, the limited number of military attorneys available to perform both court-martial and noncourtmartial work in the unit legal offices does not permit this luxury.
An advocate does not cloister himself in an isolated ivory tower
upon accepting appointment to represent a particular client. He
stili must perform his military duties and responsibilities in
.'United States

Y.

Green, 6 U . S C . M A . 610,615, 13 C.M.R. 234, 238 (1966)

(dieturn)

'*I2 U . S C . M . A . 688, 31 C.M.R.
175 (1961).
.'Id. at 592 n.3, SI C.M.R. at 178 n.3.
- S e i Taylor, Trial and Defense Caunael Program for General CourtsMartial, 1962 (unpublished thesis a t The Judge Advaeate General's School.
C.S. Army)
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areas that do not affect his current attorneyclient relationship.
Apart from assignment to a new organization, there is no real
solution to an in-ofice situation characterized by conflicting personalities. The only answer for the advocate is that one must
do what he must. In the discharge of his paramount responsibilities to an assigned client, he must stand on principle-provided it is undergirded with fact and law-against
any real or
fancied fear of disfavor and should not be influenced directly or
indirectly by any considerations of self-interest.
C. CPHOLDING THE LAW
I t is axiomatic that counsel's responsibilities to the military
service and himself preclude him from giving advice or assistance
in violation of the law. Pause one minute, however, before moving on to the duty of counsel to the court, and consider the
subtler variations. The advocate may not advise an imprisoned
client what to do if he escapes from the brig,80 nor may he advise
a client who has gone absent without leave to hide because he
may not get a fair trial.81 Moreover, the attorney is under a n
ethical obligation to disclose to the proper authorities any information he has as to the whereabouts of a client who has escaped
from lawful custody.82
111. DUTY TO

THE COURT

Craft is the vice, not the spirit, of the profession. Trick is profeaaional
pmatitution. Falsehood is professional apostasy. The strength of a
lawyer i s in thorough knowledge of legal truth, in thorough devotion ta
legal right. T r u t h and integrity can do mare in the profession than the
subtlest and wiliest devices. The power of integrity ia the rule; the power
of fraud is the exception. Emulation and zeal lead I ~ w y e i sastray; but
the general law of the p m f w i o n is duty, not suceess. In it, as elsewhere,
in human life, the judgment of success is but the verdict of little minds.
Professional duty, faithfully and well performed, i s the lawyer's glory.
Thia is equally true of the Bench and the Bar. Edward G. Ryan.

A. T R I A L CONDUCT
1. Candor and Fairness.
*See A B A COMM. OK PRorzasr0h.u. E T B I C ~O
, ~ m r o ~ sNO.
, 160 (1832
[hereafter cited 8 s OPIIIIINS, NO. - I ,
DR~NBER
152. Informal Decision No. 14, A B A OPlNlONB OF TES COMMIrnTEE
(IN P R O F E S S ~ ~ETHICS
- * T . AND GRIWAWCEB628 11857) [hereafter cited a i
Informal Decision No.-,
ABA OPIBIONS~.
X O ~ ~ NO.
~ I55
o (1836).
~ ~ , But 8ea O P I N I ~ S NO.
,
23 (1830). which the
Committee, in Opinion No. 165, limited to ita pPrtieu18r facts.
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a. The Rule. Manual paragraph 4 2 b . Canon 22, and Trial
Code 2 3 ( a ) , (b) :=
The conduet of eomiel before the court and with each other should be
eharieterized by honesty, candor, and fairness. Counsel ahould not know.
ingly misquote the eontenti of a paper, the testimony of B witneaa, the
language or argument of opposing munsel, OT the language of B decision
01 B textbook. He ahauld not cite 81 authority a dwiaion t h a t he know8
has been reversed or an o f i e i d directive t h a t he knows has been changed
07 rescinded. Thew latter and all kindred practice.. are unprofeailional
and unworthy of an d e e r of the law charged, as i i the lawager, d t h
the duty of aiding in the administration of justice.

b. The Case Law.
(1) General. Our criminal processes are adversary in nature
and rely upon the self-interests of the litigants and counsel for
full and adequate development of their respective case3. The
nature of the proceedings presupposes-or a t least stimulateszeal in the opposing lawyers. But their strife can pervert as well
as aid the judicial process unless it is supervised and controlled.
Accordingly, the overriding social interest in impartial justice
vests the neutral law officer with the power to curb both adversaries.8'
The trial counsel is entitled to t r y the case as he sees it, but
his commendable desire to win a case must be tempered with a
realization of his responsibility for ensuring a fair and impartial trial, conducted in accordance with proper legal procedures.
However, the restrictions imposed upan him by virtue of his duty
cannot be so strictly applied 8s to cause reversal of every case
wherein he takes a step which results in the sustaining of a
defense objection. A mere error of judgment does not necessarily
reach the level of misconduct.Es But in those instances where the
rights and immunities of an accused would be exposed to serious
and obvious abuse. prejudicial and exceisive zeal an the part of
the trial coun.4 will be curbed by the trial
Similarly, although it is the right of counsel for every litigant
Throughout this article. the texts of the Manual, Canons. and Trial Code
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to press his claim even if it appears untenable, the interests of
society in the preservation of courtroom control are not to be
frustrated through unchecked improprieties of defense counsel."
The responsibility of candor establishes an affirmative duty
on the trial counsel to disclose any grounds which he knows may
exist for challenge of court-martial personnel such a s disqualiflcation of a law officer who had signed the pretrial advice a s an
acting staff judge advocate.8B
(2) The Unrevealed Citation.The lawyer. though an officer of
the court and charged with the duty of candor and fairness, is
not an umpire but an advocate He is under no duty to refrain
from making proper argument in support of any legal point became he is not convinced of its inherent soundness. Nor ls he
under m y obligation to suggest arguments against his position.
His personal belief in the soundness of his cause or of the authorities supporting i t is irrelevant. However, an attorney is under
an obligation to refrain from making misrepresentations, and he
is also denied the luxury of material concealment generally regarded in the world of trade a s "smart business.''
The advocate has the function of presenting and arguing the
applicable law to the law officer. I t is ethically proper for him to
rely on and cite unreported board of review decisions in arguments or briefs, even without advance notice to adverse
He is, however, prohibited from reading legal authorities or
arguing the facts of other cases directly to the court members,
except in instances such as a motion for a finding of not guilty
or the question of the accused's sanity, where those members
become the triers of the fact and, in effect, of the law as well.81
I n recent year8 there has been discussion and dispute as to
whether the attorney must disclose to the law officer a known
decision adverse to his client's contentions and apparently
unknown to his adversary. There is no obligation to the client
to withhold knowledge of the applicable law. Rather, the obligation is to present the applicable law to the law officer.g2 The test
in every case requiring disclosure of such a decision is whether
or not it is one which the court should clearly consider in decidSaa id.

-

"United States Y . Schiller, 6 U.S.C.M.A. 101, 17 C.M.R. 101 (1964).
- R . WlsE, LBO& ETBlCs 174 (1966).
INFORMAL O P ~ N ~ D N SNO.
, 667 (1881).
IISee United State8 Y . Bouie, 8 U.S.C.M.A.228, 23 C.M.R. 3 ( 1 9 6 8 ) ; United
S+atea 7 . Fair, 2 U.S.C.M.A. 621. 10 C.M.R. 18 (19631.
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ing the case and is not solely confined to controlling authorities
which would be clearly decisive of the c a ~ ea t bar. This requirement must be sensibly interpreted, and a long string of board of
review citations on a well-settled point need not be presented to
the law officer to fulfill the spirit thereof.”’ After presentation
of the authority, however, the advocate 1s fully justified in then
attempting to distinguish the case or even to argue t h a t it not be
fallowed. The advocate’s obligation is to represent his client fully
in obtaining a determination of the law, not to conceal the applicable law
A pretty fair country lawyer of some renown by the name of
Abraham Lincoln also believed t h a t adverse authorities should
be cited. On his first appearance as an attorney before the Supreme Court of Illinois, he informed the court that, although he
was unable to find any authority to support his position, he had
found and submitted f a r the court‘s consideration several cases
directly in point faroring his adversary.D~
Attitude Toward Court .Membeis.
The Rules.
UCMJ article 3 9 :

2.
(I

Whenever B coult-martial I S to deliberate or rote. oniy the members of
the court ihail be present Any conmitation of the court with counsel
shall be made B p a r t of the record and be ~n the presence of the amused.
, trial c m m e i , and ~ngeneral c o u r t m a r t i d eases,
the defense c ~ m s e l the
the la- officer.

Manual paragraph 12b:
In performing their duties before eourIs-mmtiai, counsel should maintain a courteous and reapeetful sttitvde t o r a r d the members of the court

Canon 2 3 and Trial Code 19(a) :
A iaayer should rCrupuioU~lgabstain from all acts, cammenla and attitudes caiculaied to curry with any c a u l t member, such 8 8 f a u n m g ,
flattery. o r setus1 OT pretended solxitvde f a r the comfort o r eonvenienee
of the court members. Suggestion% of counsel looking ta the comfort or
eanrenience af the court should be made ta the Isu, officer a u t of the
hearing of rhe court members. Before and during the trial. counsel should
Xo, 146 (1935). See Thode, T h e Ethioel Sfondard f o r the AdvoL. REV. 516 (1861): D R ~ S K E R78.
“OPIPIONB, No. 280 (1949). But 8 e e Tunstali, Ethics m Citation: A Plea
f o r Re-lnlr7prrlotion of a Canor. 35 A B A.J 5 (19491, arguing t h a t the requirement f a r disclosure should be limited to controlling authorities.
- E P A R R Y , T m SEYEI.LAMPSOF ADVOCACY
18 (1924)
“’OPlh’IOYS,

cute, 39 TEXAS
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avoid conversing or otherwise communieating privately with
member on any subject whether pertaining t o the ease or not.

B

court

Trial Code 19(b)-(e):
A lawyer should disclose to the law officer and oppoiing counsel any
information of which he is aware t h a t a eavrt member has or may have
m y interest. direct or indirect, in the outcome of the ease, , , , unless t h e
law officer and opposing counsel have previously been made awwe thereof by voir dire examination or otherwise.
Subject to any limitations imposed by law, i t is B iawyei's right, a f t e r
the court h a s been discharged, to interview the members t o determine
whether their verdict is subject to any legsi challenge. The m p e of the
interview should be restricted and caution should be used to avoid embarrassment to m y e m i t member or to influence his action in any subse4"e"t esse.
Before the c o w t is sworn to t r y the muse, a lawyei may inwetigate
the prmppeetive court members to ascertain any basin for challenge,
proyided there i s no commnnication with them, direct or indirect, or with
any member of their families.
A Iawyei should, immediately upon his discovery thereof, make full
diselasure to the court of any imprower e m d v e t by m y parson tawuard
any court member.

Trial Code ZO(a) :
In the Y D dire
~
examination of the court members, B lawyer should not
or siivde ta any matter not relevant to the esse OT which he is not
in position to prove by admissible evidence.

b. The Case Law.. Any improper contact between the prosecution and the members of the court creates a presumption of
prejudice. That presumption is rebuttable, however. I t is error
for the trial counsel to make a pretrial inquiry of available court
members to determine if they have conscientious scruples against
imposing the death penalty in a prospective capital case.o1 Offthe-record private discussions of trial counsel with the president
of a special court-martial during the trialoo or presence of the
trial counsel in a closed-court session ! I r likewise constitute error.
Of course reality cannot be forsaken. Common sense must
prevail in this area, and it is both necessary and proper for the
' S e e CM a06341, Borne, 24 C.M.R. 400 (1057). Emor was held ta be nonprejudicial under the particular facts of t h l i eaae, because the government
met the burden of rebutting the presumption of prejudice.
=MCM, 1951, "53d; United States V. Bruce, 12 U.S.C.M.A. 410, 30 C.M.R.
410 (1861); United States V. Randall, 6 U.S.C.M.A. 636, 18 C.M.R. 160
(1865).

"See

Ez p a r t e Tucker, 212 Fed. 668 (D.C. Mass. 1013), B pre-UCMJ ea-
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trial counsel ta confer with the president of the court prior to
the convening thereof to establish the time and place of convening and the applicable uniform."e Similarly, during a lengthy
court-martial, witnesses, court members, and even counsel may
unavoidably be thrown together in the normal course af shared
essential military duties during recesses and adjournments especially in combat and isolated overseas commands. The attainable
standard is that all unnecessary contact be avoided during the
period of trial and that the contact required by military necessity
strictly avoid any discussion relating to the ease or related subject matter.gQ
During the challenging procedure a t trial, the voir dire examination may properly extend into the predispositions or prejudices,
if any, of the members in order to lay a foundation for challenges for cause or B peremptory challenge. Thus, the defense
counsel may properly inquire an voir dire into the fixed precaneeptions or inelastic attitudes of a court member regarding the
type af punishment (including punitive discharge) that the member feels should be imposed for particular offenses or upon a
particular accused.1n" Similarly. although the trial counsel may
not influence referral of a case to get a partisan court panel, he
is entitled to challenge members individually if he believes that
they are predisposed to leniency,1o1
During the course of the trial proper, both counsel have an
affirmative obligation to demonstrate care in handling exhibits
marked for identification only. They should ensure that photographs, documentary, and real evidence are not displayed to the
court members before being received into eridence. Insofar as
their size permits, such items should be kept turned in a direction
away from the court members."'.
wherem I t was held that t h e presence of trial counsel for a short time during
the closed aeraion of a. cowt-maitiai m e a procedural error only and not
ground for a wit of hsbesa eorpua.
'See dissent of Quinn. C.J., in United Staten V. Robinson, 13 U.S.C.M.A.
674, 581, 33 C.M.R. 206, 213 11863),MCM, 1951. " 40b(1).
'Sa United States V. Adamiak. 4 U . S . C . I . A 412, 418, 15 C.M.R. 412,418
(1954): United States Y. U'alters, 4 U.S.C M.A. 617 533, 16 C.JI.R. 191, 207
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When court members engage in improper and abusive questioning of the accused, the law officer should not require defense
counsel to shoulder the burden of resisting the questioning a t
the expense of offending the interrogators. Although inaction by
defense counsel under such circumstances has been held not to
constitute a waiver,'"' there soon comes a point when he must
intervene to protect his client adequately despite the possibility
of nettled sensibilities, if the law officer fails t o act. The influence of the prejudicial matter on the court members must be
curbed. Three courses of action are open to the defense counsel:
(1) object to the questioning, ( 2 ) challenge for cause the questioner who has departed from his role of impartial trier of the
facts, or (3) move for a mistrial. Timidity in the face of wrongful action against his client is as unethical as legal skulduggery
to preaerve error in the record. Counsel's assurance of eventual
appellate reversal is of little immediate comfort to the conricted
client who must languish in crossbar hotel pending that appellate
review.
I t is considered unethical f a r counsel in his argument to refer
to individual court members by name.1o4
Trial counsel is charged with the responsibility to call errors
or irregularities t o the notice of the court and may call the attention of a special court-martial president to a conflict between the
announced sentence and the sentence worksheet after the court
has adjourned,1D1 but the defense counsel should be Informed
of such action and be afforded the opportunity t o object or request additional instructions relative thereto.'oO
A troublesome area with reference to the relationship of counael t o members of the court-martial concerns the ethical considerations involved when counsel attempt to poll the court
members as to their vote or contact court members after the
trial for the counsel's own educational benefit or to determine
whether the verdict ia subject to any legal challenge. Both Rule
S l d of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure and Trial Code
"United States V. Smith, 6 U.S.C.M.A. 521, 20 C.M.R. 237 (19651; Umted
States V. Blankenship, 7 U.S.C.M.A. 32%.22 C.M.R. 118 (18661.
"INFORIAL
OPINIONS, NO,c-7aa (19681.
"United Ststel Y. Liberator, 14 U.S.C.M.A. 488, 54 C.M.R. 218 (18641.
seem m ,1951, 441.
' Y l n i k d Ststea Y . Nowaod, 16 U.S.C.M.A.510, 36 C.M.R. 466 (19661.

n
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1 9 ( c ) sanction such procedures, 8 % do several opinions of the
Committee of Professional Ethics of the Association of the Bar
of the City of New York,loT
Admittedly, it is frequent practice for counsel to talk t o court
members upon the conclusion of a trial to learn what factors
influenced the result or to find evidence which could be used to
impeach the verdict. However, i n a 1 5 3 4 opinion (No. 1 0 9 1 , the
American Bar Association Committee on Professional Ethics
and Grievances held that B lawyer ethically has no right under
Canon 2 3 , after verdict, to seek out one or more members of a
jury before x h a m he has tried a case and question them cancerning how certain aspects of the case impressed them. what the)thought of certain evidence on bath sides of the ease, and how
certain members of the jury staad on certain questions, even
assuming that the lawyer did so for the purpose of informing
himself as to any mistakes he may have made in the presentation
of evidence or of teding his judgment relative to challenging of
court
Critics of this opinion pointed out that since Canon 2 3 only
proscribes contact with jurors before and during trial, the Canan
impliedly sanctions post trial communications."@ Opinion No.
105 stili stands. However. its vitality has been undercut and
overruled sub silentio by Informal Opinion S o . 5 3 5 of the Committee. rendered 6 October 1 5 6 2 , wherein the Committee opined
in a gratuitous statement that after the trial, as a matter of his
self-education or when necessary to prevent fraud or B miscarriage of justice, counsel may, with entire propriety. interview
the jurors.lr,
What then i s the military ethic? The first point has been
clearly decided a t the board af review level. Members of B military court-martial may not be palled 8 8 to their vote."' Toting
in courts.martial as to findings, Sentence, and challenges is by
secret written ballot, and a court member is bound by his oath,

N.Y.C.B e Ass'n

>I*

SIOYAL ETHICS.

AXD

OPmIors.

K.Y.COUNTYLAWYERS'ASS% COMM.01 PROFES-

Y O S . 186,

315, and 767 (1966).

'"OPIxIoh.s, So 1 0 9 (1934) Sea Informal D e e i ~ i o nNo. 151. ABA OPlh-IOIS
,,ocn>

"_.
/."".,
CA,

-"See DRIUKER
34 n 3 8 : Harnnbergor. Amend Canon 2s 01 Reverse O~inion
J. 151 11965).
OPraross, No.536 ( 1 9 6 1 )
'-CM 394130, Connors. 13 C M . R 636 (1951) See ACM 6751 (Rehearing),
Tolbert. 14 C.M.R. 613 11953) (dictum).

1 0 0 , 61 A B A
"'INFORMU.
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taken upon the convening of the court, that he will not disclose
or discover the vote or opinion of any particular member upon
B challenge or the findings or sentence unless required to do
so before a court af judice in due course of law."2
Are court-martial counsel then ethically precluded from discussing the case a t all with court members upon the conclusion
of the trial for their own self-education? I t would Seem not.
There are no military cases in point, but the rules set forth in
Trial Code 1 9 ( c ) and Informal Opinion No. 535 represent the
modern and better-reasoned approach. Caveat, however, the
scape of post trial communications with the court members should
be restricted so as not to directly or indirectly delve into the
vote or opinion of any member of the court upon a challenge or
the findings or sentence or infiuence his action in future cases
that may be referred to his court panel.
Loss of temper by counsel and threats to the court members
by intemperate language are not only ethically improper but,
human nature being what i t is, may also ease his client's path
directly to a federal penitentiary. During a discussion with regard to the compulsory production of witnesses, an individual
threatcivilian defense counsel in L'nited States v . DeAngelis
ened the court: "If you ever pronounce judgment on this accused
without power to produce the witnesses, you will, each and every
one, be held civilly liable." '14 Result? His officer-client's affirmed
sentence amounted to dismissal, total forfeitures, confinement a t
hard labor f a r five year8 and a fine of $10,000, and the attorney
was condemned by the Court of Military Appeals for his flagrantly
contemptuous conduct. Moral: If you can keep your head when
all about you are losing theirs, you may save your client his.
3. Respect and Courtesy: Dealings With the Law Oflcer.
a. The Rules.
Manual paragraph 42b:
In performing their dvties before murtmmrtial. counsel should maintain a e~urteouaand respectful attitude tonard the law officer.

Canon 1:
It is the duty of the lawyer t o maintain towards the Courts

B

respectful

"'MCM, 1951, n 114.

"*8 U.S.C.X.A. 298, 12 C.M.R. 54 (1958)
" ' I d. at 502.08, 12 C.M.R. at 58-59.
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attitude, not f o r the sake of the temporary incumbent of the judleial
amce, but f o r the maintensnee of its supreme impartsnee. L~~
not being wholly free to defend themrelie.. are peculiarly entitled t o
receive the aupport of the Bar against unjust criticism and elsmor.
Whenever there is pmper ground for serious complaint of a judiciary
officer, i t 18 the right and duty of the lawyer to nubmit his gr~evancesto
the proper authorities. In such case01,but not otherwise, such ehargea
should be encouraged and the person making them should be protected

Canon 3 and Trial Code 17:
Marked attention and Y ~ U S Uhospitality
~
on the p a r t of B iswyer to B
law officer unealied f a r by the peraonsi relatiam of the psrties. subject
bath the law offieer and the lawyer to misconstructions of motive and
should be avoided. A lawyer nhovid not communicate or mgne privately
with the law officer 8 9 to the merits of a pending came, and he deserves
rebuke and denunciation f a r any device or attempt to gain from B law
officer ipecial personal eonaideiation or favor. A aeif-reapeeting independence in the discharge of profeasional duty, without denial or dimmution of the courtesy and respect due the law officer's atation, 12 the only
pmper foundation for cordial personal and official relatione between
Bench and Bar.

Trial Code 1 8 ( a ) - ( c ) , ( e ) :
During the trial, a iawyer should aiwzys display a courteous, dignified
and respectful attitude toward the presiding law officer, not for the rake
of his perron, but f a r the maintenance of respect f a r and confidence in
the judicial office. The law officer, to render etPeetlve such eonduet, ha8
r e e i p ~ o e s lreaponaibilitm of courtesy to and respect for the lawyer, who
i s 81.0 an officer of the court. The lawyer should YlKolousiy present all
proper aTKYment8 against rulings he deem9 erroneous and see to It t h a t
B complete and accurate case record IS made. In this regard, he should
not be deterred by m y f e a r of judicis1 displeasure or punishment
A lawyer ahouid not diseuaa a pending ease with the law officer without
the opposing lawyer's presence. unless, a f t e r notice OT r e w e a t , the op.
posing lawyer faiia 01 refuses to attend and the law officer is i o advised.
Except 8 8 prwided by rule OT order of the court, a lawyer ahauld never
deliver ta the law officer any letter, memorandum. brief, or other wrltten
communication without concurrently delivering B copy ta oPPasinl
C0""Sd

Subject to the foregoing, a lawyer may advise the law officer of any
reason for expediting or delaying the decision

b. The Case Law.
(1) General. The law officer is not a mute and passive bystander until t h a t moment when the court convenes for the trial
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of the accused. To assist him in his preparation for trial, counsel
should contact him to provide him with a copy of the charges and
specifications and the appointing order, and to inform him of
anticipated issues of law that might be raised a t the trial."j Trial
counsel should serve upon the defense counsel a copy of any
prospective memorandum of issues which he submits to the law
officer or have that counsel present during oral communications
with the law officer.118Although the defense counsel may ethically
give the law officer unilateral notice of a prospective defense
issue, a s a practical matter it is suggested t h a t he also notify his
adversary to preclude the necessity of trial counsel's requesting
a time consuming Continuance a t trial to prepare to meet the
surprise issue. Defense counsel should also advise the trial
counsel and the law officer of the anticipated plea of the accused."'
When questionable matters arise during the course of the trial
which a counsel does not wish to be brought t o the attention of
court members, counsel should request an in-court hearing, eammonly known as a side-bar conference. The practice of such a n
in-court conference a t the law officer's bench between the law
officer, counsel f a r both sides, accused and the reporter in low
tones which the court is unable to hear is both proper and useful
for short discussions. The practice is recognized in the courtmartial system.11d For lengthy conferences with the l a s officer
or where it is necessary to hear the testimony of witnesses out
of the court's hearing, counsel should request the law officer to
conduct an out-of-court hearing."" Out-of-court hearings are not
authorized in special courts-martial, however. because the president of the court is a voting member who must rule on evidentiary
questions subject to the objection of any member of the
( 2 ) Critzcism of the Law OBioer. Profane rejections of legal
rulings handed down by law officer are unethical. The Court
of Military Appeals will not tolerate any interference by either
LLdUnited
States V. Fry, 7 U.S.C.M.A. 682, 28 C.M.R. 146 (1957).
"'Informal Deeiaiona Nos. 251 and 253, A B A Onxmns 640 ( 1 8 5 7 ) ;
naluupa
.
. .. ..... ?il
-.
"'See dissent of Quinn, C.S., in United States V. Robinson, 13 U.S.C.M.A.
874, Sal, 33 C.M.R. 206, 213 (1863).
' L ' S r ~United Staka Y . Ransom, 4 U.S.C.M.A. 195, 15 C.M.R. 195 (1854);
MCM, 1951. BDD. 8a. at 514. which oravides for the Y I a~i in-court conferences.
"'United Si&
V. Catea, 8 U.S:C.M.A. 480, 26 C X R 260 (19581; MCM,
1851, n 5 7 m i .
"United States V. Baea, 18 U.S.C.M.A.311, 36 C.M.R. 467 (186s).
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counsel or court members with the substance, form, or tone of the
law officer's rulings. Such rulings are final and are to be so
treated. Only in this manner can the integrity of his office be assured and the judicioup, fair, and impartial trial enrisioned by
the Code be guaranteed to the accused and to the public whose
interests in military justice demand equal protection 191
It is the right of counsel to press his claim to obtain the law
officer's considered ruling, even if it appears farfetched and untenable. Full enjoyment of that right, with due a11ow.ance for the
heat of controversy, will be protected by an appellate tribunal
when infringed by incorrect rulings a t the trial level. But, if the
ruling i s adverse, the "aggrieved" counsel, be he military or
civilian, does not have the right to resist that ruling, use PTOVOCBtive language, or threaten and insult the law officer.1z? Accardinply. in a trial commenced before the effective date of the Code.
the Court of Military Appeals held it ethically improper for an
individual civilian defense couneel. when questioned by the law
member regarding his failure t o call a ivitness who was present.
to remark that the law member's question was the most absurd
question he ever heard Of, to ask the law member if he n a j tryinp to be funny, and to state that any first year law student would
know the answer
A l t h o u g h counsel has the unquestionable
right to press his arguments vigorously, he may not flout the
authority of the law officer or make a mockery of the requirement
of decorous behavior."+
4. Courtroom Conduct and D e c o r u m
a. The Rules.

Canon 21 and Trial Code 2 2 ( b ) :
A lawyer ahauld be punctual in all c o u r t appearances and. whenever
pornbie, should give prompt notice to the court and to all other counsel
in the ease, of any circumifances requiring his tardiness or absence
i t 1 8 the d u t y of the lawyer t o be eonciae and direct in the trial and
dispoairion of cauass.
' " S I B United States V. Burse. 16 U.S.C.M.A. 62, a 6 C.M.R. 218 (1066).
where the Court af Mrhtsry Appeals condemned the profane reiectian of a law
officer's ruling by the p'erident of the court.
-Sacher V. United States, 343 U.S.1 i1852).
'"United Statea V. DeAngellr, 3 U.S.Ch1.A 298, 12 C.M.R. 5 4 (1858).
'"Id.
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Trial Code 20. 21, and 2 2 ( a ) , (e) :
In his Opening statement B lawyer should not state f a c t s t h a t he has no
~ e s s ~tan believe will be substantiated by the evidence.
A lawyer should not include in the eantsnt of a n y question the ~uggestion of any matter which 1% obviously inadmissible or which he knows
is untrue.
A question ahovld not be interrupted by an objection m l e m the question
1% then Patently obieetionsble or there is reasonable ground to belreve
t h a t matter is being included which cannot properly be disclosed t o the
eovrt membeis.
Examination of Court members and of witnesses should be conducted
from the counsel table or from some other amtable distance except when
handling documentary or phyneal evidence or when B hearing impairm e n t o r other dinability requires t h a t he take a different position.
A lawyer should r i s e when addressing, or being addressed by, the Isw
officer, except when making brief objections or ineidentai comments
While the court is in ~ e s s i o n ,counsel should not smoke, assume an undignified posture, or, without the law offieer'i permiasion, iemova hia
coat in the court room. He ahauld always be attired io a proper and
dignified manner.
Every effort eomiatent with the legitimate interests of the client should
be made to expedite litigation and to avoid u n n e e e r ~ a r yddaye, and no
dilatory tactie8 should be employed for the purpose of harassing m
adversary.
A lawyer should make every reaaonsble effort to prepare himaelf fully
prior t o court appearaneeJ. . . .

b. The Case Law.
(1) General. The adherence to proper professional conduct and
courteous decorum is the responsibility of every counsel appearing a t trial. When counsel a t trial are guilty of unprofessional
behavior by engaging in frequent biekerings, verbal altercations,
frivolous objections, interruptions, and exchanges based upon
personalities, it is the law officer, not the president of the court,
who has the authority to correct and chastise them.19a
The professional conduct of advocates before courts-martial is
a continuing matter of concern to the United States Court of
Military Appeals. Judge Ferguson of that Court described the
case of L'nited States %. S c ~ l e s " ~
as a shoekinz
of how
. examale
.
a general court-martial should not be tried. In describing the
case, he stated:
= C M 399282. Cannon, 26 C.M.R. 693 (1968).
"14 ZT.S.C.M.A.14, 33 C.M.R. 226 (1863).
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Its page8 are filled with petty bickering between eoun%ei,each side
seemingly move intent upon aearing on the opposing attorney than in
attending to its task af m u r i n g that iuatice is done fairly and impsrtislly in surroundings characterized wlth the dlgnity and decorum befitting
the ~ e r i o ~ s n e iofs the praeetdmge. W e remind law officers of their
authority-nay. duty-to require military and tirillsn ~ o u n s e lt o eonduet
themselves in a manner befitting their prafesaion and the covrta before
which they practice --

In the Seoles case, the Court condemned the sharp practice
employed by the trial counsel in personally requesting the president of the court to order it convened in fatigue uniforms to
assist prosecution witnesses in their identification of the accused.
The authority of the president af the court to prescribe the unif a r m may not be cleverly misused or perverted by trial counsel
to became B weapon to ease the path of the prosecution in obtaining a conviction. Professional ethics and not Machiavellian principies must govern counsel's trial endeavors. The Court will not
tolerate misuse of military authority to gain B desired end. "Under
our system of law, means are quite as important as ends, and
the name of the Republic should not be soiled a t the hands of
one charged with enforcing its law8." ' 3 The Court characterized
trial counsei'8 unethical actions as " 'dirty business' t o be vigorously condemned by everyone involved in military justice administration." I n
As to uniform at trial, the accused is entitled to present himself
before a military tribunal so attired as to make the most favorable
impression upan the members of the court. The use of fatigue
uniforms detracts from the dignity of the court.'1° Except in
combat or under field conditions, the service uniform should be
prescribed, and bath trial and defense counsel have the responsibility to assure that the defendant appears properly dressed in
a clean, pressed uniform bearing his correct insignia of rank and
the ribbons, badges. and emblems to nhieh he is entitled.
The Manual prescribes that the accused appear in uniform a t
the trial.191 I t i s the responsibility of the service to see that he
does so. Absentees may have no uniforms at the time of their
return to military control. It is error to permit the accused to
' " I d at 15-16, 23 C.M.R. s t 221-28.
I d . at 18,3 3 C.M R. at 230.
'Id.
"'Id.
I"MCM, 1851, 560.
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stand trial in civilian clothes, and that error is compounded when
the trial counsel makes reference t o the fact in his closing argument as B fact supporting an inference of an intention to desert.13s
A further word to counsel new at the military bar-and, assuredly, this point is not being averstressed: Confinement installations simply do not include modern dry cleaning facilities. Service uniforms, if any, of personnel in confinement are kept folded,
neatly or otherwise, in seabags or similar contsiners. While that
rumpled, lived in look, may be the fashion made of today's young
people, it has na place in the courtroom. While pressing this point,
it is the trial counsel who must make arrangements to have the
accused present at the trial. Have his unit get him there early
enough that his defense counsel has time for further consultation
before trial starts. It is too late for trial counsel, with his adversary, to start looking for the accused or to inspect his uniform
ten minutes before the gavel sounds to start the court. To save
embarrassment. think, plan ahead, and then supervise the execution of pretrial arrangements. Counsel must produce results, not
excuses.
Trial counsel have been strongly criticized by the Court of
Military Appeals for having a set of signals arranged with a
courtroom spectator to alert the trial counsel to testimony involving classified
Whispering between counsel at the
prosecution's table referring to the accused as a thief and ~ c o u n drel is improper and unjudicious. Personal hostility or excessi\w
zeal upon the part of trial counsel is improper because it precludes the accused from receiving a fair presentation of the
(2) The Openilzo Statement. An opening statement by counsel
for either side ia a recognized procedure in trials by court-martial.1A6Usually such opening remarks take place after arraignment, but prior to the hearing of evidence, and they normally
consist of a brief comment on the issues to be tried and what
respective counsel expect to prove.
The matter of the propriety of counsel's remarks in an opening
~

'"CGCM S-20155, Haeh, 20 C.M.R.563 (1955). holding the error to be
nonprejudieial under the f i e t s of thia case.
"United States V . Kauffman, 14 U.S.C.M.A. 283. 288, 34 C.M.R. 63. 68
11,963).
Sea ACM 4455, DeAngelia, 4
12 C.M.R. 54 (19681.
= M C M , 1951, 7 440(21.

C.M.R.654

(1952). a n d 3 U.S.C.M.A. 298,
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statement a t trial has been the subject of judicial review. A 1961
Air Force board of review case found no misconduct an the part
of trial counsel when his opening statement alluded to a prior
assault by accused an the victim and referred to the assault
weapon as being honed to razor sharpness, even though a subsequent trial ruling by the l a x officer precluded him from presenting evidence to prove the prior assault and no evidence was later
adduced as to the weapon's sharpness. The board found that there
was nothing in the record which would indicate a deliberate
flouting of the rules of evidence in order to prejudice the court
against the accused and concluded that the trial counsel's comments did not exceed the bounds af fairness.'38
The test is whether the general import of the evidence i s consistent with the opening remarks. Trial counsel is entitled in his
opening statement to make fair comment upon the testimony he
expects to prove, and a slight rariance will not constitute misconduct on his part or prejudice to the accu8ed.18'
( 3 ) Dilotorv and Ohstruetire Tactics. Obstructive and abusive
actions of counsel flout the authority of the court, make a mockery
of the requirement af decorous behavior, and impede the expeditious, orderly, and dispassionate conduct of the trial.la5 Although
counsel unquestionably has the right to press his arguments
vigorously and to explore freely all avenues favorable to his
client, there is a iimit beyond sq-hich he may not ethicalis go.
The deliberate use of frivolous or unwarranted dilatory tactics
cannot be
The government i s not a t the mercy of
defense counsel who continually claims unpreparedness, thereby
indefinitely postponing trial. If such claims are frivolous or
intended solely for the purpose of deisg, recourse may be had
by the removal of such dilatory c o u n ~ e lby competent authority
and by replacing him with mumel who wiil effectively assist the
accused.1i0 Most civilian advocates find that they must work evenings when engaged in the trial of a lawsuit, and military counsel
'-ACM 17542. Moore, 3 1 C.X.R. 647, pet. dsnisd. 12 U.S.C.M.A. 160, a1
C.M.R.314 (19811.
."United States V. Haoper, 9 U.S.C.M A . 631, 26 C.M.R. 417 (1958).
"Vnited Stater Y, DeAngelir, 3 U.S.C.M A 298, 12 C.iXR. 54 (1953).
'"See Army Reg Yo, 27-11, para. 1 (5 March 1865) : A'AW JAG MASEAl

5 135b(2)

" * S e e United States Y. Frye, 8 U.SC.M.A
(1957) Idissent) (dictum).
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must be prepared to do likewise."'
Criminal litigation is not a game, Thus commented both the
majority and the dissent in Cnited States I. H ~ l w l A, ~rehear~ ~
ing was ordered in that case because defense counsel was denied
a continuance to inspect a transcript of the former testimony
of a witness. By way of dicta, there was unanimous agreement
as to the consequences of defense counsel's improper trial tactics
and failure to bear his trial responsibilties:
(a) Silence, when defense counsel has the duty to speak, may
constitute a waiver. There is a respodsibility for an accused, a s
well as for the Government, to deal fairly with the wurt. Defense
counsel cannot knowingly and willfully withhold information of
matters affecting the trial (such as an unauthorized view by the
court members of the acme of the incident) on the chance that
i t may have a favorable effect and then, when disappointed, complain. Even rights guaranteed by the Constitution may be considered surrendered when the accused knowingly declines to avail
himself af them at the trial. The Court of Military Appeals will
not permit the defense counsel to remain silent and speculate
cunningly a s to a court's findings when he has a responsibility to
speak aut before thaw findings.l"
Defense counsel must be consistent. His trial theory, tactics,
and strategy will be binding on the accused. When he uses a
trial incident for his client's advantage, he ordinarily cannot later
contend on appeal that the incident we.8 prejudicial to him."'
(b) Self-induced error by the defense counsel may not be used
as a basis for appellate reversal. In a criminal case, the ultimate
issue of the guilt or innocence of the accused is to be determined
by a fair tria! and not by the competence of counsel. But, it cannot serve the ends of justice to permit a defendant t o prosecute
one theory in the trial court and, finding it unsuccessful, not only
to substitute another theory an appeal but also to claim error
arising out of that which he himself has invited.'i5 But the Court
"LUnited States V. Hemei, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 2 5 9 , 268, 26 C.M.R. 39, 48 (1968)
(dissent).
>"Id.
'#Id.: ace ob0 United States 7 . Wolfe, 8 U.S.C.M.A. 247, 24 C.M.R. 61
( 1 9 5 T i : United States V. Wsltera,4 U.S.C.M.A. 817, 620,16 C.M.R. 191, 202
118541 (dictum).
'"United States Y. Simonds, 16 U.S.C.M.A 641,36 C.M.R. 139 ( 1 9 6 s ) .
'*See United States Y. Jones, 7 U.S.C.M.A. 623, 28 C.M.R. 87 ( 1 9 6 1 ) :
United States V. Schafer, 18 U.S.C.M.A. 88, 32 C.M.R. 83 (1962).
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of Military Appeals will decline to apply this rule o i waiver where
necessary to prevent a clear miscarriage of j u ~ t i c e . " ~
Judge Latimer, in his dissent in Cnited States v . Heinel,"'
however, felt that the defense counsel had ample pretrial oppartunity to learn of and obtain B copy of the transcript. He opined
that the holding of the majority ate away a t the vitals of an effeetive court-martial system, leaving the law officer as putty in the
hands of a clever but vexatious defense counsel. He commented:
The accused was represented by an aggressive trial defense counsel
who used every stratagem io aid his cause. He represented his client
well but, ~n my view, he proceeded under B theory that B trial by courtmartisl is B game in which the pnze goes to the defense I ~ w y e iwho can
delay the find judgment. confuse the ~ S I Y ~ Sand
,
hamper the progress of
trial by making nu me mu^ dilatory motions;"

and concluded: "He played his part well, but I am not u'illing to
applaud the performance." 14*
Similarly, with reference to the instructions given by the law
officer to the court members on the elements o i the offenses
charged, the defense counsel cannot assume that he has no responsibility whatsoever far protecting the interests of the accused
and insuring the fair and orderly administration of justice by
raising appropriate objections to improper procedures. The Court
of Military Appeals is not willing to see court-martial trials become a game where a sly defense counsel can acquiesce in erroneous instructions merely to build a record for obtaining reversal
on appeal. I t is the duty of the defense counsel to see that the
theory of the case most favorable to his client is adequately presented to the court. Not only must he be prepared in advance to
argue for the submission of a proper framework of law to the
court members, he should also be prepared to submit proposed
izstructions to which the defense view of the evidence can be
fitted. Defense counsel does justice neither to the accused nor to
his duty as an officer of the court when he relies principally on
error and appellate review to protect his
"'United States V. BTYI,15 U.S.C.M.A. 597. 36 C.M.R. 96 (1966): United
States V. Masunoek, 1 U.S.C.M.A. 32, 1 C.M.R. 32 (1951).
"'8 U.S.C.M.A. 259, 266. 26 CM.R. 39. 13 (1953)
"lid.
"'Id. at 261, 26 C.M.R.at 47.
"United States V. Smith, 2 U.S.C.M.A. 440, 442-43. 9 C.M.R. TO, 72-73
(1953). Counsel cannot however be required to submit proposed inatruetiona.
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A defense counsel has been criticized for obstructive tactics
in refusing to permit a n accused to amwer the law officer's essential question as to guilt during an out-of-court hearing to determine the providency of the defendant's guilty plea. The Court
of Military Appeals stated that the defense counsel should assist,
rather than attempt to restrict, the law officer in fully developing
the circumstances surrounding the plea.161
5. Criminal Proseeution and Defense.
a. The Rules.
UCMJ article 88:
The trial counsel Of B general 01 special m w t - m a r t i a l shall prosecute
in the name of the United Staten.
The accused ehali have the right to be represented in his defense befaie
B general Or Speciai court-martial by civilian counsel If provided by him,
or by mihtary e ~ u n s e lof his o w n selection if reasonably available. 01
by the defense counsel duly appointed pursuant tc article 27. Should t h e
accused have eauniel of his OW" selection, the duly appomted defense
eounael, and araistant defenao counsel, d any, shall, if the a e e u e d 90
desirea, Bet as his associate e~unsel;otherwise they rhail be excused by
the president of the court.

Manual paragraph 44g(1) :
Although the primary duty of the trial e ~ u n is~ to
~ lpmseeute, any s e t ,
such 88 the eonseious ~ ~ p p r e m oofn evidence favorable t a the defense,
which is inconsistent with B genuine desire to have the whale t r u t h
revealed is prohibited.

Canon 5 and Trial Code 4 :
The trial counsel's p ~ i m a r yduty is not to convict but tc see t h a t justice
is done. Evidence which appears credible and which clearly tends to
prove the accused's innocence should not be suppressed
The secreting of witnesses capable of establishing the ~ n n o ~ e n eof
e the
BeCused i s highly reprehensible
I t 1 8 the duty of the defense eounSei, regnrdleIs of his personal opinion
BLI to thz guilt d the w e u e d , to invoke the basic rule t h a t the crime
must be proved beyond B reasonable doubt by competent e\idenee, to
raise ail valid defenses and, in esse of conviction, to present all proper
grounds f o r probation or in mitigation of punmhment. A eanhdentisl
disclosvre of guilt done does not require B withdrawal from the ease.
United States Y. Walters, 4 U.S.C.M.A. 617, 631, 16 C.M.R. 191, 205 ( 1 8 6 4 ) :
MCM, 1861, n i s c i 2 )
='United States V. Palaeies, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 621, 26 C.M.R. 401 i1968).
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Howe>er, after B confidential disciosvrs of facts clearly and credibly
sharing guilt, a iswyer should not Present any evidence incansiatent
with such facts. He should never offer testimony which he k n o w to be
faire.
The crime charged should not be attribvted t o another identihahie person
unless evidence introdwed or Inferences warranted therefram mise at
least B reasonable runpieion of such peimn’s probable guilt.

b . The Case Law. The responsibilities and duties of trial
counsel or defense counsel in a court-martial are among the most
important that can be imposed an B military officer. Provision
was made in the Code f a r defense c o u n ~ e lto protect the rights
of the accused, and for trial counsel fairly and accurately to
prosecute in the name of the United States. Further provision
in this regard is made in Executive Order 10214 publishing the
Manual, by which the President, as Comamnder-in-Chief. implemented the Code. Military defense counsel who fails ta exert
every lawful effort in furtherance of an accused’s rights and
privileges-technical or otherwise-is
himself flaunting the will
of Congress and the order of his Commander-in-Chief. So also
does trial counsel who fails fairly, fully. and adequately to present
the prosecution’s case. A trial counsel or defense counsel who
does not seriously discharge hie duties to the best of his ability
with a saber understanding that such duties are among the most
important tasks that he will be called upon to perform as an
officer has failed to discharge an important trust.’n2
The Court of Military Appeals has defined the duties of trial
and defense counsel before courts-martial and their relationship
to the court. They represent their respective ciients in an adversary proceeding scrutinized by apposing counsel under the supervision of the law officer. Although both are considered officers of
the court,1s3the partisanship of their advocacy for their clients
differs. The basic duty of an advocate in an adversary system
is t o do that which, within the framework of the honorable and
legitimate mean8 known to l a w is for the client’s best interests.
Furthermore, as trial lawyers know, the adroeate generally must
“‘CGCM S-18369. Branigan, 3 C.M.R. 615 (1562).
’“See Ftrgusan. J., ~n United States Y. Kraikouakas, 9 C . S C.M.A. 607.
610, 26 C.M.R. 387, 390 (1958). and United State8 V. Stone, 13 U.S.C.M.A.
62, 5 6 , 32 C.M.R. 52, 66 (1960).
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be a partisan advocate if he is to achieve maximum effectiveness.1b4
Defense eoumel is an advocate for the accused, not an amicus
to the
Furthermore, he is a partisan advocate for his
accused
As an example of this position, consider the case
of ACM -923, Baese.'S' There, after the trial counsel had announced that there were no previous convictions, defense counsel
stated that the record should be checked. The court recessed for
that purpose and, after the recess, the records of two previous
convictions were admitted into evidence. The sentence awarded
by this special court-martial included a bad conduct discharge,
which would not have been permissible but for the previous convictions. The board of review set aside so much of the sentence
as wan based on the previous convictions. It held that the unexplained action of defense counsel in calling the court's attention to the previous convictions was prejudicial to his client's
interests. Counsel's duty in this situation was to marshal the
matters properly in evidence in the way most favorable to his
client, not to offer evidence a g a i n i him.
However, the trial tactics of the defense must be within and
not without the truth and the law. The common notion that in a
criminal case the prosecution is bound to a high degree by the
ethics of advocacy, whereas the defense counsel is bound by little
or none, has been the subject of much reconsideration, There
has been an increasing protest against that philosophy of ad.
vocacy which would allow the defense to treat the law a s a mere
game, while holding the prasecution to the highest standards of
fair play and candor.16s
Judge Warren E. Burger af the Court of Appeals far the District of Columbia has stated:
It must be remembered that there is not

B

dual standard of eanduet,

Sutton, Re-Evaluation of the Conona of Profeaaianal Ethics: A R B vissr'a Viewpoint, 33 TENN.L. REV. 132 (1866).
=United States V. Mitehell, 16 U.S.C.M.A. 302,86C.M.R. 468 (1866); Ellin
V. United States, 35G U.S. 674 (1858).
"See dissent of Ferguson. J., in United State8 V. Young, 13 U.S.C.M.A.
134, 141, 32 C.M.R. 134, 141 (1862). wherein he refers to the partisan advocacy of bath defense c o ~ n s e land eovnael for the government at an article
32 pretrial inveatigation. See alm Murphy, The Army Defenaa Caunsel: UnUsual Ethioa for a%Unusual Advooate, 61 Comn. L. RN. 238 (1861).
='6 C.M.R. 608 ( 1 8 6 2 ) . But see O~rmoas,NO.287 (1958).
"Tuttle, The Ethics of Advacew, 18 A.B.A.J. 848, 861 (1832)
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availability of machinery for extensive discovery and production
of evidence does not entitle defense counsel to use that machinery
for improper p u r ~ o s e s .and proper discovery of documentary
evidence requires that the documents be relevant to the subject
matter of the inquiry and that the request be reasonable before
the defense counsel is entitled to obtain them.Lro
The advocate is more than a hired brain and voice: the arms
which he wields should be used by him 8%B warrior, not as an
assassin.1T1The adversary system is infused with tacit restraints
governing both the prosecution and the defense. The partisan
adrocate fulfills his responsibilities when his zeal for his client's
cause promotes a w i ~ eand informed decision of the case by the
impartial triers of the fact. He fails to fulfill his role and trespasses against the obligations of professional responsibility Then
his desire to win a t all costs leads him to distort and obscure the
court members' understanding of the case, rather than to provide
them with a needed perspective as to the accused's theory of the
case."'

6. Discorera of F r a u d .
a. The Rules.

Manual paragraph 48e:
If is mproper fa, ~ounselto tolerate any manner of fraud o r chicane.

Canons 41 and 15 and Trial Code 25:
v h e n B lawyer dlrcoiers that some fraud OT deception has been preetieed, which has unjuatly imposed upon the court, B party, or other
eoungel, he should endearor to rectify It: at fxmt by sdviains hie client,
m d if his client refuser t o forego the advantage thus unjustly gained, he
should promptly inform the injured perion or his eounael, QO that they
may take sppropriate steps
The office of attorney does not permit, much 1.68 does It demand of him
for any client, ,mlatian of law or any manner of fraud 01 chicane.

h . The Case L o w While the fundamental requirement of a fair
and impartial hearing applies to presentencing procedures, an
important basic policy governing such proceedings requires that
Staten i Franehia, 13 U.S.C.M.A.316, 32 C.M.R. 515 (1962).
RI, THESEVENLAMPSOF ADYOCACI18 (1924).
Bsionvl R c s p o n s i b z l i l : R s p w t of the Joint Conference,44 A . B . A . I .
1159 (1958)
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full a picture as possible be presented to assist the court in
imposing a proper sentence: neverthelejs, the accused is not
permitted to portray a false impression of the economic situation
of his wife and child to the court in the guise of extenuation or
mitigation.173 Note should be taken af a New York case, Matter
of Hardenbrook.'?' where an attorney who insisted an the truth
of his client's testimony in a civil case when he knew it to be
false was barred.
a8

7. ErprEssin.0 Personal Belief.
a. The Rules.
Manual paragraphs 44g(l), 48c:
I t ie improper f o r the trial counsel or defense e ~ u n s e lto assert before
the court his pemons.1 belief 8s to the guilt or innocence of the accused.

Canon 15:
I t ii improper f o r B lawyer to assert in argument his personal belief in
his client's innocence or m the j u d i c e of his e s u ~ e .

Trial Code 20(h) :
A lawyer shouid not assert in argument his pemonsl belief in the integrity of his client or of his witnesses or m the justice of his cause
which is unrelated to P f a i r analysis of the evidence touehng these
matters.

b. The Case Law. I t Is no proper concern of the court that
counsel is personally convinced by the evidence he has presented.
The appearance of undue influence on the court must be avoided,
since it is the independent responsibility of each court member
to resolve impartially the question of the accused's guilt or innocence in accordance with the law and the evidence admitted in
court, within the dictates of his awn conscience, not in accordance
with what counsel say they have proved.176I t has also been held
error for the trial counsel to express his personal belief that the
teatimany of the accused was a lie."e
'>CM 411402, Stevenaon, 84 C.M.R. 666,pat. denied, 16 U.S.C.M.A. 670, 36
C.M.R. 478 (1864).
'"135 App. Div. 634 (1909).a n d 199 N.Y.689 (1910).
"'ACM 6661. Robinion, 7 C.M.R. 618 (1962). p e t . denied, 2 U.S.C.M.A. 681,
S C.M.R. 118 (1963).
'"CM 409603, Reddick, 88 C.M.R. 697 (1963).But B ~ BUnited States V.
Doctor, 7 U.S.C.M.A. 126, 21 C.M.R. 262 (1968).
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8. Personal Experiments.

a. The Rules.
Trial Code 1 2 :
A I a w w r should never conduct or enrage m experiments 'IIVOIW~E
my
01 body except to iliustiste in ~ r g u m e n twhat has
been previoutly admitted in evidenee.
use af his own person

b . The Case Law. Immediately prior to the trial in Cnited
States v . .IlcCants,'.' the trial counsel received two potential
exhibits: a rifie and a cartridge. He thereupon, while outside the

courtroom, loaded the cartridge into and then extracted it from
the weapon. Thereafter, during the trial when a firearms examiner
had testified for the defense that the round in question had never
been extracted from the rifle because it bore no markings, the
trial counsel testified in rebuttal as to his experiment and then,
in closing argument, stressed the conflict between the expert's
testimony and his pretrial experiment when arguing that the
rifle was loaded, making it a dangerous weapon a t the time of the
offense.
The Court af Military Appeals in the McCants case said that it
looked with disfavor on the procedure employed by the trial
counsel. The Court stated that it was unnecessary for the trial
counsel to become involved because another service member,
familiar with the operation of the rifle in question, could have
performed the experiment. I t concluded that the error constituted
poor Judgment on the part of the trial couniel and nonconformance
with professional standards af conduct, but did not require reversal under the particular facts of the case. The case was reversed on other grounds.
Judge Farpuson dissented as to the majority's opinion regarding the exgeriment, citing Canon 19 and painting out that, in
effect, trial counsel created the evidence. Although the point was
not spelled out, trial counsel had tampered with the evidence prior
to trial and could have placed marks on the cartridge that were
not there when he received it. As the majority opinion indicated,
the proper Solution would have been for trial counsel ta have the
expert witness, not c o u n d , eanduct the experiment in open court
during cross-examination.
Informal Opinion S o . 914 (1966) of the American Bar Associa'"10 U S.C M.A. 346, 27 C M.R.420 (1959)
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tion's Committee on Professional Ethics held that it is unethical
conduct for an attorney to substitute other persons for the true
defendants a t the defendant's table in open court to mislead the
court. A similar practice foisted on the court in a general courtmartial convened prior to the Code was condemned, and the
defense counsel was later tried and convicted for delay of the
court based upon his unethical tactics.':8
9. Publicity and Newspaper Discussion.
a. The Rules.
Manual paragraphs 42b, 53e:
As pubiieation in the public pre81, 01 on the radio or telev~nion,of the
circumstance8 ai a pending case may interfere with a f a i r trial and
otherviae prejudice the due administration of justice, wuniei should refrain from discussing such eireumstaneeB with repreaentatives of the
p m d , radio, or television unless Bvthoriied by the eanvenmg authority
or other competent s u p e r i o ~authority. The taking af photographs in
the courtmom during an open or closed session of the court, or broadeaating the proceedings from the courtroom by radio 01 television will
not be permitted without the prior written appr0Y.i af the Secretary of
the Department concerned.

Canon 20 :
Newspaper publications by a lawyer 8 8 to pending or anticipated
litigation may interfere with B fair trial in the Courts and otherwise
prejudice the due administration Of justice. Generaily they are to be
condemned. If the extreme eireumntaneea of a partievlsi ease justify a
statement to the public, it is unprofesniansl to make i t ~nonymnoudy.
An BZ parts referenee to the facts should not go beyond quatation from
the records and papers on ale m the court: b u t even in extreme cases i t
is better to avoid any e* pmte atatement.

Judicial Canon 35:ITe
Proceedings in court should be conducted with fitting dignity and de.
cmum. The taking of photographs in the courtroom, during sersions,
end the broadcasting or taleviaing af court proceedings detract from the
essential dignity of the proeeedinga, distract participants and witnesses
in giving testimony. and create mireonceptiana with reapect thereto in
the mind of the public and ahouid not be permittpd.

Trial Code 24:
In

Shapiro Y. United States, 26 B.R. 107 (10413.
ABA CANOAS OP Jm)m*li Ermca No. 85.
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A lawyer should t r y hm case% I" court and n o t ~n the newspapers OT
through other news media. He should not publish. c a u e to be published,
or aid or abet in any way, directly or indirectly, the publication in any
newspaper or other documentary medium. or by radio, television or other
device. of any material concerning B ease on trial or m y pending or
sntieipated htigation, calculated or which might reasanably be expected
to interfere in any manner m to any degree with B f a n trial in the courts
or a t h e r u ~ i r sprejudice the due administration of justice If extreme ellcumstances of a particular eale require a itetemenr to the public, it
should not be made ~ n a n y m a u d ys n d reference to the facts should not go
beyond quotation f r o m the recorda and papera on file in court 01 ather
offieml document9 ka statement should be made which indicates intended
proof or what witnesses will be called, o r which amounts to comment or
argument on the merits af the case

b . The Case Law. The provisions of Canon 20 have been the
subject of much dispute among attorneys for same time. Clearly,
however, even though the Canon refers only to newspapers because it was drafted prior to the development of television and
radio, it includes within Its scope and meaning the means of
public communication developed since its adoption in 1908.18nThe
Manual provision, of course, does cover all the media, and despite
m e ' s own preferences, It mum be recalled t h a t the provisions of
the Manual which are not contrary to or inconsistent with the
Code have the farce and effect of law1k1 Ethics opinions have
held radio or television broadcasts of court proceedings from the
courtroom to be
I t is not a question of freedom of the press which here concerns
us. The press and all other news media are free to print whatever
is in the public recard. But, when an attorney on one side publishes
statements before or during the trial of a case concerning evidence
to be offered or alleged facts about the case, a counterstatement
from the opposing attorney may well be called for, and in the
ensuing battle of publicity, the public or the press, without benefit of the rules of evidence, may influence the decision in the case
to the detriment of the rights of the litigants. It is not the function
of an advocate to t r y his case outside the courtroom, and gratuitous comments made publicly or through new8 media about the
case, before it 1s finally disposed of by the court, violates the
spirit of the governing ethical
' " I l F O m I V OPIZioNS, NO. 805 (1965).
"LUnited States Y. Smith, 13 U S.C M A. 105, 32 C.M.R. 105 (1962).
"'OPINIOFF, NOS.
67 (1932) and 112 11941).
' n l ~ OPIFIOZS,
m ~ ~No.~ SO5 (1965).
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Of course military trials are public, and if a local news media
considers a court-martial of sufficient public interest to detail a
reporter to follow the trial developments, there is no prejudice to
the accused in the reporter's attendance at public sessions of the
court. This sort of reportorial coverage is of everyday occurrence
in civilian criminal cases.'84
Nor is a press conference by the accused and a later press
release, approved by the convening authority, prejudicial to an
accused, where the accused insisted an holding the press conference and the subsequent pre8s release was no more than a factual
report of what had occurred up to the time of its
The question of what information should not be divulged to the
news media, in cases where a release has been authorized, still
remaina. Opinion No. 31 of the Ethics Committee of the Colorado
Bar AssociationxBBprovides that members both of the bar and of
the pres8 have a duty to refrain from publishing, in criminal
proceedings: (1) any prior criminal record of the accused; (2)
any alleged confession or admission of fact bearing upon the guilt
of the accused; ( 3 ) any statement of a public official as to the guilt
of the accused; ( 4 ) any statement of counsel's personal opinion as
to the accused's guilt OT innocence; and ( 6 ) any comment upon
evidence, credibility of any witness or matter which has been
excluded from evidence. In addition to these five categories, a
proposed amendment to Canon 20 also would exclude any comment on the results of or the defendant's refusal to take any
test or examination, the identity of prospective witnesses except
the victim, and the possibility of a plea of guilty ta the offense
or a lesser included
10. Tmatment of Witnesses and Litigants.
a. The Rules.
Manual paragraph 42b:
'"ACM 8503, Berry, 16 C.M.R. 842, 861, pet. denied, 5 U.S.C.M.A. 843, 1 1
C.M.R. a81 (1954).
' I W C NCM 5b000SS. Henderson, 29 C.M.R. I17 (1968).
'.The eontent of this opinion, adopted S Jvne 1964, i i contained in Sears,
A Ro.Evaluatian of Ihe Canam a/ Pmfamiannl Ethioa-A P i a f e m r ' a Viewpoint, 38 TENN.L. REV.146, 162 (1966). The opinion v a s baaed largely on
the Report of the Published Comment on Pending Litigation of the Committee
on the Bill of Rights of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York,
presented to the annual meeting of that association on 11 May 1964. Sea a b
OPINIONS, NO. 198 (1840).
Advisory Committee on Fair Trisi and Free Press, Propmad Amendment
t o Conan IO, reproduced in 10 N.J. ST.B.J. 160s (1961).
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I n werforming their duties before courts-rn8rtis.I eouniel should . . , t r e a t
adverse witneaaea and the accused with fairness and due cansiderstmn.

Canon 18:
A lawyer should always t r e a t adverse witnesses and ruiteri with f s i r ness and due consideration, and he should never minister to malevolenee
01 prejudices of B client in the trial or conduct of a cause The client
cannot be made the keeper of tho lawyer's conscience in professional
matters. H e has no right t o demand chat his c o u n ~ e lshall shvse the
apposlte party or indulge in offensive personalities. Improper speech i s
not e x m ~ a h l e on the ground t h a t i t IS what the client would say if
speaking in hia own behalf.

Trial Code 1 S ( c ) , ( d ) :
A lawyer m a y advertise f o r witnesses t o a particular event or transaction but not f o r witnesses to testify t~ a p a r t i u l s r version thereof.
A lawyer should never be unfair or s b u i i w or inconsiderate to adverse
witnesses or opposing litigants, or s s k any question intended miy t o
inauit or degrade the witnees. He ahould never yield, ~n these matters,
to mggestions OT demsnda of his client or allow any rnsievolence or
p r e p d i c e of the client to influenee his actions

b . The Case Law. It is improper conduct for a trial counsel to
threaten a defense witness for testifying on the accused's behalf.'EPSimilarly, it is improper for trial counsel to continue the
questioning of a witness in open court after he has repeatedly
refused to answer questions on the basis of his privilege against
self-incrimination.')' Such continued queatianing in effect adds
weight to the prosecution case while effectively denying the defense counsei an opportunity to cross-examine. The solution in
questionable cases, of course, is to hare counsel and the law officer
question the witness in an out-of-court hearing relative to his
continued refusal to testify.180
Improper examination of a witness by the trial counsel that is
persistent and contumacious i8 prejudicial and cannot be cured by
an order directing that it be expunged from the record and disregarded.1o1
"Sea United States Y. Grady, 13 C.S.C.M.A. 242, 32 C.M.R. 242 (1962)
(dictum).
'"United States V. Bolden, 11 U.S.C.M.A. 182, 28 C.M.R. 406 (1960); CM
411430, Brieksr, 35 C.M.R.566 (1965).
'.)Id.
'"Sea United Ststea V. O'Briski. 2 U.S.C.M.A. 361, 8 C.M.R. 181 (1853)
(dictum).
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And, a last word of caution when advising clients who are
witnesses in the court-martial of another: I t will be no defense
to a witness who wrongfully refuses to testify after receipt of a
grant of immunity, that he so refused on the basis of the erroneous advice of coun8e1.182Know the law before attempting to advise
a client how to act in accordance therewith.

B. IMPROPER EVIDENCE
1. Testimonial Evidence.
Proper preparation by trial and defense counsel requires consideration of the pertinent rules of evidence so that counsel will
seek to introduce only competent evidence at the c o ~ r t - m a r t i a l . ' ~ ~
Questions should be directed to the eliciting of testimony which
is relevant to some issue properly before the court and which,
under the general rules of evidence, is competent as proof of such
issue, This does not mean, however, that counsel must be absolutely sure of the admissibility of certain testimony before
seeking to present it to the court, for it is proper to offer testimony
of doubtful relevancy or competency; but conduct on the part of
counsel which displays a deliberate disregard of the rules of
evidence in an attempt to influence or confuse the members of
the court is highly improper.18*
Although the form and content of questions put to witnesses is
largely within the discretion of examining counsel, certain types
of questions are improper and may be prohibited in the discretion
of the ruling officer. Among those questions that are generally
considered improper are the following types:
a. Ambiguous or indefinite questions.'@'
b. Misleading questions. Accordingly, questions which assume
facts not in evidence, or misquote facts about which the witness
has testified, are improper.1n8 Similarly, questions should not be
asked for the purpose of suggesting matters known not to exist,
nor questions that are clearly inadmissible and are asked, without
I"United Stataa V. Kiraeh, 16 U.S.C.M.A. 84. 36 C.M.R. 66 (19641.
~ = M C M1961,
,
I n 4 4 j ( s ) , 4ag.
'YUnited States Y. Johnson, 3 U.S.C.M.A.441, 462, 13 C.M.R. 3, 3 i 1 0 6 8 ) :
United States". Valeneia, 1 U.S.C.M.A. 416. 4 C.MR. 7 (1852).
"MCM, 1861, 7 l490(2). See United States Y. Berthiaume, 6 U.S.C.M.A.
668, 684, 18 C.M.R. 298, SO8 (1966) (dissent). Sea also United States Y.
Ruaaell, 8 U.S.C.M.A. 686, 14 C.M.R. 114 i10541; CM 350178, Tsigler, 2
C.M.R. 438. 442, pat. dsnbd, 1 U.S.C.M.A. 716. 4 C.M.R. 118 (1962).
"MCM, 1951, 1 149c(21. NCM P68, Stockdale, 13 C.M.R. 640. 648 i18631.
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expectation of anawer, to prejudice the court members.'@'
c . Multiple questions contained in a single question.1gB
d. Previously asked and answered
e. Argumentative questions which have no valid purpose concerning the impeachment of testimany.2°0
f . Unnecessarily accusing, insinuating, defaming, harassing,
annoying or humiliating questions which have no legitimate or
reasonable impeachment basis.201
g. Leading questions during direct or redirect examination,?"'
except as to (1) preliminary or introductory matters; ( 2 ) ignorant, youthful, or timid witnesses; ( 3 ) inadvertent, erroneous
statements; ( 4 ) directing attention to a particular subject; or
( 5 ) hostile witnesses.30a
To aid the law officer (or president of the special court-martial)
in his task of ruling initially on the admissibility of evidence.
there Is imposed upon counsel the duty of objecting to evidence
considered to be inadmissible. The specific grounds far the objection must be stated, and ordinarily new bases may not be
raised far the first time on
2, Inflammatory Matters.
It is elementary that the prosecution should refrain from offering any sort af evidence for an inflammatory purpose. However,
if the item of proof is admissible for a legitimate p u r p o ~ e .the
fact that it may also possibly tend to possess a shocking aspect
which might conceivably excite the passion of the court members
is not. in and of itself. ground for
The trial coumel

-'MCM, 1951, S 149c(3). ACM 7731, Sehreiber, 16 C.M.R. 639, 672 (1954).
affd, 5 U.S.C.M.A. 602, 18 C.M.R. 226 (1955).
"MCM. 1961, II 149c(2) KCM 268, Stackdale, 13 C.M.R. 540, 543 (1953).
"CM 366778, Bills, 18 C.M.R. 407, 412 (1963), C M 363183, Phillips, 9
C.Y.R. 186, 198 (19521,W d , 3 U.S.C.M.A.
137, 11 C.M.R. 187 (1963).
'See J. MUXSTER& M.LUIXIX,
MIUTARI EWDENCE
348 (19591,and eases
cited therein.
=MCM,1951, 540, 149bfl).United Stetea V. Berthmume, 6 U.S.C.M.A.
668. 684, 18 C.M.R. 293. 308 (1985) (dissent), ACM 5-2301, Whitaker, i
C D1.R 539, 568 (1982) (emcurring oginian).
"United Ststei Y. Bigeiow, 11 U.S.C.M.A. 529, 29 C.M.R.348 (1960);
United States V. Randall, 6 U.S C.M.A. 836, 18 C X R 159 (l865), United
States". Smith, 8 U.S.C.M.A 15, 11 C.M.R. 16 (1968).
-MCM,1951,7149~.ACM 18943, Cracker, 8 6 C.M.R. 125. 736 (1964).
-United Statea Y. B r o w . 10 CS.C.M.A. 482, 28 C X R . 48 (1959). MCY,
1961, IT 481.
-United States V. Bartholomew, 1 US.C.M.A. 307. 314, 3 C.M.R. 41, 48
(1952).
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has a right to offer whatever evidence he thinks best suited to
help the court-martial understand the testimony, provided he
does not exceed the bounds of propriety by using unduly inflammatory items. He is not compelled to accept a defense offer to
stipulate those facts which photographs, such as those of a
murder victim's blood-covered head, were Intended to carroborate.208The law officer has wide discretion in the admission of
evidence of this kind.z0' The test is whether the probative value
of the evidence outweighs the nature of the exhibit.2oB
Accordingly, the following items have been held to be admissible
over defenae objections that they served only to arouse the passions of the court members to the prejudice of the accused: skull
and skin of a deceased female victim,208colored photographs of
bruises on an assault victim,2xophotograph of a blind aged female
assault victim,211 colored photographs and transparencies of B
deceased child showing some limited dissection during the course
of the autopsy,l" photographs of wounds on the body of a homicide
sketch of a female body showing physical injuries
suffered by a rape victim,2" and a photograph of the body of a
child rape-homicide victim.21n
Similarly, although trial counsel should avoid inflammatory
comments during argument, facts and circumstances interwoven
with the offense need not be shunned, even though they cast the
accused in an unfavorable light.z18Accordingly, in closing argument in a murder trial it was held that trial counsel did not
overstep the bounds of propriety and fairness when he eharacterized the act as a "cold blooded murder" and referred to the
accused a s an otherwise "nice chap who has his own private
philosophy of who should live and who should die" and who had
convened a board in which he was not only the convening author"United States V. Lee, 4 U.S.C.M.A. 571, 15 C.M.R. 145 (1954).
United States V. Wimberley, 16 U.S.C.M.A. 3, 35 C.M.R. 158 (1858).
"United States v. Thomaa, S U.S.C.M.A. 92, 18 C.M.R. 218 ( 1 9 5 5 ) ; CM
412138, Coleman, 3s C.M.R. 574 (1865). p e t . dmied, 85 C.M.R. 541 (1966).
'"United States V. Thomaa, S U.S.C.M.A. 82, 18 C.M.R. 218 (1965).
L°CM 400743, Swiahar, 28 C.M.R. 470, pet. denied, 28 C.M.R. 414 (1959).
"'United States V. Bartholornew, 1 U.S.C.M.A. 3 0 7 , 3 C.M.R. 41 (1862).
"ACM 11412, Roughton, a1 C.M.R. 519 (1861). d ' d , 13 U.S.C.M.A. 3,
32 C.M.R. 3 ( 1 8 6 2 ) .
-United States v. Harris, 6 U.S.C.M.A. 7 3 8 , 2 1 C.M.R. 58 (1856).
"United States V. Bennett, 1 U.S.C.M.A. 97, 21 C.M.R. 223 (1956).
'United States V. Hurt, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 795, 779, 27 C.M.R. 3, 47 (1858).
'United States V. Day, 2 U.S.C.M.A. 416, 8 C.M.R. 46 (19533,
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ity, judge and jury but in fact was the "lord high executioner."21'
3. Polygraph Devices and Truth Serums.
It is well settled that neither the results of a "lie detector" interrogation nor a truth serum (sodium amytal or pentothal) test
is admissible in a trial by court-martial.z1eThe right of refusal
to take a lie detector test falls within the privilege against selfincrimination, and it is improper for the trial counsel to introduce
such evidence or argue the same.21e
In United States e. Ledlow,990the Court of Military Appeals
stated that the principal reason why the results of polygraph
examinations are inadmissible lies in the probability that the court
members would attribute undue significance to those results in
their ultimate determination of the accused's guilt or innocence.
Additionally, the tests are not infallible and are subject to the
perils of conscious deception by a
However, the mere fact that an accused is interrogated with
the aid of a polygraph does not render a subsequently obtained
admission or confession inadmissible in a trial by court-martial.222
Accordingly, v h e n evidence of a polygraph examination (although
not the results thereof) i8 adduced during the determination of
the admisaibility of such a confession or admission, it is necessary
far the law officer to give detailed instructions to advise the
court members of the limited purposes for which the references
to the polygraph examination were before the court and to w i d e
the members past the shoals of prejudicial misconception by
advising them not to speculate upon the results of the examination.2'a
4. Referenee t o Prior Misconduct and Judicio1 Proceedings.
The rule has long been established in both the civilian community and a t military law that evidence of offenses or acts of

-'ACM 14808, Cloyd, 25 C.M.R. 908 (1958)
m i 1 U.S.C.M.A.669.29 C.M.R. 475 n s o
(dictum), CM 410956. Boatie, 36
511 (1954. PBC. danisd. 16
U.S.C.M.A. 409, 35 C.M.R. 381 ( 1 9 6 5 ) ; ACM 10180, Driver, 35 C.M.R. 870.
pat. denied, a5 C.M.R. 478 (1865).
' S S I ACM 19180, Driver, 36 C M.R. 870. pet. dsnlmd, 35 C.M.R. 47% ( 1 9 8 5 ) .
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misconduct of the accused, other than those charged, are generally
inadmissible where their aniy relevance is to show the accused to
be a "bad guy" with criminal dispositions or propensities. The
rationale is that the intrusion of such evidence may endanger the
integrity and essential fairness of the
However,
recognized exceptions to this basic rule authorize the introduction
of such evidence to establish the identity of the accused as the
perpetrator of the offense charged, the accused's ability to commit
the offense, the plan or design of the accused, intent or guilty
knowledge on the part of the accused, motive, or modus operandi,
or to rebut an issue raised by the defense.22b
Accordingly, it is prejudicial error for trial counsel to attempt
to impeach an accused by cross-examining him about prior acts
of misconduct not resulting in conviction of a felony or crime
of moral
The accused cannot be tarred with innuendoes or insinuations of the possibie commission of despicable
crimes, and his credibility thus impaired, to weaken his defense
in an attempt to strengthen the government's case. Although a
witness other than the accused may be impeached by showing he
has committed an act of misconduct (without conviction) affecting
his credibility, every departure from the norm of human behavior
may not be shown on the pretext that it affects
Paragraph 153b(Z)(b) of the Manual adopts the federal court
ruie, under which i t is proper to impeach the credibility of a witness by proving a prior conviction without first questioning the
witness concerning such eanviction."?d In the absence of a conviction, counsel is bound by the witness' answer concerning
cornmission of prior acts of misconduct and may not introduce
independent evidence thereof even though the witness denies the
act.228
"United Statea V. Kirby, 16 U.S.C.M.A.517, 37 C.M.R. 137 (1967)i United
States V. Leeia, 16 U.S.C.M.A. 146, 36 C.M.R. 301 ( 1 9 6 6 ) ; United States 7 .
Hay, 12 U.S.C.M.A. 554, 31 C.M.R. 140 (18611.
138.0; U.S. DEP'T OF ARMY,PAMPEW NO. 21-172.
'Sea MCM, 1951,
MIUTUIY J U S T I C S E I ~ D ~ C60-68
E
(2d ed. 1962).
-United States V. Russell, 15 U.S.C.M.A. 16, 36 C.M.R. 48 (1864); United
States Y. Robertson,14 U.S.C.M.A. 328, a4
'United States Y . Berthiaume, 6 U.S.C.
United States V. Long, 2 U.S.C.M.A. 60, 6
-United Ststea V. Weeka, 16 U.S.C.M.A. 683, 36 C.M.R.
81 (19661; United
States V. Moore, 6 U.S.C.M.A. 687, 18 C.M.R. 311 (1966). See Williarna Y.
United Ststea, 3 F.2d 129 (8th Cir. 1924).
-United Statea V. Robertson, 14 U.S.C.M.A. 828, 34 C.M.R. 108 (1868);
United States Y. Shepherd, 8 U.S.C.M.A. 90, 25 C.M.R. 352 (1968).
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In the absence af some special consideration or the intervention
of some Manuai or other binding rule. it is error to elicit that a
witness, as well as an accused, has been proceeded against i n the
juvenile court. and the admission of such evidence 1s cause for reversal if it materially prejudices the substantial rights of the
accused. In the case of minors, the policy of protecting the infant
outweighs the necessity of impeaching his veracity.lqn But the
shield af public policy which guards against disclosure of juvenile
misdeeds cannot be used to pervert justice by protecting the accused against disclosure of his own testimonial untruths:"
Evidence that one of several accused entered a plea of guilty
or v a s convicted on a Separate trial is not admissible on the issue
of guilt of another accused. This rule applies not onl!. when the
accused are charged with the same offense, but it also extends
to a situation in which the offenses charged arose aut of the
same circumstances. Every defendant has the right to have his
guilt or innocence determined by the evidence against him and
not by what has happened with regard to a criminal prosecution
against someone else,23z
I t is also prejudicial error for the trial counsel to question the
accused as to admissions of guilt which he had made during a
preliminary inquiry by the law officer into the providence of ii
plea of guilty entered at an earlier trial which was terminated by
the declaration of a mistrial. or which he had made a t the present
trial \\-here a plea of not guilt? was entered because of subsequent
statements inconsistent with the plea of guilty
Finally, in presenting evidence as t o a charge of breach of restraint while under correctional custody, it is neither necessary
nor permissible to prove the offense for which the correctional
custody was imposed. Proof SimplF of the status of correctional
custody is sufficient To permit proof of the offense for which the
custody was imposed ~n effect gives the court an opportunity to
N U m t e d States V. Ya?uski, 16 U S.C.M.A 170, 36 C.M.R 326 (1966) ( 8 8
: United States Y Raark, 8 U . S . C . I . A . 279, 24 C.M R 89 (19571
to the accused)
"s'See United States Y . Kindler, 14 U.S.C M A 394. 400,34 C.1l.R 114, 180

to r i t n e s s e i )
188

11964).

*'*UnitedStates
1961, 140b.
^'United States
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Humble, 11 U.S.C.M.A. 38. 23 C Y . R 262 1 1 8 5 8 ) , MCM,

i.

Y.

Barben, 14 U.S.C.M,A. 198, 33 C . M R . 410 (1963).
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again punish for the original offense, rather than for the breach
of restraint alone.?R*
5. Commend Opinions Relative to the Case.
It is unethical for trial counsel to bring to the attention of the
court any sort of intimation of the views of the convening authority or hia staff judpe advocate with re8pect to matters within the
jurisdiction of the court either 88 t o the findings or the sentence."li It is also improper for trial coun8el ta refer to departmental policies, such as the separation of thieves from the
service.?an
6 . Reliance of the Accused on His Rights Against Self-Incrimination.
The Court of Military Appeals has consistently held that pretrial reliance by the accused upon his rights under article 31 of
the Code, by declining to make a statement, is inadmissible in
evidence against him, I t so held in L'nited States 0. Jones;JeTwhere
the Court determined that portions of the accused's pretrial
statement, indicating that he invoked article 31 when asked why
he had become involved in the theft of a generator, should have
been masked out prior to the statement's submission into evidence;
in L'nited States 9. Am€rezus,"* where testimony had erroneously
been permitted concerning the refusal of the accused to submit
to a blood alcohol test: in Cnitrd States v . R ~ s e l l , 'a~case
~ where
the trial counsel improperly called attention to the fact that the
accused had not taken advantage of favorable adds by submitting
to a blood t e s t ; in rnited Statrs %. Tackett,"" where an investigator was incorrectly permitted to testify that the aceused refused to make a statement without consuifinp ~ o u n s e l :and in
Cnited States v . Brooks,"' where criminal investigators were
'Sos United States V. Maekie, 16 U.S.C.M.A. 14, 36 C.M.R. 170 (1866).
See olso United States Y. Yerger, 1 U.S C . M . A . 288. 3 C M.R. 22 (1852).
'United States V. Lackey, S U . S . C M . A . 718, 25 C.M.R. 222 (1858). Sea
United States V. Hairnaon, 5 U.S.C.M.A 208, 7 C.M.R. 208 (1854). Sea a i m
MCM, 1851, 448.
'United States V. Fowle, I U.S.C.M.A.349. 22 C.M.R. 138 (1956).
16 U.S.C.M.A. 22. 36 C.M.R. 178 (1966). Sea also Unlted States V. Martin,
16 U.S.C.M.A.581, 87 C.M.R. 151 (1861).
'16US.C.M.A.20.36C.M.R.116~1866).
- 1 5 U S.C.M.A. 7 6 , 35 C.M.R. 48 (1864).
"'See 16 U.S.C.M.A. 226, 36 C.M.R.882 (1866). Sse a i m United States Y .
Stegar, 1 6 U.S.C.M.A.568, 87 C.M.R. 188 (1861).
"'See 12 U.S.C.M.A. 423, 31 C K R . 8 (1861). See also United States v,
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improperly permitted to relate that the accused had relied upon
article 31 of the Code. Error in Brooks was compounded by permitting cross-examination of the accused as to the reasons for his
silence.
Article 31 of the Code preserves to the accused before B caurtmartial the full benefit of the fifth amendment and extends and
enlarges the benefits of that constitutional safeguard. It has been
held to be prejudicial error to permit the prosecution to rebut
defense evidence that the accused was mentally incapable of exercising volition in making certain pretrial statements by preaenting evidence that the accused had previously declined to make a
statement and had requested c ~ u n s e l . : 'And,
~
in Lkited States 1'.
Kemp,2i' the trial counsel was not even permitted to counter the
defense's cross-examination by showing that the reason government psychiatrists were unable to formulate an opinion 8s to the
accused's sanity ww.s due to the accused's refusal to talk to them,
even though he did communicate to defense psychiatrists who
opined that he was incapable of premeditating i n a homicide ease.
In this frame of reference, it should also be noted that coun~elare
prohibited from referring to the official character of Technical
Manual 8-240 on psychiatry."'
IV DUTY TO T H E CLIENT
It 18 better to risk w i n g a suiity perion than to condemn an innocent
one. Valtaire, Z o d w eh. 6

A. ASSIGS.KE.VT

.IS C O C N S E L

1. Co.mmeneement and Ckoraeteristies of Relationship.

a. The Rules
Canon 4 :
A lawyer assigned 8 8 m ~ n s e far
l an mdigent prisoner ousht not to ask
t o be excused f o r m y trims1 reason, and should always exert his beat
efforts m his behalf
Bays. 11 T.S.C.M.A.767, 29 C M,R 583 (1960),United States /' Armstrang.
4 U.S.C.M.A.248, 15 C M.R 248 (1954).
YmUnited
Staten V. Kavuia, 16 U.S.C M.A 468. 37 C.Y.R. 88 11966).
-13 U.S.C.M.A.89, 32 C.M.R.89 (1962).
"United State8 I. Allen, 11 U.S.C.M.A.539, 29 C.M.R. 316 (1960)
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Canon 35:
A lawyer's responsibilities and qualifieationn are individual. His relation
to his client should be peison~l,and hia responsibility ahould be direct
to his client.

b. The Case Law. When defense counsel enters upon the defense of his client in a contested case, he, like the combatant, must
use the weapons and practices that are available to him. Agreement with his adversary to the contrary is never open to him,
unless he considers it to be to his client's ad~antage.2'~
He is not
an officer of the court in the same sense that pertains to the law
officer. His primary duty is to serve his client. In a litigated ease,
it means service to his client alone and not in any part to his
government on matters relative to that case. In criminal litigation,
he can Serve no master but his client; however, his client employs him together with his professional honor. The ethics of his
profession are part of his honor.?*O
Article 27(a) of the Code provides that the convening authority
shall appoint a trial counsel and a defense counsel together with
such assistants as he deems necessary or appropriate for each
general and special c ~ u r t - m a r t i a l Until
. ~ ~ ~ such time as they are
assigned t o a specific case, counsel are government employees
with the convening authority of their organization as their client,
Attorneys in unit legal offices, especially those rendering legal
assistance, must use care to ensure that an attorney-client relationship as ta criminal matters i s not inadvertently established.
Army regulation^"^ and policy in the Saval Service prohibit
legal assistance officers from giving advice where the subject
matter is, or will be, the subject of a court-martial action. However, if in fact an attorney-client relationship was formulated,
such regulations cannot operate to nullify that relationship.Jin
The fundamental requirements for the creation of the sttorneyclient relationship are that the attorney be accepted as such by the
=United States V. Home, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 601, 26 C.M.R. a81 ( 1 9 5 6 ) : NCM
S-57-01656, Vincent, 24 C.M.R. 506, 509 (1957).
= S ~ BStayton, Cum Ron078 Oboium, 19 TEXAS B.J. 765 ( 1 9 5 6 ) ; Curtis.
The Ethic8 of AduocaCy, 4 STAN.L . REV. 3 (1951).
"'Sac d m MCM, 1951, (I6a.
"'Army Reg. No. 608-50, p a i s . 1 (26 April 19651 ; JAGAA Bull. No. 19653A. pars. VJ ( 4 March 1965).
*'See United States Y. MeCluakey. 6 U.S.C.M.A. 545, 551 n.1, 20 C.M.R.
261, 261 31.1 (1065).
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client and that the attorney not expressly refuse to accept the
relationship when in consultation with the client.?j' There is more
to creating the relationship of attorney and client than the mere
publication of an order of appointment. The relationship is personal and privileged I t i n v o l r e ~confidence. trust, and cooperation,
and an accused is entitled to protest and resuest the appointment
of other counsel if he has lust cause for complaint against the
appointee, such as incompetence or hostility.?"
Yilitary personnel on active duty or persons employed by the
armed forces are not permitted to solicit or accept fees of any
kind from an accused as reimbursement for acting as his counsel
before a court-martial or before any of the appellate agencies
concerned with the administration of justice under the Code.'>'
2. Termination and Withdrawal
a. The Ride.

Canon 3 4 ;
Tho n g h t af an attorney o r e o u n 4 t o withdra- from employment,
once assumed, arises only from good cause. Even the desire 01 eonient
of the ehent IS not always mfficient. The lawyer should not t h r a r up the
unfinished task t o the detriment of his client exeepi far hanar or selfre%pecf.If the ellent inrnrta upon an unjust o r 1mrnors1 COYTQD in the
eonduet of his ease, 01 if he persists o ~ e rthe attorney's remanstranee
in presenting frlvaious defenses, the lauyer may be warranted ~n withdrawing on due noflee t o the e l ~ e n t ,a l l a a i n g him lime to employ anathe,
18wyel.

b. The Case Laic. Dismissal, separation, or retirement from
the service of an appointed counsel automatically relieves him
from the court-martial to u-hich he has been appointed, and
another counsel must be appointed unless the appointing order
already specifies other counsel competent to act in his stead -'q The
termination of an attorney-client relationship does not terminate
a defense counsel's duty t o abstain from taking any action in the
proceedings contrary to the accused's interests Accordingly.
where an accused \\--as represented by one defense counsel a t the
%United States v. Slamski, 1 1 D S C.M A . 14, 28 C.31 R 298 (19581
LUnited States V. Miller, 1 U.S.C.lv1.A 23, 21 C Y R. 149 11956)
"MCM, 1951.n 4a0: 18 ~ s . cs. 203 (1864).
- S e e CM 351912, Mecarthy. 7 C M R 329 11953)
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pretrial investigation and by another a t the trial, it was prejudicial error for the pretrial defense counsel to prepare, a t the
suggestion of the staff judge advocate, a memorandum of the
expected testimony against the accused, which was forwarded to
the convening authority for use by the trial ~ o u n s e i . ? ~ '
The duty of e. military defense counsel to advise the accused
properly does not end with the trial. Thereafter, if a conviction
has resulted, the defense counsel is ethically obligated to give the
accused as much information as possible concerning hi8 appellate
rights, so that he can make an intelligent decision in regard to
counsel and further litigation on appeal. I t has been held improper
for the defense counsel to advise the defendant what he had to
lose and not what he had t o gain by appellate defense representation and to say that there was little that appellate defense counsel
could do in view of the accused's guilty plea a t trial.2s6
Furthermore, with some remote exceptions, i t is unethical for
an attorney whose relationship with the accused has been terminated to take a position apposed to his former client, even though
that position may not actually involve a divulging of attorneyclient confidences. Bad faith is not the test of inconsistent advocacy. I t is enough to invoke the doctrine of general prejudice
that counsel takes any position substantially adverse to an active
advocacy of his former client,?5aAccordingly, a former defense
counsel sitting as a member of the base prisoner disposition board
may not vote against his former client's expressed desire to attend
a retraining group.?S' Nor may he canduct a past trial interview
of the accused and then recommend approval of the sentence
adjudged by the court-martial without suspension of the punitive discharge imposed because he felt that the accused was not
fit for rehabilitation, even though the accused desired that the
discharge be suspended.''' Nor may the trial counsel conduct such
a post trial interview of the accuaed,?5"This focuses attention on
the next area for consideration : Conflicting Interests.
*United States V. Green, 5 U.S.C.M.A. 610, 18 C.M.R. 234 (1956). citing
Canons 6 and 87.
=United States V. Darring, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 661, 26 C.M.R. 431 (1853). But
B ~ B
United States v Harrison, 9 U S C M A 731, 26 C.M.R 511 (1858).
'ACM
18583, Clamens, 34 C.M.R. 778 (1863). pat. d m m d , 1 6 U.S.C.M.A.
661, 34 C.M.R 480 11864)
I' I d
"ACM 8270. Bryant, 16 C.M.R. 747 ( 1 8 6 4 ) .
-United States v Metz, 16 U S.C.M.A. 140, 36 C.M.R. 296 (1866)
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E. CO.VFLICTI.VG I.YTEREST.9
1. The Rules.

UCMJ article 27(a) :
N o perron who hse acted 8 8 investlgaring officer, law officer, or court
member I" any case shall act subsequently 8 s trial counsel or, unless
expressly requeated by the accused, B E defense counsel in the isme case
No person who haa acted for the prosecution shall act subsequently in
the isme ease for the defense, mi shall any person r h o has acted f a r
the defense act subsequently I" the same ease f o r the proaeeutian

Manual paragraphs 44h, 46h,

60:

Whenever It appears to the court or tn the trial eounsel or d d e n s e
counsel t h a t any member of their respective staffs named in the appoint.
ing order 1% disqualified OT unable properly and promptly to perform
his duties i o r any reason including unfimers, miscanduet, b m preiudiee.
hoatility. previous connection with the same case OT lack of required
legal quslifieatians, a report of the facts should be made s t once to the
convening authority f o r his appropriate action.

Manual paragraph 48c:
I t is the defense counsel'8 duty t o dlselose to the accused an), interest
he may have in connection with the ease and any ground of pondble
dibqudification.
U'hen a defense counsel is designated to defend two or more co-accused
I" a joint or common trial, he ahovld adrire them of any eanflleting
interests in the conduct of their defense which would in his Opinion,
warrant a request on the part of a n y of the amused f o r other E O U ~ I P I .

Canon 6 :
I t il the d u t y of a lawyer at the time of retainer t o diielase t o the client
all the emvmstanees in OT connection with the contraveriy. which might
mfiuenee the client in the seleetlon of counsel. I t 16 unprofessional t o
represent eonfiicfing interests, except by express consent af all concerned
given a f t e r B full d i i e l a ~ u r eof the facts. K i t h i n the meaning of thir
canon a lawyer represents confiicfmg Intersits uhon, m behalf of onc
client,' it is his duty to contend f a r t h a t which duty t o another client
requ~reshim to oppose.

Trial Code 5 ( a )

'

Since a trial 1s by nature an a d i e i s a r y pioeeedmg
represent eonnletlng mteresrs

B

trial lawyer cannot
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2. The C u e Law.

Some commentators are of the opinion that the exception in
Canan 6, permitting the representation of conflicting interests by
express consent of all concerned after a full disclosure of the
facts, was not meant to apply in criminal cases.'"o S o t e that the
Trial Code fiatly prohibits representation of conflicting interests,
and the Manual implies that defense coumel should recommend
that another counsel be obtained in such circumstances.
One of the fundamental rights of an accused in a criminal
prosecution is his right to counsel. The defense counsel must not
only be qualified, but he must also represent his client with undivided loyalty.281 The prohibition against the representation of
conflicting interests is 80 strong that, despite the unquestioned
purity of defense counsel's motives, any equivocal conduct on his
part must be regarded as being antagonistic to the best interests
of his client.?82The fact that a defense lawyer for the accused
in a present case previously acted as defense counsel in a prior
ease for a government witness now being called against the
accused does not automatically justify a conclusion that the present accuaed is being denied effective legal assistance. But it was
error for a defense counsel to represent an accused who pleaded
guilty and thereafter t o represent a co-accused who pleaded not
guilty to the same offense, when the farmer client became the
principal prosecution witness a t the trial of the co-accused. In
such a situation, the defense counsel was under an affirmative
duty to protect bath clients when their interests conflicted, and
he was placed in a position of divided loyalty detrimentally affecting a constitutional right of the eo-accused.'" Judge Latimer, in
his concurring opinion in the cited case,!0' pinpointed the issue as
being the delicate question of ascertaining whether counsel vialated the Canons of Ethics of the American Bar Association by
failing to represent his client with undivided fidelity.
Aa stated by the Court of Military Appeals, in this type of
m . l.l ~.
orecardivided loraltv
. . c a ~ ecounsel finds himself in the l e.
'See Seara, A Re.Eualuotwn of the Canons o i Profeaaionol Ethioa-A
Piofeaaov'a Viewpoint. 3 3 TENN.L. REV. 149 (1866).See &o DRLNKER
120.
"United States V. h v e t t , 7 U.S.C.M.A. 704, 23 C . M . 8 . 168 (1957). eitinq
no,.""
_P.I"..

E

1

"*
L."

1m
_I..

-'United States

-.-..

Y.

MeCluakey, 6 U.S.C.M.A. 545, 650. 20 C.M.R. 261. 266

1
, 1 9 1 ,,

-United States Y . Lavett, 7 U.S.C.M.A.704, 23 C . M R . 168 (lS5T)
-'T U.S.C.M.A.at 708. za C.M.R. st 112.
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ious position of having to walk the tightrope between safeguarding the interests of the present accused on one hand and retaining the confidences of his prior client on the other
Such a rape IS 100 n a r m ~ Snch a walk I I too lone The p i s
falling i s too real. The prababi!ity of prejudicmg the B C C U L
eat. The L a a x underlying prinevle which condemn9 the x e p ? e w . t a t i m
by an attorney of conflicting interests reeks to s e h w e 8 6 I t 3 purpoie 110
more than this-ta
keep couneil off the tightrope."

The test is not whether counsel could h a w done more b s way of
further cross-examination or impeachment of his former client,
but whether he did less as a result of his former participation.>B"
The same issue of divided loyalt, arises when one defense
counsel has been assigned to represent co-accused a t a joint trial
or trial in common. In the recent c a ~ e of Cnitad States C .
Taekett,'i. it
held that two accused were denied a fair trial
when they w w e not on\. tried in common but were repmaented
by a single appointed defenee eaunael. and the testirnonr of one
accused and the pretrial statement by the other accused, who did
not testify, presented defenses nhici: were incunsiste!ii in critical
areas. The trial counsel in the Toehett case repeatedly invited the
court to compare the one accused's testimony with the other's
pretrial statement which had been received into evidence, not\%'ithstandinp the i n n officer's instructions that the pretrial statement could only be considered as to the accused who made it
Although trial counsei's improper argurni-.t was the precipitating
factor in the Tackett reversal and the defense counsel had made
an unsuccessful pretrial attempt to obtain a severance of the t r CJ
cases, the defense counsel still had the obligation, when his
multiple clients had inconsistent theones of defense. to so adrise
his clients so that another counsel might be assigned for one of
them:"
"Unired States

V.

Thorntan. 8 U 8 C.11 A. 67 59-10, 23 C h1.R. 281. 263-84

i,."",,.
l D L l i
286.
' 16 Ua tS.C
M.A. 226. 36 C.3I.R

382 (19661
" B u t nee United States F. Young, 10 U.S.C h1.A $7. 27 C M.R 171 119593.
where the Court of Xilitsry Appeals held, over the dissent a i Ferpuian. d
t h a t there was no eonflsct of i n t e r m where the defanbe eounbel m an aaaault
with B dangerous weapon ease arqued t h a t one of the co-accused he represented was guilty only of aaaault and battery, but said t h a t tho defense could
not deny t h a t the other accused did the cutting charged. The maiariry held
t h a t the defcnae c o u n ~ e lW.BS mere]) aeknawiedging indisputable evidence in
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Similarly, a clear conflict of interest is shown when, during the
presentencing procedures after guilty pleas, a defense counsel
representing two accused urge8 that one is more culpable than
the other since he had been the leader in the offense, and counsel
suggests that the nonleader be given a lighter sentence. Defense
counsel representing co-accused cannot sacrifice one for the
No conflict of interest is shown, however, if the defense
counsel serves the charges on the accused, provided that he does
not otherwise participate in the government's case. The mere
serving of charges on the accused is clearly an administrative
clerical act that does not constitute acting for the government or
prosecution. While responaibility for the service af charges is
on the trial counsel, his ethical responsibilities require that he go
through defense counsel when contacting the accused. I t follows
t h a t acceptance of service of charges from trial counsel by the
defense counsel and his subsequent service of them on his client
does not amount to participation on behalf of the prosecution.
Further, even if the defense counsel served the charges an the
accused prior to his appointmeit as defense counsel, that act does
not constitute a violation of article W ( a ) of the Code nor preclude his subsequent assignment as defense counsel.2rn
Decisions barring conflicting representation by trial counsel
have also been handed dawn by the courts. Once an nttornepclient relationship has been established with the accused, even
inadvertently as a result of general ad\,ice concerning the COYB,
the attorney involved cannot later serve as trial counsel a t the
triaL2" Also, defense counsel a t the original trial cannot serve
as the trial counsel a t a rehearing2'l or a t the trial of a coa c ~ u s e d . " ~Nor may the trial counsel prepare the staff judge
advocate's past trial review of the
Article 6(c) of the
Code prohibits persons who act in one capacity in any case from
thereafter performing duties in an inconsistent capacity far the
trying to do his best for both aeeuaed and did mat rant t o alienate the court
a8 to the aentence. See a180 ACM 16899, Pelton, 90 C.M R. 796 11960). pet.
denied. 12 U.S.C.M.A. 734,30 C.M.R. 417 (1961).
"'United States Y . Faylor. 9 U.S.C.M.A. 541, 26 C , W R 527 ( 1 9 6 8 ) .
"'CM 412123, Roberson, 35 C.M.R. 554 (1965).
ACM 9225, Brawnel:, 17 C.M.R. 741 ( 1 9 5 4 ) .
"'ACM 5329, Mace, 6 C P . R . 610 (1962)
- I d . ; ACM 4612, Homan. 6 C.M.R 604 (1952).
='United States v Hightower, 6 r . S C.M.A. 385, 18 C . P . R 9 (1966).

-
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reviewing authority in the same case. The wards "mme c a d
are not limited to the specific case against a named accused but
extend to proceedings against others far the same or closely
related offenses which provide a frame of reference tending to
influence his participation in the subsequent review."5
However, the accuser is not automatically barred from serving
aa trial counsel.?70This duality of function does not reflect the
preferred policy, however, and the accuser nould be ineligible to
so serve if he is in fact biased, prejudiced, or hostile, even though
these qualities may derive from his accusation.277Trial counsel is
not disqualified by reason of the fact that, in his capacity as unit
legal officer, he had suggested an investigation of the accused
but did not participate therein.2rP
Nor is appointed trial counsel disqualified from Serving even
though he had previously acted a8 counsel for the governmentz''
or legal advisor to the investigating officer a t a pretrial inrestigatian,'iO as chief of military justice in the office of the staff judge
advocate to the convening authority,9a1or 8s staff judge advocate
of a neighboring command and had advised the pretrial inuestigating officer.*s9
Paragraph 64 of the Manual provides that a counsel who has
an official function to perform requiring him to ascertain the
nature of evidence which he is, or will be required, to present
to a court-martial, does not fall within the proscription of article
27(a) of the Code, which prohibits a person who has acted 8 8
investigating officer from subsequently acting 88 counsel in the
same case. Counsel are thus authorized to conduct their own
investigations,'P3 interview witnesses,g8a and request other com-
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mands to promptly forward information available regarding the
I t is not desirable that the senior legal officer on the staff of
the convening authority act 8 s trial counsel, since i t is possible
that he will be regarded as speaking for the convening authority
and, even when it is clear that he speaks only for himself, i t is
from the vantage point of an official staff position and with special
authority. His telling the court members that it is their duty
to adjudge a punitive discharge closely approaches unfair argument.Z81 In addition, under certain cireumatances it could be
questionable to appoint the staff judge advocate as trial counsel
and one of his subordinates as defense counsel. I t is possible that
the official relationship between a subordinate and his supervisory
superior might adveraeiy affect the freedom of action of the
subordinate and seriously circumscribe his professional judgment.281
Taking an averail view, it is seen that the question of disqualification of trial counsel due to conflicting representation is centered on the critical inquiry of whether there is a possibility that
the accused might be prejudiced by the presence of a personal
interest in the outcome of the case on the part of the prosecutor,
or the latter's possession of privileged information or an intimate
knowledge of the facts by remm of a professional relationship
with the accused.
In this area of conflicting interests, the Court of Military
Appeals has made its position clear in disapproval of the older,
now outmoded, military practice where the trial counsel, defense
counsel, law officer, and staff judge advocate
[8.,lil happily employed under m e roof, perhapa in B single room-not
infrequently adtled the fate of an seemed peraan, in what was even
then eonaidered an sdvemary proceeding, amid the cosy comforts of an
offiezrr' mess. . . . [Ulnder the Uniform Code, the filing, investigation
and referral of genersl courtmartial charges %re pmtii of no game;
neither do they constitute ateps in the paternslistx imposition of sanetions for the dolation of club ruler. Instead, theae and related procedures,
constitute the elements of that which is a jwirtic event of nubstsntisi
'ACM 19131, Grundig, 35 C.M.R. 342, Pet. denied, 16 U.S.C.X.A. 688. 36
C.M.R. 418 (1966).
'CGCM S-21700. Moore, 35 C.M.R. 683 ( 1 9 6 4 ) .
" S e e Knited S t a t e a Y. Hayen, 1 U.S.C.M.A. 417, 22 C M . R . 267 (1987).But
see CGCM S-21700, Moore, 35 C.M.R. 683 ( 1 9 6 4 ) .
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gravity-ne
demanding the LLTY hzghest e m : o i p ~ ~ i r s s r a i i aieaponsi.
l
dility and oanduct from all attorneys ia%o!ced.'" [Emphasis added 1

C. C O S F I D E S T I A L CO.VMCSICATIOXS
1. Preservation

n. The Rules.
Manual paragraph 48e:
It is the duty af the defense C O Y ~ Sta~ represent
~
the accused r i t h
undivided fidelity and not to dirvlee his secrets or confidence.

Canons 37 and 6 :
I t i s the duty of B lawyer to preserve his client's confidences. This duty
outlaws the lawyer's employment. and extends BI well to his employees;
and neither of them should accept employment which i m o l v e %or may
involve the disclosure o r " l e of t h e e confidences, either for the private
advantage of the lawyer or his employees or fo the disadvantage of the
client. without his knowledge and eonsent. and even though there are
other available & O U T C ~ of
$ rvch information A lawyer should not continue
employment when he diseaieii t h a t this obligation prevents the preformanee of his full duty t o hrs former or t o his new client.
The obligation to represent the client r i t h undivided fidellty and not ta
divulge his secrets 01 confidences forbids a i m the subsequent aeeeptanee
of retainera or employment from others in matters adversely affecting
any inteierrs of the client a i t h renpeet t o whlch confidence has been
reposed.

Trial Code 5 ( b ) and 18(al :
It i s the duty of a l a w e r to preserve hia clienvr confidences regardieas
of f e a r , threat OT mpowtian of punishment and rhir duty outlasts the
lawyer's
The obligation to represent the client with undivided fidelity and not t o divulge his seereti o r confidences forbids also
the subsequent acceptance of employment from others ~n matters
a d i ' e r d y affecting any interest: of the farmer client and concerning
which he har acquired confidential mformatlon. unlesl he abtams the
consent of all aoneerned

h . The Case Loti It 1s settled Ian in the Court of Zfilitary
Appeals that. since a lawyer is bound by profrssmnal duty to
"United
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avoid divulgence of a client's confidences t o the client's disadvantage, doubts concerning equivocal or apparently inconsistent
conduct on the part of the counsel must be resolved against him
and be regarded as having been antagonistic to the best interests
af his client. This rule stands as a rigid, perhaps even a dogmatic,
one. I t exists not only for the purpose of circumventing the malfeasance of the dishonest practitioner, but also of preventing the
upright lawyer from placing himself in a position that requires
him to choose between conflicting loyalties. Regardless of the
purity of his motives, it is demanded that the lawyer avoid the
very appearance of wrongdoing with regard to the privileged
relationship. No rule in the ethics of the legal profession is better
established nor more rigorously
The attorney-client privilege is one of the oldest and soundest
known to the common law. I t exists for the purpose of providing
a client with assurances that he may disclose all relevant facts
to his counsel, safe from the fear that his confidences will return
to haunt him. The rationale for such privilege i8 to establish that
rapport of the counsel with his client which will enable the
former to secure all the information essential for him to repreaent
his client
The recognition of the attorney-client privilege by the Court of
Military Appeals is not, to use its term, "juristic sport."*e' I t is
bottomed on article Pi(a) of the Code, which prescribes conflicting representation by counsel, and that mandate is implemented by the Manual, which supports the basic tenet of this
present article: that counsel before courts-martial, even if they
are not certified lawyers, are subject to the ethics of the legal
profession.
Military or civilian counsel detsiled, aangned, or athewise engaged
ta defend OT represent an accused before a court-martial 01 upon r e w w
of its proceedings, or during the mnrse of m investigation of a charge,
m e attorneys. and the accused is B client, with respect to the client and
attorney piiviiege."*
"United States V. MeCluskey, 6 U.S.C.M.A 545, M C.M.R. 261 (19653.
*United States V. Green, 5 U.S.C.M.A. 610, 13 C M . R . 234 (1955). citing
Canons 6 and 37; United States V. Marrelii, 4 U.S.C.M.A. 276, 16 C M.R. 216
(1954).
'>United States Y . MeClurkey. 6 T.S.C.M.A. 645. 550, 20 C.MR. 261, 266
(1955).
'*MCM, 1951, 1 1 5 1 6 ( 2 ) . S e t United States V. Gandy. 9 U.S.C.M.A. 355,
361 n.2, 26 C.M.R. 135, 141 n.2 (1958), to the 98me e8eet.
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The Court of Military Appeals3e3has adopted the Wigmore
prerequisites for the establishment of the attarnepclient privilege
with regard to confidential communications:
(1) where legal advice of any kind is sought
( 2 ) from

B

professional legal advisor in his capacity as such,

( 3 ) the communications relating to that purpose,
( 4 ) made in confidence
( 6 ) by the client,
( 6 ) are a t his instance permanently protected

( 7 ) from disclosure by himself or by the legal advisor.

(S) except the protection be waived.2q4
Further, the Court of Military Appeals has adopted the Wigmore view that the attorney-client privilege may not be defeated
by an attorney's voluntary divulgence of facts or documents to an
opposing party, if that disclosure w m beyond his authority. either
express or implied, from his client.'gi Although it may be argued
that an accused must assume the risk of disloyalty on the part
of an attorney whom he accepted to represent him, the Court
will not reward perfidious conduct on the part of a faithless
counsel.
Loyalty to the court does not merely consist in respect f a r the
Judicial office and candor and frankness to the judge. I t involves
also the steadfast maintenance of the principles which the courts
themselves hare evolved far the effective administration of justice,
one of the most firmly established of which i s the preservation.
undisclosed. of the confidences communicated by a client to his
attorney in the latter's professional capacity."""
Accordingly. it has been held to be a violation of the privilege
against disclosure of confidential communications, where an assistant staff judge advocate gave the accused advice relative to
his marital problems and then helped to prepare his prosecution
= S e e Enited States
11954)

Y.

Marreili, 4 U.S.C M..4 276, 282. l b C M R. 276, 282

s'VIII I V I C ~ R IE V I D E ~ CS E2292 (MeNsughton T ~ V 1961) fitaliea and
footnote omitted)
'See Cnited States v Marreill, 4 U S.C M.A. 276, 15 C M.R 276 ( 1 Y 5 4 1
~ O P I Z I O T I ,No.287 (1853)
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for bigamy;2D' or where the trial counsel, who had previously
advised the accused concerning prior fund shortages, brought this
matter out on crass-examination.'gB Receipt of a grant of immunity does not waive the privilege.28B
The privilege, of course, does not apply when the attorneyclient discussions take place in the presence of a third party who
is not the agent of either party,3oowhere the client gives counsel
information to relay ta
or 8 8 to collateral matters
learned by counsel prior to the existence of the attorney-client
relationship?02
2. When Disclosure is Proper
a. The

Rules.

Manual paragraph 151b(2) :
Communieationa between B client and his attorney 818 privileged unless
auch cammunieationn clearly eontemplate the eommiision of B crimefor instance, perjury or subordination of perjury.

Canon 31 and Trial Code 5 ( c ) :
If B lawyer is accused by his client, he is not precluded from disclosing
the t r u t h in reapeet tc the awusstion. The announced intention of a
d e n t to commit B crime IS not included within the confideneer which
he is bound to reapeet. He may properly make such diaelasurea as may
be n e e e ~ m r ytc prevent the act OF protect those against whom i t is
threatened.

b. The Case Law. An attorney may be compelled to testify cancerning a cliental confidence received in connection with a projected
The social interest favoring full disclosure by
clients to counsel is inoperative to shield with secrecy confidences
made for the purpose of seeking advice as to how best to commit
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a contemplated offense. Similarly, a defense counsel accused by
his client of inadequate representation or breach of duty has the
right to counter the accusations by revealing matters within the
attorney-client relationship.30*

D. SCPPORTISG A C L I E X T S CACSE
1. HOW Far an Attorney Shoald Go i n Representing His Client.
Q.

The Rules.

Manual paragraphs 4 a ~ 481:
,
A perion acting BQ CounPei for the accused wili perform such duties a8
U ~ u s l l ?dewlve upon the counsel f a r a defendant before a c n i l court in
a eiiminal ease He will guard the interests of the amused by ail hanorable s n d legitimate means known to the law.
Defense eoumei ahouid endearor to obtain full knowledge of all facts
of the eale before advising the aceused and he is bound to give the
accused his candid opinion of the merita of the caae.

Canons 15, a, and 2 4 :
Nothing aperates more certsinly to create nr t o foster popular prejudice
againat lawyers 8s B CIBSB, and to deprive the pmfessmn of t h a t full
miseure of Publie esteem and confidence which belongs t o the pmper
discharge of i t s duties than daei the f a k e e l a m often set up by the
unserupulovs ~n defense of quertmnabie transactions, t h a t It is the duty
of the lawyer to do whateuer may enable him t o succeed m u i n n i n g his
Client's C*Yse
The lawe* owes ''entire deiotian to the interest of the ellent, warm zeal
in the msintenanee and defense of his rights and the exertion of his
utmost learning and ability," to the end t h a t nothing be taken or be
wulthheld from him. save by the rules of law, legally s p p h d . \lo fear of
jvdieial disfavor or public unpopularity should restrain him from the
full discharge a i his duty. In the judieiai forum the client 1% entitled to
the benefit of any and every remedy and defense t h s t 1% authonzed by
tho law of the land, and he may expect his lawyers t o assert every such
remedy of defense But It 1% rteadfaitii. to be borne in mind t h a t the
preat t r u s t af the lawyer 13 to be performed within and not without the
bounds of the law. The office of attorney does not permit. much less does
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i t demand of him for any client, violation of isw OF any manner of fraud
or chicane. He must obey his o m eonieienee and not t h a t of his client.
The miscarriages to which justice is subject, by ?eason of ~ u r p r i s e sand
disappointmenta in evidence and witnesses, and through mistakes of
juries and error8 of Courts, even though only oeca~ional,admonish
lawyers to beware of bold and confident ~ssuraneesto clients, especially
where the employment may depend "pan such ~81umnce.
As to incidental mattera pending the trial, not affecting the merits of
the cause, or working substantial prejudice to the rights of the client,
such 8.1 foreing the opposite lawyer to trial when he is under sflietion
or bereavement; foreing the trial on B partieuia? day t o the injury
of the opposite lawye* when no h a m will result from B trial a t a
different time; agreeing to an extension of time for aiming e r m
intell0gstims and the like, the iawyer muat be allowed to judge. In
such matters no client has B rlght t o demand t h a t his c ~ u m e lshall be
illlhral, or t h a t he do anything therein repugnant to hia OW" sense of
honor and propriety.

Trial Code 15(a), 18(al, 13:
A lawyer should thoroughly investigate and marshal the facts.
I t i8 both the right and duty of a lawyer fully and pmperly to present
hie client's cause and to insist an an opportunity to do SO. He should
vigormsly present all proper arguments against rulings ha d e e m
erroneow and nee to It t h a t a complete and accurate ease record 38 made.
In this reeasrd, he ahould not be deterred by any f e a r of judicial displeasure or punishment.
The lawyer, and not the client, has the sole discretion ta determine the
accommodations to be granted opposing eOUnaei in all matters not
directly affecting the merit3 of the cause or prejudicing the client's
rights.

b . The Case Law. The common denominator applicable to both
the trial counsel and defense counsel is that both must use only
"fair and honorable means" at the trial of criminal cases. The
ethical obligation of the trial counsel differs from that of the
defense counsel in only one material respect: I t is the duty of
the trial counsel to disclose information in his possession which
may be of assistance to the defendant.qn6This is where the difference in partisanship is most telling. The trial eoun8el cannot
knowingly permit the innocent to be convicted: he cannot suppress
" S e e Breas, S t a n d a r d s 01 Conduct of the Proaemtian ond Defense Funo.
A n Attomay'* Vicwpoint, 5 A i . CRIM. L.Q.23 (1966); Bress, Profs*aionoi Ethica m Criminal Tviale' A View a t Datenee Caunsr?s Reeponsibdity,
64 Mica. L. Rm. 1495 (1906).
tion:
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e ~ i d e n c e or
~"~
knowingly misrepresent the nature of evidence before the court.so. But the defense counael has no duty to produce
evidence helpful to the prosecution, and the ethics a i the profession require that he do all in his power within the framework
of ethical representation to get his client acquitted. However,
neither the presumption of the defendant's innocence nor the
government's high burden of proof beyond a reasonable doubt
warrants the defense counsel to act with anything other than
honor and fairness. The defense counsel is under an obligation
to defend his client with all his skill and energy, but he also has
moral and ethical obligations to the court embodied in the Canons
of Ethics of his profession His obligation is to achieve a fair
trial, not to see that his client is aetjuitted regardless of the
merits?n* It is as unjust to acquit the guilty through improper
meam, as it is to use such means to convict the
The outer limits are clear. On the one hand, the advocate may
not lie an behalf of his client. He may refuse to answer, based on
the attorney-client privilege, but he cam01 Lie"" or permit hi8
witness to paint a ialse picture in extenuation and m i t i g a t i ~ n . ~ "
The other end oi the scale 1s just as clear. Defense counsel should
not call the court's attention to prior convictions of the accused
which are unknown to the court but would serve to increase the
permissible punishment against the accused?"
In effect, the objective of safe-guarding the defendant's rights
cuts across and limits the truth-discovering purpose of a criminal
court-martial. Accordingly. it is ethically proper for the defense
counsel to refrain from disclosing to the court factual data against
his client, but he may not withhold information concerning the
applicable law The issue arises frequently in both criminal and
civil cases. The dean of contract law in the United States, Samuel
Willi8ton, learned of a fact extremely damaging ta his client's
came during a ciril case. \Then the judge rendered his opinion in
= G i l e s Y . Maryland, 386 U.S. 66 (1567).
"Miller Y. Pate, 386 US. 1 (1567).
U s s e e Mitchell Y . United Stales, 259 F 2d 787, 792 1D C Cir ) , o r i t denied.
358 U.S 850 (1568)
'*See Bress, m p r a note 306.
"Drinker. Sonia Remarks on .MT. C w t w ' "The Ethics o i Aduocaoy: 4
STAN. L REV.349 11952) But see Curtis. The Ethics of A d m a w 4 STAN
L. REI. 3 (1951).
CM 411402, Stevanron. S I C h1.R 6 5 5 , p't. denied. 1 5 U.S C.M.A. 670. 36
C M.R. 418 1 1 9 6 0 .
""ACM s-3923. B
~ 6 C ~M . R ~608 ~(10~2).
,
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favor of Williston's client, it was obvious that the judge was not
aware of the damaging information. Williston remained silent and
did not reveal his personal information to the judge. He was
convinced that his duty to his client commanded his silence,
and so it did.S13
The problem lies in the twilight zone-that indefinite grey area
where the question inevitably arises: How f a r may an advocate
ethically go? Three areas of common occurrence present very
real and serious considerations with respect to the ethical responsibilities of the advocate:

(1) Is it proper to cross-examine for the purpose of discrediting the reliability or credibility of an adverse witness when i t is
known he is telling the t r u t h ?
(2) Is it proper to put a witness on the stand when it is known
he will commit perjury?
(3) Is it proper to give a client legal advice which you have
reason to believe will tempt him to commit perjury?
An excellent ethical solution to these problem areas applicable
to both civilian and military advocates has been presented by
Bress :
Even though defense ~ t t m n e ymay know t h a t a government witneas
is telling the truth, i t is neverthelese entirely proper for him to cross.
examine f a r the purpose of showing the limited weight to be given to

the testimony of t h a t witneaa. The ju~tificatbnfor this ia t h a t the
deiendant is entitled to have the government prove ita ease beyond a
reasonable doubt, notwithstanding the defense atbmey'n o m belief of
his client's guilt. There i i nothing inconsistent between t h a t situation,
putting the government to ita proof, and the high obligation owed by
defense counsel to the court. Bnt it is sn entirely different matter f a r
defenae eounsei to preaent evidence known by him to be fslae. The
deiense attorney must always be in charge of his ease, and though he
may consuit with the defendant, the running of the case must be eontrolled by counsel. Under no eireumstancea should such consultation
between attorney and client r e w i t in the production of any a i h e s s who
will give perjured testimony. Nor ihovld defense counsel permit his o m
eiient, the defondant, to perjure himaeif. HE should vigorousiy t r y to
disauade his client from such action and if the eiient insiata upon testifying falsely, he should move to withdraw from the ease without revealing any eanfideneer received from the eiient. If withdrawal is not
permitted, then the defense counsti should limit his examination af the
defendant who wiii give the perjured testimony to the aimpie quostion:
~

8. WILLLB~N
LIFE
, AND LAW171 (1940),
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"You h a w a statement to make to the court and ~ur).-w>ll you now
make it." And he should not argue the t r u t h of t h a t statement in his
argument to :he jury, because to do so would be a f r a u d w o n the court.
He may, neierthdoss. argue the case on the ~uffieieneya i t h e government'. tirtimony and the other evidence offered by the defense, exelu~lYe
of the defendant's o w n pepjured testimony."

In addition, a defense counsel should not "frame" a factual
defense in any case and shauid not plant the seeds of falsehood
in the mind of his ~ l i e n t . 3 ~ ~
Defense counsel can ethically insist that character witnesses
be called to appear a t the triai despite the gorernment's offer
to stipulate the testimonya1# and mxy insist that both he and the
accused be present a t the taking of ii deposition despite the distance and expense involved.".
The defense counsel has the responsibility to see that the rights
of the accused are full>- protected a t all times and to present all
pertinent evidence readily
However, having once
received expert opinion that the accused w a ~legaily sane, the
defense counsel is not obligated to "shop" for psychiatric evidence
In an attempt to find a psychiatrist r h o would testify that the
accused was of an unsound mind.31"
2. Counsel as a U'itness.
a. The R i h

Canon 1 9 :
When B lawyer 18 B aitneri for hia client, except 8s to merely formal
matferl, such as the atteatation or custody of an m t r u m e n t and the
like. he should leave the trial of the case to other e a u n 4 Except when
essential to the ends af jnsriee, B lawyer should mold teabfyine in court
~n behalf of his client.

Trial Code 11:
When a lawyer knows, p r m ~t o ~TLSI, t h a t he will be a necessary wltnesr,
other than as t o merely formal matters such 8s identlfication or custody
relS, m p m note 305, a t 24. Contra, Freedman, P?oisaaiond Rewontense L o t a i m : The Three H o r d r a t Qurat;ons, 64
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of a document or the like, he should not eonduet the trial. If, during the
trial, he discovers t h a t the ends of iustice require his testimony, he
should, from t h a t point on, if feasible and not preiudieial to his client's
e a ~ e ,leave further conduct of the trial to other counsel. If eireumstsnee8
do not permit withdrawal from the conduct of the trial, a lawyer should
not agua the credibility of his o m testimony.

b. The Case Law. The fact that a person is counsel for one of
the parties in a criminal cases does not disqualify him from being
called as a witness for either side. H e is competent to testify as
to any competent or relevant facts except those which have came
to his knowledge from confidential communications with his
~lient.3~~
However, f a r ethical reasons the practice is highly undesirable
and looked upon with complete disfavor by the Court of Military
Appeals. Unless his testimony involves purely formal matters
that are essential to the ends of justice, testimony by a lawyer
f a r his client is improper under Canon 19 because it unfairly
throws his credibility as an officer of the court into the
The function of an advocate and a witness should be disassociated.
The court members naturally give the evidence related by counsel
from the stand f a r greater weight than that of the ordinarg
witness?"
Accordingly, although counsel is competent to take the stand
to establish a chain of custody as to an item of physical evidence
which had been delivered to him, better practice dictates that
counsel should foresee the ethical problem and arrange for some
other person to receive the item and act as custodian.323

3. Interviewing Witnesses.
a. The Rules.
UCMJ article 46:
The trial c ~ u n i e l defense
,
e ~ u n i e land the court-martial shall have equal
opportunity ta obtain r i t n e s e e ~ .
"'United States T., MeCants, 10 U.S.C.M.A. 346, 27 C.M.R.420 (1969)
(reversed on other grounds), United States 7 . Buck, 9 U.S.C.M.A. 290, 26
C.M.R. 10 119581.
"United Statea Y . Lewis, 16 U.S.C.M.A. 146, 86 C.M.R. SO1 (19681 i Vnited
States Y . Stone, 13 U.S.C.M.A. 32, 32 C.M.R 52 (1062).
'Rob~nsan Y United States. 32 F.2d 505 18th Cir. 19181.
"United State8 Y. Whitaere, 12 U.S.C.M.A. 343, 30 C.Dl.R. 346 (19611.
~~~
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Manual paragraphs 42c, 4Bg:
Counsel may properly interview any witness o r prospective witnesa f o r
the opposing side (exeept the aeeuaed) in any ease without the consent
of opposing eounnel or the accused. In intervwwing a witness,
should scrupulously m a i d any suggeation calculated to induce the
S deviate from the t r v t h when ~ p p e a r m gas B
witnew to S Y P P ~ ~ S 01
witness a t the trisl.
Ample opportunity wdi be given the seevaed snd hie eu#nstl to prepare
the defeme, including opportunities to mterviea each other and any
obher perron.

Canon 39 :
A lawyer may properly interview any witness DI prospective witness f a r
the opposing side in any criminal action r i t h a v t the consent of opponing
eounsel 01 party In doing IO, however. he ahouid scrupulowiy avoid a n y
rvggeation calculated to induce the r i t n e s s to suppress or deviate from
the truth, or m any degree to affect hls free and untrammeled conduct
when ~ p p e a r i n gs t the trial 01 on the witness stand.

Trial Code 1 6 ( a ) :
The lawyer may properly interview any witness or proipective witness
for the o p p o i n g side except the atevaed in any criminal action without
the e m l e n t of the opposing counsel or party for a wlbness does not
"belong'' to any party, He should avoid m y suggestion ealevlated to
induce any witness to suppress evidence 01 deviate from the truth. He
should avoid taking any action calculated to secrete B wvltneaa. However,
except when legally required, it is nab his duty to dibclose any evidence
or the identity of any witmas.

b . The Case Law. May an attorney or other person ethically
advise a prospective court-martial witness, who i s not his client
but who may hare an inculpatory relationship to the case, t o claim
his rights under article 31 and refuse to testify? The ansu'er in
the 9th Circuit i8 that such action is a crime if a corrupt motive
1s involved, and this author submits t h a t the ethical answer should
be "no" ln court-martial practice as to attorneys who seek to
silence witnesses against their clients. In Cole ij r n i t e d States 3 g 4
a nonlawyer defendant was convicted under 18 U.S.C. $ 1503
(1964) of obstructing the due adminiatration of justice by attempting to persuade a witness not to testify before 8. federal
'329

F.Zd 437 (9th Cir,), Ewt. denied, 377 U.S. 954 (1864).Contva, Herron
(N.D Cai. 1928).

v. United States, 28 F I d 122
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grand jury, The defendant claimed that he merely induced the
witness to claim his constitutional privilege. On appeal, the circuit court held that the lawfulness of the act of the witness did
not wipe out the criminality of the defendant's inducement which
was prompted by a corrupt motive to protect himself. The privilege belongs to the witness who has a right to claim it, but another may not obstruct the administration of justice by wrongfully
urging the witness to claim it.
The same rationale should apply to attorneys before courtsmartial. The attorney has the right to advise only those who are
his clients to invoke the privileges of article 31-no other. The
Cole case stands a s good law and a possible warning to overzealous advocates who would suppress evidence.
Directly contrary to the above views stand Informal Opinions
Nos. C-498 (1962) and 575 (1962) of the American Bar Association Committee an Professional Ethics, which held that it is not
unethical for a civilian defense counsel in a military general courtmartial case to admonish a witness for the prosecution, who was
a collateral actor in the offense, that his testimony, sought to be
elicited by the prosecution against the counsel's client, might tend
to incriminate him. No. 575 waa an amplification of No. C 4 9 8
and held that the action approved in the earlier opinion would
not establish an Sttorney-client relationship, that such action
did not violate the spirit of Canons 16, 22, and 59, and that such
warning was not in the sole province of the law officer during
trial or in the province of trial counsel prior to trial.
In the opinion of this author, the informal opinions cited above
do not reflect the correct ethical principle. What is w o ~ s e they
,
hedge. The original question postulated in Informal Opinion
No. C 4 9 8 was whether the defense counsel would be authorized
to advise the witness for the prosecution that, if he desired, he
could refuse to testify against the defense counsel's client on the
ground that the testimony may tend to incriminate him. The
decision did not answer that question when it held that counsel
could tell the witness that the testimony sought by the prosecution may tend to incriminate him.
This issue was raised again in Informal Opinion S o . 575, when
the person questioning the Committee asked point blank:
Does Informal Opinion 49% mean that the defense attorney may, in
aitustiona where proper to do BO, warn B prosomtion witness that he
need not teatify s t d l in the eriminsl setion, or does it mean that the
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witness may properly be warned only t h a t he need not testify 8s ta
those matters a h i c h may tend to incriminate him? The former would not
8 e m to be the law.

In answer the Committee replied:
Opinion C.498 is t o the effect only, t h a t I" situations where proper t o do
the defense lawyer may warn B witness for the prosecution t h a t his
testimony sought to he elicited may tend to incriminste him
80,

This author submits: (1)the Committee's reply did not answer
the specific questions raised: ( 2 ) the Committee is now holding.
sub silentio, that it is unethical to warn a prosecution witness that
he need not testify at all in the criminal action. which is the correct proposition of law as demonstrated by the Cole case: ( 3 ) the
defense counsel has no authority ta advise the witness that testimony sought to be elicited by ti.e other side may tend to incriminate him, because prior to the pretrial investigation that counsel
can only predict, without actually knowing, what the prosecution
will ask the witness and is only gratuitously speculating whether
the hypothetical questions he formulates may tend to incriminate
the witness: further, if the witness relates to the defense attorney what preparatory questions the trial counsel has asked him.
and the defense counsel then advises him that the testimony
sought to be elicited may tend to incriminate him, an attorneyclient relationship is in fact being established: and, a t the pretrial investigation and trial itself, if incriminating questions are
asked of the witnesa while on the stand, the right to refuse to
answer IS permnal to the witness and the defense counsel has no
authority to object ta the question; ( 4 ) the Committee decision i n
question should be narrowly limited to the effect that the defense
lawyer may warn B witness for the prosecution that the answers
to certain questions that the d e f e n s e lawyer intends to ask him
on cross-examination may be incriminating, if such be the ease:
( 5 ) defense counsel's duty to hts client does not permit him to
obstruct justice by advising another not his client to ?uppress
his testimony. even though that other has a legal right to do so:
and ( 6 ) the informal decisions in question should be withdrawn.
The Court of Military Appeals has not yet decided this issue.
Judge Latimer, in his drssent in llntted States 1; Grzeoorezlik?'i
recognized the issue and mentioned that the defense counsel in
U.S.C.Y A . 671, 572, 25 C . M R 75. 76 ( 1 9 5 8 ) .
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that ease went f a r beyond the limits of ordinary representation
by repeated suggestions, in open court to witnesses whom he had
represented at earlier trials for the same offense, that they wrap
themselves in the mantle of the article 31 privilege against selfincrimination. Apparently appellate review had not yet been
completed on the witnesses' trials. Judge Latimer noted, with
apparent approval, that the law officer ruled that the defense
counsel could not exercise the privilege for the witness. The decision aasumes that the defense counsel also advised the witnesses
to claim their privilege during a court recess, but this action
was not improper because the defense counsel had previously
represented the witnesses and an attorney-client relationship
existed.
As to the accused himself, however. the defense counsel may
ethically advise him to talk to a defense psychiatrist and then to
invoke his right under article 31 of the Code and refuae to talk
to a government psychiatrist, even though the practical result is
that the only atmilable expert witness at the trial will be the
defense
Modern trial practice emphasizes pretrial disclosure of the
probable facts. In military practice, the names and addresses af
got'ernment witnesses must be endorsed on the charge sheet
and a copy thereof given to the accused??> S o similar obligations
are imposed upon the accused as to his prospective witnesses: nor
is he required to diaelose in advance of trial whether he intends
to rely upon an affirmatixw defense such as alibi or insanity.s2i
Moreover, the defense counsel may insist an a private interview,
if the witness is willing to grant one. Therefore, in the light of
the Code and Manual provisions regarding equality of access to
witnesses, it has been held that it is beyond the authority of an
agent of the United States Government to interpose himself between a witness and an interviewing counsel by requiring, as
a condition for the granting of such interviews, that a designated
third party be resent."'^ Xor may the government order an
accused or his counsel not to communicate with witnesses against
*'Sa* United Staten V. Kemp, 13 U.S.C.M.A.89. 32 C.M.R. 89 (1962)
- S e e MCM, 1951, -1 29, 44h. spp. 5. See d m disaent of Quinn, C.J., m
United States V. Enioe, 15 U.S.C.M.A. 256, 35 C.M.R. 228 a t 238 (1965).
'"See dissent of Quinn, C.J., I" Knited States 7.. Enloe, 16 U . S . C . X . A .256,
286. as C.M.R. 228, 28s (1965).
-United State8 Y. Enioe, I6 K.S.C.M.A. 266, 36 C . X . R . 228 (1986).
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him, even though those witnesses complain that the accused was
bothering them:31o nor may a law officer preclude defense interviews with prosecution witnesses who have already testified a t
the
As to a witness who is a defendant in a related eriminal case, however, trial counsel must go through that xitness'
defense counsel before questioning him."j?
Witnesses are not parties and should not be partisans. They
do not belong to either side of the controversy. They may be
summoned by one or the other or bath. but they m e not retained
by
Information as to the probable testimony of a witness may be
gleaned from a number of sources, but the most direct and generally reliable source is the witness himself. Every experienced
trial lawyer knows that sound cross-examination rests upon the
bedrock of pretrial preparation. While it may be unnecessary in
some cases, and economically or physically impossible in others,
effective preparation for trial includes the interviewing of all
prospective witnesses, whether denominated government, defense,
or nonparty."" There is no ethical requirement that counsel interviewing a witness inform that witness xThich side he represents,
unless the witness a ~ k s . 9 3 ~
However, although a witness may be compelled to submit to
interrogation of counsel in the taking of B deposition or in examination a t the trial itself, neither coun8el nor the court has the
authority to compel a witness to submit to an out-of-court interview by the accused or either counsel. Instead. witnesses may a t
their personal election refuse to discuss their prospective testimony with anyone, whether it be a law enforcement agent, trial
or defense counsel, or the accused, except when summoned in
Proper form before an officer or a tribunal empowered by law
to require him to t e ~ t i f y . 8Although
~~
counsel may advise a wit' S e e United Statea v. Aycoek, 15 U.S.C.M.A. 158, 35 C.M.R. 130 (1964).
Sea also United States V. Wysang, 9 U.S.C.M A. 249, 2 5 C M.R. 29 ( 1 9 5 8 ) :
United States V. DeLiauder, 8 U . S . C . I . A 666, 25 C.M.R. 160 (19681.
=L'rnited Stater V. Strong,16 U.5.C.M A. 43, 86 C M.R 199 (1966).
U'Infarmal Deeiemn KO.249. ABA O P l w I o r ~640 (1967)
-See United Statea Y Enloe, 15 U.S.C.M.A. 256. 35 C.M.R. 228 ( 1 9 6 5 ) .
- S e e dissent of Quinn. C.J., in United States Y . Enloe, 15 U.S.C.M A 266,
266. 35 C.M.R. 228, 237 (1965).
INFORMAL OPIIIONS, KO. 581 (1962).
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ness a s to his legal rights concerning interview by the opposing
attorney, eaunsel should not attempt to influence the election of
the witness on the matter either way.33'
I n interviewing witnesses or prospective witnesses, counsel
must scrupulously avoid any suggestion calculated to induce the
witness to euppress or deviate from the truth in any degree or
to affect hi8 free and untrammeled conduct when appearing at
the trial. Intimidating or influencing a witness may give rise to
charges under article 134 of the Code.SBn On the other hand,
advising or instructing a prospective witness concerning the procedures of a trial, his expected demeanor thereat, or probable
cross-examination is not improper, so long a8 no attempt is made
to influence the witness to tell other than the whole t r ~ t h . 8 ~ '
As a matter of fact, i t is recommended that a prospective witness be told by the counsel cailing him that if he is asked whether
he has talked with anyone concerning his expected testimony
prior to trial, he is to answer honestly to this question as well as
to ail other questions. Some witnesses, otherwise completely
truthful, have a tendency to deny having gone over their testimony with anyone prior to trial. I t may result from a mistaken
idea that it is wrong to discuss his testimony with one of the attorneys prior to
If a cross-examining counsel belligerently
inquires as to what counsel calling a witness told him to say on
the stand, experienced witnesiies frequently deflate his sails by
replying, "Counsel told me to tell the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth."
4. Restraining Client From Improprieties

a. The Rules.

Canon 16 :
A lawyer should use his beat efforts to restrain and ta prevent his
clients from doing thore things w h x h the lawyer himself ought not to
"ACM 8766, Doyle, 17 C.M.R. 615, 641, pet. denied, 5 U.S.C.Y.A. 840, 17
C.M.R. 381 (1964).
= A C M 7414, Rmsi, 1s C.M.R. 896 (1858).
=Ci. United States V. Slasea, 1 U.S.C.M.A. 47, 1 C.M.R. 47 (1961); KCM
281, Dorsett, 14 C.M.R. 415 (1953).
A W E R I CLAW
~
STUDENTASSOCIATIOK,
LAWYERS' WOBLEMS
OF CONSClENCE 57 (1968);DRIKYER 86.
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do, P8rticulsrls with reference ta their conduct tawsrds Courts, judicial
officers, J Y T O I J , witnesses and suitors If B client persiat9 in such wrong.
doing the lawyer should terminate their relation.

Canon 29:
The eounaei upan the trial af B cause in which perjury has been
committed owe it t o the profession and to the public to bring the mRtter
to the knowledge of the prosecuting authorities

Trial Code 1 0 ( d ) :
Subject to whatever qualifications may exist b y v i r i u e of the confidential
privilege t h a t exists between B I w y e i and his client, the lawyer should
expose without fear before the m m e r tribunals ~ e r i u r vand anv other
unethical or dishoneet eonduet.

h . The Case Law. The case of the perjured client or witness:
What does the ethical advocate do? Neither trial a 4 1 nor defense
counsel mas ever, under any circumstances, knowingly present
false testimony or false documents or otherwise participate in a
fraud upon the court. This is a rule which is 80 basic and fundamental to the integrity of our military system of justice and the
legal profession that it can never admit of any exception, under
any ~ircumstances.3~'
Oeeasianaliy, some naive and inexperienced perron lacking adequate
training in his profession may challenge this fundamental mle. I t takes
only a moment's consideration by a mature mind to realize t h a t this is
B pewel(sion and prostitution af am honorable profession. If perjury
ia a permissible tool for B defense e o u n ~ e i ,c m we say t h a t It should be
denied to the prosecution* . . . . [ T l h e I a w w i s simultaneously an
agent a i his client and an officer of the court and he promise8 to eonduct
himself not only in accordance a i t h the law, B Q da si1 other citizens. but
uprightly as well. Uprightly obviously means ethically. Praperlg understood, the duties of a laayer to the caw: can never be in conflict with
hi8 duty to his client

Yet the question remains: What does defense counsel do if
the accused insists on exercising his n p h t to testify in his own
Napue V. Illinois, 360 U S . 264 (185Q), Aleorta v Teras, 356 US. 28
(1957) : Mooney ). Holohan. 294 U S . 103 (18351.
"'Burger, Standards of Conduct io7 Pioserution and Defense Peiaannel' A
Judpr's Viewpoint, 6 A M . C R l M L.Q.11, 12 (1866).
"'Id.
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behalf and then commits perjury? Even if he has forewarning
of his client's intent, counsel cannot physically bar him from taking the stand. Conscientious counsel would, however, have reminded his client that perjury is illegal and might result in his
being later prosecuted for that offense, if he is not acquitted of
the present offense, and that an announced intention to commit
perjury destroys the attorney-client p r i ~ i l e g e . ~ ~ '
Counsel's consternation a t perjured testimony by his client is
understandable. If he fails to reveal the same, even in the criminal case, he violates his ethical
and his silence
might also be misconstrued as an approval of the deception.
However, the farm of his response to the situation is the critical
issue. What he may not da is clear: He may not brand the accused a liar in open court and then and there request ta be relieved
from the case. An attorney cannot pursue a course of conduct
that clashes with his obligation to represent his client to the best
of his ability!48 The ethical solution is to make the disclosure
to the law officer in an out-of-court hearing?4i
5. Defense of One Known t o be Guilty.
a. The Rules.

UCMJ article 5 1 ( c ) ( l ) :
The aecuaed must be presumed to be innocent until his guilt i s
eatabliihed by legs1 and competent evidence beyond B reasomble doubt.

Manual paragraph 480:
I t ie the defense counsel'a duty to undertake the defense regardless of
his personai opinion a i to the guilt of the accused.

__

"'Bwss, Proje8azanal Ethioa m Criminal T & d : A Viw o i Detrms
Collmsl'~Rrsponnbilitirs. 64 MICII. L. REV. 1498, 1496 (19661.
" I N M R M A L OPlNlONb NO.609 ( 1 9 6 2 ) .
"'United States Y. Wincheater, 12 U.S.C.M.A. 74. 80 C.M.R.74 (19611,

which heid t h a t the seeused was prejudiced 8 s to the sentence where he
pleaded guilty hut prior to the findings he testified for a co-accused who had
pleaded not guilty and assumed the main blame in an effort to absolve the
co-aeeuaed. His individual defenae e ~ u n s e lthen stated m open court t h a t the
accused had committed perjvry and aeked permission to withdraw from the
cLLLle.

"'See id. But c t . OPI~-IOXS,NO. 287 11958); Freedman, P~ofeasional
RsaponaibilitU a i ths Criminal Detrme Lawyer: The T b r e Hardat
Qusations, 6 4 MICE. L. Rw. 1469, 1476 (1966).
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Canon 5 :
I t i 8 the right of the lawyer to undertake the defense of a peraan
accused of crime, iegsrdlesa of his personal opinion as to the guilt of
the accused; otherwise innocent pereons, victims only of ~ u s p i e i o u ~
eircumatsnees, might be denied proper defense H a r i n g undertaken such
defense, the lawyer is bound, by all f a i r and honorable means, to
present every defense t h a t the law of the land permits, to the end t h a t
no person may be deprived of life or iiberty. but by due proeeii~of isw

Trial Code 3 :
A l a a g e r should not decline to undertake the defense of a person
accused of crime. regardieas af his personal or the communities' opinion
a i to the guilt of the aceused or the unpopularity of the secuaed'a position. beesuae every person seeused of a crime has a right to a f a i r trial,
including persona whose conduct, reputation or alleged violations mag be
the subject of pvblie unpopularity or clamor. This places B duty of
service on the legs1 profession and, even though B lawyer is not bound
to eecept partieuiar employment, reqvesti f o r serwee in erlminal cases
should not lightly be dechnrd or refused m e ~ e l yon the basis of the Iswyer's personal desires, hia or public opinion concerning the guilt of the
accused, or hi8 repugnance to the crime charred or to the accused.

b. The Case Law. The problem of the guilty client is really
no ethical problem at all. The question before the American caurtmartial is not whether the accused be guilty, it is whether he be
shown t o be guilty by legal proof of an offense legally set forth."i'
I t is the right of the most degraded human being in a civilized
state to a real hearing in his ease in a judicial court, which can
be obtained only through honest and competent
The fact must be remembered that, under our system of justice.
there is a legal presumption that an accused person is innocent
until he has been found guilty by the members of the caurt-martial. The onus i s upon the government to eatablish the guilt of
an accused person beyond a reasonable doubt. So man is bound
to accuse himself and his advocate must do nothing inconsistent
with that fundamental rule li''
There is nothing unethical in taking a bad case, defending the
guilty. or becominp the advocate for a cause personally not be"Sea DRISXER143 n.25.

"'6CY S-58-01864, Field, 27 C . M R . 363, 871 (1968),
SEYEl LAMPI OF ADVOCACY 33 (1824).
ORXIX, LZCAL E T R ~ C
110
B (1867).
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lieved in. I t is ethically neutral.aJ1 "In B way the practice of law
is like free speech. It defends what we hate as well as what we
most love." s s z

6. Pleos.
a. The Rule.
Manual paragraph 705:
The x w w d has B legal and moral right to enter a plea of not guilty
80 beeaune his plea of not guilty
amountB to nothing more than B statement that he atanda upan his right
ta ea8t upon the prosecution the burden of providing his alleged guilt

even if he k n o w he i s guilty. This i s

b. The Case Law. Unless the accused unequivocally admits
that he is guilty of the charges and specifications to which he
pleads guilty, defense counsel cannot permit him to enter such
a plea, despite the fact that such counsel knows that there is
sufficient prosecution evidence to convict his client if he pleads
not guilty and that he can obtain the benefit of a n extremely
favorable pretrial agreement. The Court of Military Appeals has
held a petitioner's plea of guilty to have been improvidently entered where the accused claimed that he had no recollection of
the charged offense or of the wents surrounding it and that he
had signed a pretrial agreement that was untrue on the advice
~~
af coundel who believed that he would be returned to d ~ t y . 3An
accused's guilty plea will also be set aside if it is based on the
defense counsel's incorrect concept of the law involved.a5*
When the accused has entered a plea of not guilty, i t is improper
for defense counsel to thereafter concede away his innocence.3s6
Accordingly, it is prejudicially erroneous for the defense counsel
to concede in his closing argument that the prosecution had successfully proven the accused's
Such concessions by coun~

-IC. C ~ T I SIT'S
, Y a m LAW 29 (1864).
"Zd. at 31.
-United States V. Hollsdsy, 16 U.S.C.M.A. 373, 36 C.M.R. 629 ( 1 9 6 6 ) ;
United States V. Chancelor, 16 U . S . C . M A . 297, 38 C.M.R. 463 (1966).
'Sea United States V. Fernengel, 11 U.S.C M.A. 636.29 C.M.R. 351 (1960).
-United Statas V. Mitchell, 16 U.S.C.M.A. 302, 36 C.M.R. 456 ( 1 9 6 6 ) ;
United Stataa V. Smith, 8 U.S.C.M.A. 682, E85 n.2, 25 C.M.R. 66, 69 n.2
(1958); United Ststen V. Walker, 3 U.S.C.M.A.355, 859. 12 C.M.R. 111, 115

(1263).
"United States

V.

Hamptan, 16 U.S.C.M.A.304, 86 C.M.R 460 ( 1 9 6 6 ) .
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sei. in effect. amount to pleading the accused guilty a t the close
of the case on the merits At the \er? least, such improper eanduct on the part of c o u n ~ e ldemand interrogation of the defendant
concerning his agreement to his coiinsel's t n a l tactics, as w e l l as
an examination by the l a i r officer !nto the n c c u d ' s understanding of their meaning and effect as a virtual plea of guilty.".
Counsel for the accused cannot ethically orerride his client's desire. expressed in open court, to plead not guilty and covertly enter
in the name of that client mother plea, whaterer the label. which
would shut off the accused's right to piead not guilty. S a r in a
capital case, where article 45(b) of the Code precludes acceptance
of a guilty plea, may defense counsel's tactics effectively inform
the court that. had there not been a statutory prohibition, the
accused would hare judicially confessed to the crime
The negotiation o i a pretrial agreement with the convening
authority on behalf of the accused is an authorized procedure
which may greatly benefit the accused, but defense counsel should
not negotiate such an agreement prior to consulting with the
accused.'.'
Counsel's duty to reprerent the accused does not end with the
findings. Remaininp for determination i s the question of the
accused's liberty. property. Social standing. and. in effect. h i whole
future. Negotiation of a faiorable pretrial agreement does not
transform the trial into an empty ritual, nor does It relieve the
defense counsel of his duty to appeal as effectively as possible to
the conscience of the court to "beat" the pretrial agreement and
obtain a more farorable sentence for his client.?'' The court member- should not be made aware of the fact that a pretrial agreement \was negotiated or that such a negotiatmi had been attempted."'
Further. assuming that a proper plea of guilty has been entered
and accepted. defense counsel must take care that he does not get
carried a\va?- with his ad>ocate's oratory and make borderline or
inconsistent statements, rendering that plea improvident and requiring ihqt the plea be P ~ Laside. thus depriving his client of
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whatever benefits he stood to gain from the
Trial counsel
also has an obligation in this regard and should not ehrue off
borderline statements by his adversary as mere puffing. If it
appears that a pravidency issue might be raised by such statements, it is his duty, as the "oracle of the lax'' a t a special courtmartial, to advise the president of the procedures to be fallowed
or to request the law officer a t a general court-martial to re-inquire
if the accused is in truth guilty of the offenses t o which he has
pleaded guilty and to ensure that he realizes the admissions
inherent in his plea and the possible conflict between that plea and
the statements later made in court?"
7. Technical Defenses.
a. The Rules.

Manual paragraph 48e :
The defense counsel will guard the interests of the accused by all
honorable and legitimate meana known to the l a w .

Canon 5 :
Having undertaken such defense, the l a w y e i is bound. by all f a i r and
honarable means, to prerent eiery defense chat the la* of the land
permits, to the end that no person mag be deprived of life or libertg,
but by due pimess of law.

Trial Code 4 ( a ) :
Having accepted employment in a eriminsl ease, a lawyer's duty, regardle%%
of his personal opinion as to the guilt af the aeeuied, i s TO invoke
the bseic rule that the crime must be prowd beyond B rearanable doubt
by competent evidence and to raise all valid defenses.

b. The Case Law. An attorney has the ethical duty to present
ta the court 811 claims and defenses of his client, unless he knows
them to be false. Although counsel may advise his client not to
raise a certain defense because the fact8 do not support it, the
final decision in the matter rest8 with accused.'b' Accordingly,
"See United States v Hinton, 8 U S C.M.A. 38, 23 C.M.P.
263 (19S71 ;
Cnited States V. Broy, 14 V.S.C.M A. 418. 34 C.M R. 189 (1964)
'see ACM s-20843, croft, 33 c.Di~.856. a 6 1 (1868).
"CM 308074, Oakiey, 26 C.M.R 624 (1868).
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counsel is honor bound t o raise the issue of invoiuntariness of a
confession or the defense of entrapment, even though in his professional opinion such action would produce no substantially beneficial result $ 1 3 or might be frivolous in the
Counsel must take every advantage that the lair provides to
protect his client Reliance on a technical defense, such as the
statute of hrnitationa, by counsel an behalf of his client i s entirels
proper, and astute preparation by counsel may prove highly advantageous to his client Consider the interplay between the
statute of limitations and a desertion prosecution. The limitation
for the filing of charger of desertion is three years, but it is only
two p a r s for the lesser included offense of absence xithout
leave."' Accordingly. the alert attorney. after a not guilty plea
of his client to a desertion charge filed after two sears of the
statute has already run, will v ~ g o r o u d gcontest the intent required
for desertion nnd will slant hi8 argument toward complete acquittal and also toward the lesser inc!uded absence without leave
and ensure that the 1 8 ~ officer
instructs relative thereto. Thereafter. in the s e n t that his client 1s found guilty of the lesser
included offense, he may properly raise the two-year statute of
limitations as to absence without leave $fenses to bar the entry
of that conviction.?"'
However. akin to the good chess player. the alert defense counsel must w?igh carefully the long-range consequences of d l hie
tactical m o r e s . In the desertion situation outlined above. he must
not get carried a w a y with his plan and permit his client to plead
guilty to the lesser included offense of absence without leave.
because a knowledgeable plea entered after heing fully advised
of the conseguences can n a i v e the statute o i limitations
I"

E. ARGUMESTS A S D PRESESTESCISG PROCEDVRES
1. T h e Rifler.
Manual parapraph i 2 b
d e rhvrld be al!oried caunael in presentbig the!,
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arguments. Couneel may make a reasonable comment on the evidence
and may draw aueh infemnees from the testimony BI will support his
theory of the care. The testimony, eonduet, motives, and evidence of
malice on the P a r t of witnesses may. IO f a r BJ disclosed by the ewdence,
he commented upon. It i s improper to state in an argument any matter
of fact 81 ta which there has been no evidence. A party may. however,
argue as though the testimony of his own witnesses conclusively estab.
lished facts reiated by them.
The proseeqtion may not comment upon the failure of the accused ta
take the witness stand: however, if the seewed has testified on the
merits with renpeet to an otPense charged, and if he fails I" such
testimony to deny or explain apee>fic f a c t s of an ineriminating nature
t h a t the eiidence of the prosecution tends to establish with resgeet to
t h a t offense, Buch failure may be commenkd upon. When an accused is
on t r i d for a number a i offenses and has testified to m e or more of them
only, no camment can be made on his failure to testify as to the others.
Refusal of a witness to answer B proper question may be commented
"PO".

Canon 22 and Trial Code 2 3 ( b ) :
it is not candld or f a n far the lawyer knowingly in argument t o P s w t
as a fact t h a t whleh has not been proved, or, in those iurisdictions where
a side has the opening and eioaing arguments, to mieiaad his opponent
by conceding o r wrthhoiding powtiom m his opening argument upan
which his aide then intends to rely.

Trial Code 2O(c) :
A lawyer should never mlrrfate the evldenue YI s t a s #a fact any matter
not in evidence, but atherwise has the right to argue in the manner he
deems effective, provided his argument i s mannerly and not infiammatory

2. The Case Law.
a. Argument B e f o r e Findzngs. After both sides have rested
prior to findings, arguments may be made with counsel far the
prosecution making the opening argument and. if any argument
is made, the defense making the closing argument.?'" While some
latitude must be permitted eaunsel. he is required to confine himself to reasonable comment on the ~ u e s the
, evidence, whatever
f a i r and reasonable inferences may be drawn therefrom, and to

"'MCM, 1961,

72a.
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the arpuments of opposing counsel
Subject t o these limitations,
c o u n ~ e lmay w t h perfect propriety appeal to the court with all
the power. force, 8r.d persuasiveness x7vhich his learning. skill. and
experience enable him to command
Counsel uhau:d not cite legal authorities or argue the facts of
other cases during argument nn the findings or the sentence?-me! r m y refer to tine principles of law applicable
Trial C O U ~ ma!
~ P ~not comment on the exercise by
an a m w e d of his right- ur.der article 3 1 ( a ) and ( b ) of the
Code
or on accused'. failure to +eke the witness sthnd ;?.< nor
mas trial cociiael R C k the court t o canpider the probable effect of
i t s findings a n relations between the military and civilian commlln1tita .',

nee and reasonable inferences
er by the fact that it ma? be
enunciator! of the accused or may inciathies or a r u ~ z ethe prejudices of the memst him.'. But it is improper for counsel
e riiuperative and denimciator>- language
religioui beliefs or other matters. where mch langbape and appeal i s calculated only to unduly
excite or arouse emnrions. P ~ S S L O T . and
~.
preiudices of the court
t o the detriment of the aecu?ed.'-'
.iccnidin~l\.r c i e r r i n p t o the .reused a? a "barracks thief of

I . A . 521. 10 C.31.R 10 (1953);
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the v o r s t type"3T1or a liar38ohas been held not to be improper
when they accurately describe the crime committed and their use
finds Support in the testimony. But trial counsel's vilifying a n
accused and characterizing him as a "liar, rotten character and
moral leper" has been held ta constitute emotional. inflammatory,
misleading, highly improper, and definitely prejudicial argument."P'
Calling attention to the accused's presence in the courtroom
is not error. But argument of the trial counsel referring to the
lack of emotion on the face of the accused during the course of
the trial is objectionable, because it interjects nonevidentiars
matters into the case which cannot properly be considered by the
court
Comment by trial counsel that he could call
more witnesses to substantiate the government's case also u ~ u a l l y
constitutes uns~vorntestimony and is error, but it has been held
permiasible when used as reply advocacy to rebut defense counsel's argument imputing bad faith to the trial counsel in charging
him with suppressing available
I t is improper far counsel to assert to the court his personal
belief as to the guilt or innocence of the accused, and he should
not bring to the attention of the court any intimation of the r i w s
of the convening authority or those of the staff judge adroeate.
But it is not improper far him to argue or express his opinion
that the accused is guilty \%-herehe states, or it is apparent, that
such opinion is based solely on the evidence as distinguished from
his permnal opinion.'"
If argument of e o u n ~ e lis merely illogical or absurd but not
subject to objection as being improper, the appropriate remedy
is exposure and answer by his opposing co~nsel.3'~
b . PTesentrnciny Avgumenf. Seither the Code nor the I\lanual
provides for argument a i counsel in regard t o the sentence. I t is,
however, entirely proper and appropriate for bath trial and de-

L A . 223, 30 C.3I.R 223 (19511.Sce
25, 36 C.M.R 382 ( 1 9 5 6 ) .
5 4 1 , MCM, 1851, V'149,
48c
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feme counsel to argue on the quantum of punishment that should
be adjudged after the introduction of all evidence relating t o the
sentence.laa Indeed. it has been held prejudicial t o the accused
if his defense counsel does not present evidence in extenuation
and mitigation and argue as to the eentence.3P'
In general, the principles governing arguments of counsel befare findings are equally applicable to arguments in the presentencing procedure. After each side has introduced anv appropriate
c M R. 478 (10651. contra.u s. n w T OF AMY. PAMPHLET NO. 27-9, TRE
matter that may hare bearing on the sentence. trial counsel has
the right to make an opening argument on the quantum of punishment and. if any is made on behalf of the defense, the closing
argument w But the arguments of both mun8ei are required to
be confined to the facts adduced during the presentencine pracedure, the evidence in the case and the reasonable deductions
therefrom insofar as it affects the sentence, and to the arguments
of the opposing counsel. and they ma? not go heyond the bounds
of fair a r g u m e n P " Seither can include matter not supported
by the facts, or which the court is not justified in considering in
determining the sentence The fact that the accused failed to
testify, either on the general issue or in extenuation or mitigation.
may not be mentianed.'eo
I t is improper for trial counsel to contend that the convening
authority has already considered clemency factors and reduced
the accused's punishment by directing trial by a special courtmartial ?''> or to refer to possible ameliorative action by the board
of correction for milltars- records.""' It is also improper to argue
LAW OFFICERpara 88 (2d ed. 1968) : U.S. D W T OF ARMY,PAMPHLET
No.27-

far the maximum sentence and then Suggest that military correctional and penal sl-stems would then provide the accused needed
psychiatric care, because such argument can be equated to an
a United States Y. Olson. 7 U 8 C M A 242. 22 C.M R. 32 119561
" S e e United States ji.Wimberley, 16 L
' S C I A 3, 36 C M.R. 110 (10661
United States v >lleMshon, 6 U S C.M.A. 7 0 0 , 21 C h1.R. 31 (1056).
CM 412244, Wilson, 35 C h1.R. 676, p e + denlad. 15 U.S C M.A 683. 35
C . I . R 473 (1961) Cuiitia. U S D W T OF A R M Y .PAXPSILET
So 27-9, T ~ E
L A W OFFICER para 88 f2d ed 1963!, U S . DzP'T OF ARMY, PAUPRLET
So. 271 7 3 , MILITARY JVITICC-TRIAL PROCEDURE 229 11964).
United Staten T Olson. 1 U S C M A 212. 22 C . I . R . 32 (19661
'ACX 0406, 'Kelier. 18 C . M R 473 (1014).
.-United Stater Y . Cruvher. 11 U . S C . I . A . 483, 29 C.M.R. 299 ( 1 9 6 0 ) :
United States Y . Carpenter, I 1 U S.C M A . 418. 29 C M R. 234 (1060).
-L'nited States L, Simpson. 10 U.S.C.M.A 229. 27 C.M.R. 303 (1059).
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invocation of the condemned practice of adjudging a harsh sentence in reliance on mitigating action by higher authority.ass
Trial counsel may not in his presentencing argument purport
to speak for the convening
nor refer to the convening
authority's views,1"" nor refer to any departmental policy directives with regard to sentencing matters.snn Counsel are also precluded from making reference to any punishment or quantum of
punishment in excess of that which can be lawfully imposed in the
particular case by the present court?n7
It has been held that the admissibility as evidence in mitigation and extenuation of a document indicating that the victim of
the alleged offense did not desire the accused to be punished
further was within the sound discretion of the law officer, and
his refusal to admit such a document did not constitute error.ao8
Lastly, there is the problem of the BCD striker-the
accused
who wants a punitive discharge a s his passport out of the service.
It is clear that, while trial counsel c m argue for a specific sentence and type of punitive discharge, it is improper for defense
counsel to acknowledge that a punitive discharge is appropriate
when the accused has asked to be retained in
But what
are the defense counsel's ethical obligations when the accused does
not wish to be retained and even takes the witness stand to express
his desires? A Navy board of review'"" has indicated that the
defense counsel must not assist the accused in this endeavor by
'CM
41133'7, Jones, 84 C.M.R. 642 (1964): CM 411402, Stevenson, 34
C.M.R. 666 (1964).
-United States V. Lackey, 8 U.S.C.M.A. 718, 25 C.M.R. 222 (1966).
-United State8 v Carpenter, 11 U.S.C.M.A.418. 29 C.M.R.234 (1960).
Paragraph 44g(l) of the Manual provides t h a t the trial counsel will not
bring to the attention Of the court any intimation of the view% of the
eonvening authority, or those of the stafs judge advocate 01 legal officer, with
reapect to the guilt or innmenee a i the accused, sppropriste sentence, or
m c e r n i n g m y other matter exclurively within the diaeretion of the court.
See U C M J art. 37.
-United State8 v, Fowle, 7 U.S.C.M.A. 348, 22 C.M.R. 139 (1956).
-United States V. Whitacre, 1 2 U.S.C.M.A. 345, 30 C M . R . 346 (1961).
United States V. Cruteher, 11 U.S.C.M.A. 483, 28 C.M.R. 299 (1960).Aa to
rehearings, see United States Y. Eaehmann, 11 U.S.C.M.A. 64, 28 C.M.R.
268 (1950). holding t h a t the law officer's insfruetians on a rehearing should
state Only the maximum sentence awarded (or appmved) a t the Rrat trial and
s
of maximum
should not state any higher maximum which the I ~ n u d table
puniahment might lint f o r the offenae.
'United
States V. Ault, 15 U.S.C.M.A. 540,36 C.M.R.
68 (1866)
-United States 7 . Mitchell, 1s U.S.C.M.A. 302, 36 C.M.R 45s (1966).
"NCM S-65-1376, Boffman, 4 October 1966.
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posing appropriate question8 to the accused while he is on the
stand or subsequently arguing for the imposition of such a diacharge Defense counsel bears the respmsibilitp to attempt to
diswnde his client from this course of action and, even if the
client persists. counsel may not aid him. The apecia1 ethical code
which governs the advocate who acts far another has long dis.
credited the "alter e ~ rhenrr
d
uvhich would ascribe 110 individual responsibility to counsel far the actions he takes under
the guise that he 1s only doing his client's bidding

V DKTY TO FELLOK ATTORNEYS
The higheit r e w r d t h a t can come t o a lariyer IS the ertren of h x
profeasianal brethren Chiei Justice Huphas, 13 P i o w e d w g s o f the

281).

A RELATIONS V I T H OTHER ATTORSEYS

1. Ill F e s l m y s and Pmsoiial
n. T h e R~ilea

?.lanual paragraph 4 2 b :
t h e > > dubea b e i a i e coLrt.-martial,
eaunael should
maintam R c m r t e o c i and respectful attitude r o r a , d the ~ppnsirig
counsel Periar.al c o l l a q u ~ e r betueen counsel
promote unseemly u.r6~.glinp should be caieiull
of e o u m e u l t h each other should be rharaeteri

In perfoiming

"era

canan l i
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Trial Code 14(b) and 2O(i):
A lawyer should avoid disparaging p e i ~ ~ n aremarks
l
or ~ e ~ i r n o n y
toward opposing counsel, and should remain wholly umnflueneed by any
ill feeling beraeen the l i e i p e c t i ~ eclients.
A lawyer should not engage in z ~ r i r n ~ n i oeonveriatians
u~
or exchanges
involving pemnalitier with opposing eaunnel, but nhould addrerr his
objections, requests and obaervatiani to the court.

h. The Case Law. All professions stresa the importance of
cordial relations among their members.iol The continuing furtherance of the legal profession depends, in part, upon a fraternal
sense of goodwill and mutual confidence among the individuals
who practice it. Goodwill and mutual confidence are strengthened
by adherence to ethical standards and by the observation of professional etiquette and courtesy. Failure i o adhere to the cited
standards will subject offending counsel ta possible contempt or
suspension proceedings and probable criticism from appellate
tribunals. Everyone aspires to see his name or deed8 in print,
but somehow one gets the feeling that it would be preferable
if the citation was commendatory.
When a trial counsel implies that the defense counsel has fabricated the defense for his client, that trial counsel has the duty
to produce hard eridence, not mere insinuations or veiled references to the fact that a shrewd defense counsel can prompt an
accused to "remember" facts bolstering an alleged defense.*'?
Common courtesy and customs of the bar require that counsel
permit his adversary to complete a statement without being interrupted.'"' Similarly, it is a breach of customary courtroom etiquette to interrupt opposing counsel during his argument to the
court, u n l e ~ sthat argument prejudicially exceeds the bounds of
fair comment. The personal differences between opposing counsel
cannot be allowed to precipitate an acrimonious verbal exchange
between themselves. As has been appropriately noted, the reporter
can only take down the remarks of one person a t a
Remarks by defense counsel, when asked f a r a page number by his
adversary, such a s : "No, you haven't shown me any CourteBy,

Q DOHERTI.ETHICALSTANDARDS
OF THE ACCOUXTINC
PROFES~X
,I""Y,.

' " C a y

,111 i l 0 C C i
j _ l

'"United States V. Alien, 11 U.S.C.hl.A 639, 29 C.Y.R. 355 (1950)
*-United States Y. Oakley. 11 D.9 C.M.A. 529, 29 C.Y.R. 345 11960). Sea
Umted States V. Blgelaw, 11 U.S.C.M.A. 529, 29 C M.R. 343 (1960)
"United States \ Hadgel, 14 U . S . C . I . A . 33 C M . R 231 (19631.
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why ahould I show you any?" are unprofessional and 88 a practical matter do nothing to further his client's cause in the eye8 of
the court.'Oj
The classic cme in this area is rnited States ij Lewis.'oe There,
the conduct of both the trial counsel and the defeme counsel,
coupled with the failure of the I a n officer to keep counsel within
proper limits, deprived the accused of a fair trial A bitter per8mal antagonism had developed between oppming counsel and
this antagonism led not only to sharp personal exchanges of
derogatory remarks but also to the mention of uncharged misconduct by the accused, reference to his having pleaded guilty
to similar charges in a civilian court, and disciosure af his unsuccessful attempt to negotiate a pretrial agreement. Both counsel
were mature members of the bar whose experience should hare
taught them better. As if this were not bad enough, counsel
testified under oath on the stand with the lieutenant colonel trial
counsel charging the defense counsel with an attempt to smear
him as a n individual trial counsel and the Air Force in general.
Trial counsel then accused the defense counsel of unethical and
improper trial conduct. S o t to be outdone, the defense counsel. a
:+tired caicnel, repeatedly made similar allegations concerning
the trial counsel.

In its decision in the Leu'ts case, the Court of Military Appeals
noted that bath attorneys had far exceeded the bounds of propriety
and censured them for their unbridled outbursts and unjudicious
exchanges which deprived the court-martial of the judicial caliber required by the Code. The Court condemned, as sererely as
possible, the unprofessional acrimonious exchanges of couneel in
an effort to blacken each other's reputation before court members
who had no official interest in their tirades
Sow, while a wag might say that the moral to counsel in this
case is that people who live in glass houses should not t h r o a
stones. the true point is that while a trial is a battle, the combat
envisioned I" the military arena is that between the government
and the accused according to the rules, not B pier SIX brawl between counsel.
*Id.
'"16 F.S.C.M.A. 145, 36 C.M.R. 301 (1966).
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2. C o - C o u s e l and Conflicts of Opinion.
a. The Rules.
Manual paragraph 46d:
When the defense is in charge of individual counsel, civil or military,
the duties of defense counsel 8 8 simemte e o u n ~ e lare those which the
individual counsel may designate.

Canon 7 and Trial Code 6 :
A elient's proffer of assistance of additional e o ~ n s dshould not be
regarded as evidence of want of confidence, but the matter shovld be
left to the determination of the eiient A lawyer should decline asaoeiation as eollesgue if It is obieetionsble to the original e ~ u n s e l but
,
if the
18wa first retained is relieved, another m a y come into the case.
When lawyers jointly associated in a eavse cannot agree as to a n y
matter vital to the interest of the client, the canfilet of opinion should
be frankly stated to him for his final determination. His decision ihovld
be accepted unless t h e nature of the difference makes i t impracticable
f o r the lawyer whose judgment h a s been overruled ta moperate
effectively. In this event it is his duty to ask the client to relieve him.
Efforts, direct OT indirect, I" any way to encroaeh upon the pmfeseiond
employment af another iawyer, are unworthy of those aha should be
brethren a t the Bar; but, nevertheless, i t IS the right of m y lawyer,
without f e a r m favor, to give proper advice to those seeking relief
against unfaithful or neglectful counsel: generally this should be done
only after communication u i t h the lawyer of whom the complaint is
made.

b . The Case L a w When the accused engages individual counsel, that attorney, acting with the consent of the accused, may act
as leading counsel and take full charge of the defense in the ease.
However, individual counsel's assumption of that position and
responsibility does not affect the appointed defense counsel's professional position by depriving him of or diminishing his status,
dignity, or responsibilities as an officer and attorney. He does
not thereby became a subordinate, clerk, or errand boy of individual counsel, required to follow the latter's bidding and inatructiom with reference to all ma.tter8?nIf individual defense counsel desires the continued assistance
of appointed military counsel, he must be prepared to treat him
"CM 399453, Williama, 27 C.M.R.670, pet. d m w d , 10 U.S.C M.A 682, 27
C.M.R. 512 (1959).
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8s an associate--an
equal-not as an underling. In the event it
becomes apparent that the two counsel cannot resolve differences
of opinion with regard to trial tactics, individual counsel should
consult with the accused and, if the latter concurs, then request
that the appointed defense counsel be excused from further participation in the case Should this not be done, then neither individual e o u n ~ e lnor the accused can later be heard to criticize the
appointed defense coumei's actions a t trial in accordance with his
own professional judgment, instead of adopting the v i e w of individual counsel.4oa

Similar obligations also rest on the appointed defense counsel.
He should consult with the accused when confiicts of opinion
with ca-counsel affect the accused's \-ita1 interests. Ethical considerations and the protection of his client's interest dictate that
the appointed defense counsel's manner and deportment at trial
not register disapproval or criticism of the individual coun8el.40'
When an accused pleads not guilty and his individual defense
counsel presents a vigorous defense and final argument, associate
defense counsel should not destroy his co-counsel's efforts and
sacrifice the accused in uncalled-for closing remarks amounting
to a confession of guilt. Although such conduct seems incomprehensible. it happened in L'nited States 8 . U'nlker."'' There, the
Court of Milltar) Appeals held that this open conflict between
individual counsel and appointed defense c o u n ~ e l ,as to is-hat verdict the court should return. serioudy lessened the farce of the
proffered defense of excusable homicide and wbstantially injured
the defendant i n his right to a fair trial.
3. Agreements m d Stipulations.
a. T h e Rsiles.
Manual paragraphs 449 (1) , 48d :
"Ith B view t o sarlng time. laboi and expieme bath the trial and defense
eavnsel should loin in appropriate stipuletionS a8 ta unmpartant or
uncontested matters
"Zd.
' g S e e id.
""3 V.S C M . A 356, 12 C.M.R 111 (1968).
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Canon 25 :
A lawyer should not ignore known customs 01 practice of the Bar of a
particular Court, even when the law permiti, without giving timely
notice to the opposing counsel. As f a r 8 s pnaaible, important agreements,
affecting the rights of clients, should be reduced to writing; but i t i s
dishonorable to a m i d performanee of an agreement fairly made because
i t I P not reduced to writing, as r e w i r e d by rules of Court.

Trial Code 14(a) :
A lawyer should adhere atiietly to all express promiles to and agreements with opposing counsel, whether oral or in wnting. and Should
adhere in good faith to all agreements implied by the eirwmstanee or
by loeal custom.

b. The Case Law. Counsel's word is his bond. The parties to
a court-martial may make a written or oral stipulation as to fact
or expected testimony."' An accused, who fails to abject after
having been afforded the opportunity to do 80, is bound by stipulations entered into by hir counsel, if the stipulation is accepted by
the law officer (or president of the special court-martial) acting
within his

As a practical matter, stipulations may be defensiye tactical
instruments of no little importance. They may be used by caun881 to avoid the danger of a n adverse phychological effect produced by a parade of prosecution witnesses.418 Counsel must be
cautious, however, that he does not stipulate away the entire ease
or stipulate to matters which impeach his client's 6wom testimony."' This ia a precarious responsibility, and the judgment
required by counsel involves a keen and accurate analysis of the
situation.
Once a stipulation of fact has been offered and accepted in
court, counsel are bound by it unless it is withdrawn or stricken
from the record. Consequently, counsel may not later, during
"%MCM, 1851, 1646,
'"United State8 V. Cambridge, 3 U.S.C.M.A. 377, 12 C.M,R. 133 ( 1 8 5 3 ) ;
NCM 5-18-01854, Field, 21 C.31.R. 863 (1958).
"'United States V. Coibert, 2 U.S.C.M.A. 3, 6 C.M.R. 8 (1952).
"'NCM S-58-01864. Fleid, 27 C.M.R. 863 (1958). Sea MCM, 1851, l

154b(1).
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final argument without other evidence in the record. argue facts
inconsistent with t h a t stipulation of fact."j
The wording of stipulations of fact in guiity plea cases must
be carefully examined with a mature and experienced eye. If
the facts stipulated conflict with the plea, that plea will be set
aside as being improvident. However, in order to render that
plea of guiity improvident, it is not sufficient to find the stipulated facts do not establish the guilt of the accused. They must
conflict with his plea, negative his guilt, and show his judicial
confession i s inconsistent with what the parties to the trial have
freely agreed are the facts constituting the occurrences giving
rise to the charge."a

B. C O S T A C T W I T H T H E OPPOSITE PARTY
1. The Rules

Manual paragraph 44h:
The trial counsel's dealings with the defense should be through any
counsel the accused may have. Thus. If he deairei to know how the
accused intends t o plead or whether an enlibted accused derirer enlisted
members on the court, he will ask the regularly appointed defense
c o u n ~ e lor other C O Y ~
if S
mP
y ,I of
. the seeuaed.

Canon 9 and Trial Code 16:
A

lawyer should not in any u a y communicate upon the subject of
c a n t r o ~ r s yw x h a part> represented by ~ o u n s e l .much l e s s should he
undertake ta negotiate 01.compromiie the matter with h m b u t should
des1 only with his counsel, except in caws where opposing C O Y n i e i has
exprss~lg
t o such eammvnicationn or n e g a t i a t m a . He should
avoid everything t h a t mlghf tend LO mislead B part) not represented by
counsel, and he should not undertake t o advise him.

2. The Case Laic. Once the accused has defense counsel aasigned to or retained by him, t h e trial counsel, his representatives.
c r m i n a l investigation personnel. or any other person associated
a i t h the ease must go through that defense counael before ap~"aUUnifed States V. Gerlach. 15 O . S . C M A . 388. 37 C.1I.R 3 11965).
Campsre, however, stipulations of expected testimony. Such etlpulatlonl da
not admit the t r u t h of the indicated teatlmony See M C I . 1851, ll 164b(21
ted Stares Y . W'alter, 15 U.S.C M A . 30, 36 C.Y R. 186 (1965).
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proaching the accused.".
In the recent case of CM 410956,
Bostic,a's however, a n Army board of review analogized paragraph 44h of the Manual to Canon 9, but held t h a t the appointment of defense counsel to represent an accused as to one offense
does not invalidate statements taken from that accused without
the knowledge of his counsel by criminal investigators relative
to an entirely different offense not yet the subject of criminal
charges.
Paragraph 44h of the Manual is obviously based an Canon 9.
An Air Force board of review in the Seale case +lo considered the
application of Canon 9 to the military, and, as persuasive authority for its holding that it was unethical for the trial counsel to
question the accused in the absence of defense counsel, the board
cited an informal decision of the American Bar Association's
Committee on Professional Ethics and a Texas State Bar interpretation of a similar canon which held to the same effect.'?o
Although the board found no prejudice to the accused in the Seele
case because the evidence of the accused's guilt was so convincing
that it precluded any reasonable possibility of prejudice, the
board issued a stern caveat that it would reveme any conviction
without hesitancy in the event of a showing of a deliberate disregard of the Canons of Ethics which reasonably could h a w
affected the deliberations of the court.
VI. THE ADVOCATE'S DDTY TO HIMSELF
If good men were only better would the wicked be
Chadwiek, A Timely Q u e t i m (Stanza 1).

80

bad? John

This above all: to thine own self be true, And it must follow,

the

'L'CM 403428, Mason. 29 C.M.R. 509 11960); C P 399759, Grant, 26 C h1.R.
692 119581.
"'36 C.M.R. 511 11964). pet. denied, 15 U.S.C.M.A. 409, 35 C.M.R. 381
11965). distinguishing C?d 403428, Mason, 29 C.M.R 699 11060), and CM
399760, Grant, 26 C.M.R. 692 (1958).
"'ACM S-17411, Seale, 27 C.M.R. 961 (1958).
" I d . at 064. The board cited: 11) Informal Deeisian No.249 lerraneaurly
cited in the opimon 6 % No. 2 4 1 ) , A B A Onsmns 640 (1957) stating that
where three per ion^ a m accused of related thefts, the prose&
may not'
in the proceedings against one of them, interview another of them represented
by eounsel in the absence Of the latter's iawyei; and ( 2 ) Oginiom 137 and
144, Rules and Canons of Ethics. S t a b Bar of Texas, 195S, to the offeet that
i t is unethical for B district attorney to deai directly w t h a defendant ~n B
criminal ease.
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night the day, Thou canst nut then be false fo any man. Shakespeare,
Hamlet.

A. T H E L A W Y E R ' S DL'TY 1.V ITS L A S T A S A L Y S I S
1. The Concept

Canon 32 and Trial Code 27:
So client, hawerer powerful. nor m y cause, h o v e r e r Important, is
entitled to receive nor should any lawyer render any ~ e r v i c eor sdviee
mvuluing disloyalty to the law whole m m r t e r he IS, or dmrerpeet of the
judicial office. which he 1s bound to uphold. or corruption of any person
or persons exercising B pubiic office or private trust, 01 deception or
betrayal of the public When rendenng m y such m p r o p e r service
or aduice. tho lauyer i n \ w f e ~ and m e n u stern and jU%t condemnation. Correspondingly, he advancer the honor of his p r o f e d a n s n d
the beat interests of his client when he renders s e r ~ i e eor gives adriee
tending to impress upon the client and his undertaking exact compliance
w t h the strictest pmciples of m m s l Isw He must also observe and
advise his client to abaerve the statute law, though until a statue shall
have been construed and interpreted bi competent adjudication. he is
free and is entitled to advise as to i t s ralidity and BI to a h a t he
ell eve^ t o be Its just meaning and extent. B u t above all
d his hrghest honor in B deberred reputation f o r fidelity
and t o nublie dutr. as an honest man and as B Dotriotic

Canons 15, 29, and 31, and Trial Code 1 0 ( b ) :
The lawper m n ~ obey
t
his o i n emseienee and not t h a t a i his client. He
should m i r e a t all t m e r t o uphold the honor and t o maintain the
and ta improve P.O~ only the law but the
m n g ab ta aueationable trsnJaetlon3, and f o r
urging queatmnable defenses i s the laayer'l responaiblllfy. He cannot
escape it by urging 8 8 an e x a m t h a t he IS only fallowing hia client'a
inat, uctionr

2. The Cansidezafmns
T h e ethical e l m a t e of the legal profession is maintained by
two forces. The first is the effect of the individual attorney's
conscience upon his professional conduct. T h e second is the appli-
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cation, or threat of application, of legal aanetions against a n
erring attorney in disciplinary proceedings.i21
The Canons and Trial Code represent the negative approach,
saying: Thou shall not. They ought to be there, but the individual
must keep stirring his own sense of conscience to remind himself
that, for the most part, the codes of legal ethics represent the
least, not the highest, standard to which one should a s ~ i r e . ~ ?N' o
lawyer is required to go against the dictates of his awn conscience
in the exercise of his advocacy. The advocate cannot, mare than
can any other man, keep his personal conscience and his professional conscience in separate vest pockets. Indeed, every advocate is, in mme measure, also the keeper of his client's conscience.*??
The incidents of trial are the counse1'8 responsibility. He may
neither counsel nor countenance improprieties during the trial,
nor should he permit his client to engage in such activities. Nor
may counsel shift the burdens of his own conscience onto the
shoulders of the law officer. Certainly, matter which is clearly
inadmissible will be stricken by the law officer upon the objection of opposing counsel, and the court members will be instructed
to disregard it. But can they? Human nature does not change
merely because one dons the garb of a court member. The human
mind is not a slate from which ideas and thoughts emblazoned
thereon can be wiped out a t the will and instruction of another.
As a practical matter, court members cannot erase from their
minds the damning effect of answers to questions that should not
have been asked or evidence that should not hare been shown.*?*
Ta say that it is up to the law officer to decide is a mere subterfuge
to avoid consideration of the basic ethical question whether such
information should have been elicited in the first place. Counsel
should not attempt to offer evidence before a court-martial which
he knows to be inadmissible, although an offer in good faith of
evidence of doubtful competency will not constitute a deliberate
flouting of the Canons and the rules of evidence.4Ae
In the last analysis, personal honor and self-truth must direct
the advocate to his avowed goals of right conduct and justice,
d m Sutton, Re-Evaluation o i the Canone oi Prolmsianal Ethios' A Rsvisai's
Vi#wpoznl, 33 TENW.
L. REV. 132. 134 (1966).
"S. PIKE,BEIOXDTHE LAX 16 (1863).
"M. ORKIXS, L E C V ETHICS. 263-65 (1857).
'-United States Y. Grant, 10 U.S.C.M.A. 585, 28 C . M R . 111 (1959).
'=United States". Johneon, a U.S.C.M.A. 447, 13 CM.R. 3 (1853).
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and he should not permit the instructions of his client or the
desire to gain a victory to shunt him aside. He must so conduct
himself as not to lose his own self-respect.
Within this framework af perfect intentions and imperfect
men, an advocate's canduct should be guided by the words of a
former Solicitor General of the United States:
In such a profession ar the law there IS no room f a r fellowship wlth
the dishonest. the unfaithiul, the untrustworthy, o r the u n m t r m t l e , and
no useful place f a r thme who are Ignorant or madequately prepared. It
i s our duty to the publie, t o the government, and t o OYI profession t o
guard jealoualy profesnanal standard. and Ideals. and to w e t h a t they

are kept high and elear. (r

VII. DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS ARISING F R O M
UNETHICAL PRACTICES O F COUSSEL
The temptations a h i e h beret a young man in the outset of his pmfesm n a l life . . are very great Sharauood, Essay o n Pratessional Ethios
168-68 ( 6 t h ed. 1807).

Counsel muit become less viciously cantentmua. more skillful. more
intent on substance f h a r on akirmlshlng for B better posmon 1
W i g m m r , EvL.idevia S 6e(61 13d ed. 1940).
Where the eonduet a i an attorney is such t h a t all rightmmded people
would conclude t h a t it I I not honorable. it must necesiarily be unDrofessional Justice Farmer in People 1. Baker. 311 111 66,82, 142 N.E.
5 5 4 , 559 (1824).

A S4.YCTIO.Y.9 .LYD DISC/PLI.YART POWER
1. Coiiienipt a i d Diseiplinaru

P>oeardiiigs.

Under article 18 of the Code. a court-martial may punish for
contempt any person who uses any menacing words, sipns. or
gestures in I t a presence. or a h o disturbs its proceedings b? any
riot of dieorder Such punishment may not exceed confinement
for thirty days or a fine of $100. or both. This article has been
interpreted to encampaas contemptuous conduct by a n attorney.'.'
'"Address by former Solicitor General of the United States Wllllsm 1%.
Frierson Banquet. Conference on Legal Educetior, Pationai Conference o i
Bar l a m c i a t i m i 23-24 Feb 1922. I" 8 A B . A . J 1 5 6 (1822).
" S e e United States v DeAnselij 3 L- S.C.hl A . 296. 12 C.DI.R 54 l 1 0 5 3 J I
1lCII. 1851. r 10
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When the conduct of a person before a court-martial constitutes
a contempt within the meaning of article 48, the regular proceedings of the court are suspended, and the person is directed
to show cause why he shouid not be held in contempt. He is given
an opportunity to explain his conduct, and the law officer then
rules as t o whether the person should be held in contempt, subject to objection of any member of the court-martial. The procedure here is the same as that on a motion far a finding af not
guilty. After there has been a preliminary determination that the
person be held in contempt, the court-martial then closes and,
by two-thirds vote on secret written ballot, determines whether
the person should be held in contempt and, in the event of conviction, an appropriate punishment. In order to be effective, a
punishment for contempt requires the approval of the convening
authority, who designates the place of confinement if any has
been
In United States v . DeAngelis,*'nthe Court of Miiitary Appeals
described an individual defense counsel's language as provocative
and highly insulting. I t concluded that it could not ignore counsel's
Contemptuous tirades and pointed out that his obstructive and
abusive actions flouted the authority of the law member,'a0 made
a mockery of the requirement of decaroua behavior, and impeded
the expeditious, orderly, and dispassionate conduct of the trial.
The Court went on to state that, in instances of such flagrantly
contemptuous conduct. law officers should not hesitate to employ
the contempt prorisians of the Code after counsel has been warned
concerning his actions.
2. Suspension of Cotinsel.
Under paragraph 43 of the Manual, action may be taken by a
convening authority to recommend suspension from practice before courts-martial of any counsel acting before a court-martial
who is guilty of professional or personal misconduct of such a
serious nature as to show that he is lacking in competence,
integrity, or ethical or moral character. Suspension will only be
effected by The Judge Advocate General of the armed farce concerned after a hearing befare a board of certified attorneys a t the
"MCM, 1951, 11 118.
"3 U.S.C.M.A.
298, 12 C.M.R.
54 (19531.
The DeAngsIh caee "8% commenced prior to the effective date of the

Code.
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general court-martial level
Suspension by The Judge Advocate
General of one armed farce does not automatically result in suspension from practice before the courts-martial convened in
anather service : * I 2however, such suspension may be grounds for
suspension by other services id' Such suspension is separate and
distinct from any matter involving contempt under article 48
of the Code and from withdrawal of certification pursuant to
articles 26 and 27 of the Code.'i'

Misconduct warranting suspension includes :?lj
a. Demonstrated incompetence while acting as counsel durinp

pretrial. trial or Poat trial stages of a court martial:
b. Preventing or obstructing justice, including the deliberate
use of frivolous or unwarranted dilatory tactics;
c. Fabricating papers or ather evidence:

d. Tampering with a witness:

Abusire conduct toward the members of the court. the law
officer or other counsel;
r.

f . Conviction of a felony or any offense involving moral turpitude or a contempt conviction under article 48 of the Code;

g. An attempt by one who i s a security risk to act as counsel
i n a case involving a security m a t t e r ;
h Disbarment or suspension from practice by a Federal. State
or foreign court:
i. Suspension from practice as counsel befare courts-martial
by The Judge Advocate General of another armed farce, General
Counsel of the Treasury Department or by the United States
Court of Military Appeals; and
j . Flagrant or continued violations of any specific rules of conduct prescribed for c o u n ~ e lin paragraphs 42, 44. 16 and 48 of
NAVYJ A G MANUAL5 013Se(3), i 4 i , A m y Reg. KO.27-11, para 3c. d

u March 1966) [hereafter cited BP AR 27-11].
(-.*m?,I, i m , 43. sea B. FELD. A m s u a

n

COLxTS-M*RTI*L

162 i1QSi)
JAG M ~ n c u .S 0135b(9): A R 27-11, para. 2.
" S A V I JAG M A k V U 5 0136a, e i 6 i : AR 27-11, para. 5.
'%Sac NAVYJ A G Manual 5 013Sb. AR 27-11, pars. 2.

AND APPEAL

-'NAVY
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the Manual, or in the Canons of Professional Ethics adopted by
the American Bar Association, or in the Code of Trial Conduct
adopted by the American College of Trial Lawyers.
Action to suspend should not be initiated solely because af
personal prejudice or hostility toward counsel because he has
presented an aggressive, zealous, or novel defense, or when his
apparent misconduct as counsel stems ~olelyfrom inexperience or
lack of instruction in the performanee of legal
Nor
should suspension action be initiated unless other available remedial measures, including punitive action, have failed to induce
proper behavior or are inapprapriate.48'
or civilian-appearing
before a courtAll counsel-military
martial are subject to suspension proceedings for misconduct,
except that, in contrast to the Navy's position, the Army's praceedings are not applicable to noncertified counsel appearing before a special court-martial unless the accused has selected or
provided him as counsel under article 38(b) of the Code?38
The Judge Advocate General of the service concerned may,
upon petition of a person who has been suspended and upon the
showing of good cause, modify or revoke any prior order of
~spension.~~~

VIII. COSCLUSIONS
What is left when honor is lost7 Publilius Syrun,Mamm 265.

The Canons of Professional Ethics are like the Holy Bibleeveryone knows of them and thinks he knows what they say, but
few have really read and studied them.
Our court-martial system under the Cniform Code of Military
Justice is bottomed an the adversary system. The primary purpose of that system is to preserve liberty and. concomitantly, to
find and act upon the truth as nearly as that may be possible
within the context of the adversary system. Accordingly, the
government always wins its cases when justice is done-ven
though the result may be acquittal.
Military advocates practicing before courts-martial occupy a
"NAW SAG MANUAL I0135b.
" N A W J A G MANUAL8 0136e(l); A R 27-11, para. 3.
"Comnare N A W J A G MANUAL I 0135a. with A R 27-11, para. 1.
"NAW J A G MAS-UIUI I 0136e(4); AR 27-11, pam. 4.
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unique position. They are the heart of an adversary system inside
a military world dealing with human beings in a rapidly changing environment. Theirs is the privilege of contest in an arena
circumscribed by ethical responsibilities which have the farce
of law as prescribed by the Manual far Courts-Martial and departmental regulations.
Violations of professional ethics by trial counsel, which demonstrate an intention to deliberately flout the Canons or could have
reasonably affected the deliberations of the court members on
either the findings or sentence, may be held to be prejudicial to
the accused and result in a reversal of his conviction, unless there
Is other clear and convincing evidence of his guilt.
Moreover, a ward to the wise: Both trial counsel and defense
counsel, a h a violate the Canons, the Manual adaptation thereof,
or the Trial Code, subject themselves to the probability of eensure from the law officer and appellate tribunals and the possibility of contempt andzor suspension proceedings.
But only B knowledgeable, voluntary acceptance af and adherence ta the rules of the contest by the military officer-lawyer,
rather than B fear of sanction, will produce a military bar truly
in keeping with the high traditions of our honorable dual professlons.
The many ethical responsibilities which Row from the role of
lawyer BS an advocate in the miiitars adversary system are
succinctly embodied in the preamble to the Trial Code and the
Canons:
To his client. the advocate owe8 undivided allegiance, the utmost
application of his learning, skill and industry and the employment
of all appropriate legal means within the law and the spirit of
the Canons;
Ta opposing counsel, the advocate o w e s the duty of courtesy,
candor in the pursuit of truth. cooperation in all respects not
inconsistent with his client's interests and scrupulous observance
of all mutual understandings;
To the court, the advocate o w e s respect, diligence, candor and
the maintenance of dignity but no obligation to produce evidence
against his client;
And to his Service and country. the military advocate owes the
maintenance of professional dignity, bearing, allegiance and independence as a military officer-lawyer
108
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The ethical responsibilities to which advocates must adhere
complement, rather than conflict with, each other. They consist
of a composite of principles and rules salted with decisional
interpretations, admonitions, and suggestions, all aimed at achieving the best performance aut of the best lawyers the military can
obtain.
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THE IMPACT OF LABOR DISPUTES ON
GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENTI
By Major Dulaney L. ORaark, Jr.*'

This article contains an examination o f the effeot of labor
disputes on the administration of gosernment contracts.
The author dlsewses the application of labor law to
federal agencies and government contraotors, with
special consideration being given to the problem of
picketing at federal installations.
I. ISTRODUCTIOS

The continuing growth in volume of government procurement
has brought federal agencies into more frequent contact with
many of the contingencies in contracting more commonly sssociated with the business risk in commercial operations. Paramount
among these is the increased involvement of federal agencies in
labor disputes, 88 demonstrated by the recent strikes a t U.S.
space research facilities. In view of this growing problem area,
this article has been prepared with a two-fold purpose: First, it
is intended to provide a general examination of the effect of a
labor dispute on the administration of government contracts; and
second, it is intended to provide an evaluation of existing labor
law 88 it applies to federal agencies and government contractors.
Consideration will be gi\-en first to the effect of a labor dispute
on the administration of government contracts from the standpoint of award and termination for default. Attention will then
focus on an analysis of the Labor-Management Relations (Taft* T h i s article was adapted from B thesis presented to The Judge Advocate
Genersl'~Sehaal, U.S. Army, Chariotteaville, Virginia, while the author WBI
member of the Flftesnth Advanced Course. The opinions and eaneluniann
~Y
the views
presented are those of the author and do not ~ P C D S J B P ~repmwnt
of The Judge Advocate General's Sehaai 01 an? ather governmental agency.
'*JAGC, V.S. Army: Procurement Law Division, Oflee of the Judge
Advocate General B.A 1858 LL B. 1860 Vniversit? a i Kentucky. admitted
S practice befor; the 'KentAeky C k t df Appeals and the Unibd States
C o d of Military Appeals.
B
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Hartley) Act) and decisions which have defined the status of
federal agencies and government contractors under this Act. With
this analysis as a foundation, there will f a l l o w a study in depth
of the consequences of picketing a t federal installations in a n
effort to determine the legitimate scope of such picketing and the
mume8 of action available to the federal authorities in mitigating
its impact.
It should be noted that the scope of this article does not enc o m p a ~ sindustry-wide strikes amounting to a national emergency,: the relatively new field of federal employee unionization.l
or labor standards prescribed for government contracts
11. CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION DL'RISG
A LABOR DISPUTE
A. T H E EFFECT OF A LABOR DISPrTE OS AWARD
Federal law regulating government procurement' required that
contracts be awarded only to responsible contr8ctors.l For B
contractor to qualify as responsible he must, itite, alia, be able
to comply with the required or proposed delivery schedule; hare
a satisfactory record of past performance,' and possess the
Stst. 136 (1947). 29 U.S C. 5 141 (1964) [hereafter eited 8s LMRAI.
' S e e National Labar Relations Act 5 206. 61 Stat. 155 119471. 29 U.S.C.

. ..

E" 176
. IIQRd,
, ..,

' € o r B eamprehensiw examination af this subject, see Remolds, T h Role
of an Air Force Commander in Empioyie-llonagsmeniRelations, 7 A F JAG

L. REY. 5 1x0,3 , Yay-Jum 1966).
'These stendaids concern the use of convict labor. child labor, hours. wages,
d e . See 18 U.S C. 6 436 ( 1 9 6 4 ) ; 16 Stat 357 (1962). 40 C S . C 5 328 !1964);
Damr-Bacon Act. 49 Stat 1011 !1931), 40 U S.C 5 276s-si I 1 9 6 4 1 , W a l s h ~
Healey Public Contract. Act. 49 Stat 2036 11936), 41 U.S.C ( 5 35-45 (1964) :
€sir Labor Standards Act, 62 Stst. 1060 (1363). 29 U S.C 55 201-19 11964)
i Federal law concerning government pmeurement c o n i i s t i of two parallei
sets of laws The body of l a w covering armed rerviees procurement was first
centralized in the Armed Service Procurement Act of 1947 (62 S t a t 2 1 ) . In
1958 this Act. along with the substantive Isw gorernine armed services procurement. was made chapter 137 of title 10 (10 r S . C . j 2303(a) (19641)
These laws have been f u r t h e r implemented by regulation in the Armed
Seri,icen Procurement Regvlstian [hereafter eited BJ A S P R ] and the Army
Procurement Procedure [hereafter cited a8 APP] The Federal Property and
Administrative Service%Act of 1349 (68 Stat. 1126 !1954), 40 U.S.C 5 471
(1964)) was enacted f a r ~roeurement aetiiitiea of nonm>litary executive
agmcier. This Act has been >mplemented by the Federal Proeurement Reguia-
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necessary organization, experience, operationai controis, and
technical skills, or the ability to obtain them.l0 When a contractor
is known by the contracting officer to have either a patentiai or
existing strike a t his place of business, or is known to ha\w had
a history of conflict with his employees, the question of his
responsibility 88 to one or more of these factors is raised. If
awarded the contract, will the contractor be able to perform an
time? Will he even have a n organization with which to attempt
performance? What weight is to be given ta past labor difficulties
in making an award? These and related questions must be
answered by the contracting officer prior to making award, when
the lowest bid or proposal is submitted by a contractor with either
existing or potential labor probiems."
1. The Effect of a Potential 07 Existing Labor Dispute on
Ability to Perform.
When a contractor is experiencing iabar difficulties a t the time
for award, two questions are raised concerning his responsibility.
The contracting officer must first determine whether the contractor will h w e the organization to perform'? and, if so, whether
he will be able to maintain sufficient output to meet the required
delivery or performance s ~ h e d u l e . 'Should
~
either of these questions be ansnered in the negative, the contracting officer could
properly decline award on the basis of nonresponsibility."
'Id. 5 1-903.l(ivl.
Id. 5 1-903-2(a] (ii).
One of the more signifleant results from the standpoint of eontract adstration that could occur from an improvident award I" this situation i s
an un$uceessfuI contractor might make B protest. Such protesta are
usually addressed ta the contracting officer and may be received either before
OT after award. (Sometimes protests are made directly to the Comptroller
General.) Both the ASPR and the A P P provide speaRc guidance for handling
rueh protests and, in particular, the procedure ta fallow when a protest has
been made directly t o the Comptroller General. S e e ASPR D 2-401.9 (Rev. NO.
4 6 March 1964) and A P P 5 2-407.9 (Change No. 2 25 March 1966). I t
should be noted that protests to the Comptroller Generh have generated the
only eale authority coneerning interpretation of award regulations. This is
true because contractors who have been denied award have no contract with
the government and, therefore. lack the required contractual basis to bring
their ease before either the United States Court of Claims or the Armed
Services Board of Contract Appeaie. See Standard Stet1 Works, Inc, ASBCA
March 1963. 1963 B.C.A. para. 3704: Tucker Act. 28 U.S.C. 5

ASPR 5 1-903.2(a) (Rev. No. 11, 1 June 19651.
5 1-903,1(ii).
This conclusion IS based on Comptroller General decisions which indicate

See

See id.
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The basic problem for the contracting officer IS evaluation of
the circumstances. This is particularly difficult, because obtaining
sufficient reliable information with which to make an appropriate
judgment of the extent of the labor dispute and its impact an
the contractor's operations is not easy As B rule, the contracting
officer is limited to information volunteered by the contractor,
local new8 media, his own contacts in the business communni.
and the like. The chances f o r a full picture of the scope of the
contractor's labor difficulties developing from these source? a i t h out considerable effort on the part of the contractmg officer are
slight.
I t has been suggested as a solution to this problem that all
contractors making an offer for a government contract be reqmied
to submit, prior to award, information concerning any strike
which affects or ma)- affect hi? ability to perform.'. The advantages of such a procedure are apparent; h o u e i e r . the practicability 1s subject to question. A contractor LS reluctant to volunteer information which could jeopardize his chances for award.
A s a result. he will hesitate to admit that his ability to perform
has been endangered by labor difficulties. whereas the contracting
officer on the Same facts might believe performance to be imnsidering this disparitr of interest. the inherent
of evduiltion of the scape of the effect of a strike
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and the rapidly changing circumstances of most labor disputes,
it is doubtful that such a requirement would result in significant
additional information being furnished to the contracting officer.
I t is equally inadvisable to go one step further and require
contractors to disclose all labor difficultiesregardless of connection
with the contract under consideration. This raises the spectre of
unnecessary government interference with private business and
would likely bring all the attendant criticism that charges of
this nature evoke. Consequently, there appears to be little in the
way of assistance for the contracting officer in obtaining this
information. I t is incumbent upon him to marshal the facts
through sources presently available with sufficient thoroughness
to protect the government's interest.
Upon obtaining information concerning a contractor's labor
difficulties, the contracting officer is then faced with the problem
of assessing the effect of the labor dispute on the contractor's
ability to perform. When a strike has resulted in a complete shutdown of operations, he c m only estimate the duration in order
to determine whether the contractor might have sufficient remaining time to perform the contract. In the case of a partial
shutdown, he must decide whether the contractor's reduced rate
of production and other commitments permit performance of
the contract within the required time. If the contractor's labor
difficultiesare pending and have not pet developed into a curtailment of operations, the contracting officer must speculate on the
likelihood of such a result. Should the contracting officer judge
incorrectly and award to a contractor who subsequently cannot
perform because of labor problems known to the contracting
officer a t time of award, then the government may be deprived
of its right to assess excess costs upon termination for default
and repurchase Furthermore, the termination for default may
be considered to have been improper and automatically converted
to a termination for convenience entitling the contractor to a
settlement under the termination for convenience clause." Should
"See notea 47-48 infra and aeeompanying text.
"This result may DCCYI when the contract involved contains either the
standard default d a m e far fixed price supply contracts (ASPR 5 8-707 (Rev.
Yo. 9,2% Jan. 1965)j or the standard default elavse for Axed price eonrtrue.
tion contracts (ASPR 5 a708 (Rev. NO 8, 29 Jan. 1985)) and a termination
for convenience clause (ASPR 5 8.701
(Rev. No. 18. 1 April 1966)). Bath
default clauses provide for the ~overnmentthe contractual right t~ charge
e x e e ~casta
~ againat the eantmetor'a account ugon termination for default and
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the contracting officer decide not to terminate under thew
circumstances and insist upon performance w,ithaut granting a
time extension for the delay resulting from a strike. the results
will be equally undesirable. This decision is likely to be considered
a constructive change entitling the contractor t o an equitable adjustment under the changes clause.16On the other hand, because
of the emphasis on close pricing in government contracting,10the
contracting officer must have a Strong case substantiating hia
denial of award to a low offeror on the basis of nanrespansibility
resulting from labor difficulties. Obviously. an incorrect judgment
could result in the nullification of the entire procurement by the
Comptroller General.?"
repurchase Hawever. parsgraph l e ) of bath standard default ciauses p m
vides that. if after termination f o r default i t is determined for any reasan
t h a t the contractor WBJ not in default, the t e m m a t m f a r default will be
treated 8 s though i t was termination for the eanvenienee of the government.
When this oeeuii, initead of being chargeable with the exeem east of repurchase, the c m t i a c t m IS entitled ta payment for his attempted performanee
a& determined by the formula contained in the termination f o r emvemenee
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Because each case turns on its awn facts, it is not feasible to
formulate general rules of application in evaluating the effect of
a labor dispute on a contractor's ability to perform. The key is
obtaining adequate information on which to base a conclusion.
Provided this is done and the conclusion reached is reasonable
and not arbitrary, the contracting officer's decision will in all
probability withstand any charge of impropriety.
2. The Effect of Past Labor Difficulties on the Cbntraetois
Record of Performance.
When considering B contractor's responsibility, a contracting
officer may appropriately take into account his unsatisfactory
performance of other government contracts." From this general
statement it would seem to follow that a contracting officer could
properly deny award on the basis of nonresponsibility to a contractor who had defaulted on prior contracts because of labor
problems. Sotwithstanding the logic of this argument, a definitive
Comptroller General decision on this specific point compels a
different conclusion."
The circumstances underlying the Comptroller General's deci8ion concerned a contractor who had been terminated for
default a8 a result of his failure to satisfactorily perform a
contract in Minneapolis. The reason f a r the default was that the
jab site had been picketed by the contractor's striking employees,
who were protesting the contractor's alleged unfair labor practices. X h e n the same contractor later bid on a contract to be
performed in S e w Yark. the contracting officer declared him
nonresponsible and awarded the contract to another bidder. Upon
protest, the Comptroller General ruled that a default on a prior
contract is not per se sufficient basis for declaring a contractor
nonrespansible. The circumstances of a contractor's failure to
perform properly muat also be considered. Therefore, B default
caused by a labor dispute in an earlier contract is not a proper
matter for Consideration or determination af the contractor's
responsibility on B subsequent contract, unless the same events
which caused the failure t o perform the earlier contract could
reasonably be expected to recur. Because the labor dispute which
caused the contractor's default in the prior contract was local in

__

troller General aeeomplishes this by denying payment in those situations
where eontIaets ale awarded in vialation of procurement statutes.
'See ASPR I1-803.1(i1i) (Rev. KO.11, 1 June 1886).
-SeC 43 Camp. Gem. 323 (1863)
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nature and could not reasonably be expected to recur in Nea l o r k .
the Comptroller General concluded that I t had been improper to
declare the contractor nonresponsible and meiipible f a r award.
This decision rules out declaring a contractor nonresponsible
solely because of labor difficultie? which caused deiaultr on earlier
contracts. R e g a r d k s of the extent of a ronrraetor's prior labor
problems. the contracting officer must find that they mag T~BSOP..
ably be expected t o carry o r e ? and affect the contemplated pro.
curement.' This reiult. for all practical purposes. merge? past
and present labor difficulties msoiar as they bear on a C O I
tractor's eligibility ior award of gmernment contracts It follau
that a contracting officer's approach \<-hen a contractor has
history of labor problems uill be identical to his approach when
the contractor has m r r e n t labor problems He may, therefore.
disqualify such il contractor on1) when he has an existme labor
dispute \q-hich will affect the present contract as discussed in the
preceding section

to conrlder whether a contractor should be ruled nonrccponsible
for lack of intepity-' when he is in violation of the Labor Management Relotions Act (LMRA) by committing an unfair labor
practice as defined in the Act or by ignoring an order of the
Sational Labor Relntmn- Board (NLRB) - ' In s w h B situation
the contractor's ability t o perform may i n no wag be impaired
and the sole qiieation for the contracting oificer to consider in
-~
'See I d . a t 326.26
This apparenflg 13 t r u e even if earlier labar pmblemr
were the r e m i t of the contractor's bad faith in his labor pmctrces
?'The Comptroller General's position m a y s e e r a r b l t r a r s in ellmmnatlng
prior laboi difieuluer /is a gra.md8 f o r finding an o'ierar nonrerpon.lble
Houever, i t IS rvgpested t h a t rhir result 13 simply an extension of the
Comptroller Genersl'r firm policy t h a t a u a r d of goiernnlent contract3 be
made whenever pazrible on rhe basis of the mart fa>aiable price to the ~ o u e r n ment 9% note 18 UPY YO.
siSs~
ASPR S 1-903 l i i r l (Rev. KO 11 1 June 18661
'The term "vnfair labor p'aetices'' and other r e f e i e n i e i t o labor polles
and standards IL rhis section all relate zo the definlrlanr and rrandards
established ~n the LMRA Far a discussion of the LMRA and a detailed
exnlanatian of theie terms and rtnndards. see notes 60.66 m i l a and aceompansing text
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terms of responsibility is the question of the contractor's integrity.
The underlying question in this area is whether government
procurement should be used as a means of enforcing national labor
policy a8 established by Congress in the LMRA by denying contracts to employers who fail to conform to the required standards.
The Comptroller General seemingly had settled this question
with two decisions which firmly held that gwernment procurement is not to be used for this p u r p ~ s e . ~In' his first decision on
this issue, the Comptroller General ruled that noncompliance
with an S L R B order to cease and desist from an unfair labor
practice is not B ground ior denying eligibility for award.'* This
position was supported in a subsequent decision which held that,
in the absence of specific statutory authority, contractors could
not be excluded from consideration for a m r d because of unfair
labor practices. The Comptroller General further noted that the
S L R B had been designated as the federal agency with exclusive
responsibility i o r preventing uniair labor practices.'O
Two recent decisions have raised some question \%-hether the
foregoing holdings continue to be valid. The Comptroller General,
in considering the protest of a contractor who had been declared
ineiigible for award because of strike-caused default, held that
a contractor's labor practices could be considered in making a n
award if it appears that the labor practices may affect performance of the contract.'" Additionally. the Armed Services Board
of Contract Appeals (ASBCA):' in determining whether a can-

-

These Comptroller General deemions concern labor legislation prior to
the LMRA. However, the LMRA 1s the current enactment of the statutes a t
L Q P Y in
~ thoae d e c n a n a and. eomequently, they are eonnidered UI he valid a t
this time
- S e e 17 Comp. Gen. 37 (1937). This deemon w a baned
~
on the fact t h a t
P
of enforcing federal Iegldatmn governCongreir had pmvided I S ~ ~ O Y means
ing labar r e l a r i o n ~but had not ineluded withholding af government contracts
B J m e of theee means. I t was also noted t h a t a t the time of this deeman no
eaurt ruling concerning the eontraetor'b camphanee with the law had been
made and that, in effect. the issue of compliance was itill open.
' S e e 16 Comp. Gen. 286 (1938) I t should be noted t h a t the jurisdiction of
the KLRB has been amended by subaewent legislation. However, the validity
of the Comptroller GeneraYn e o n e l u ~ i mt h a t the KLRB has exclusive federal
responiibility for preventing unfair labor practices >,ai not affected.
' S e e 43 Comp. Gen. 323 (1563). The thrust of this deeinan was primarily
a t the ~ P S W of whether the c o n f ~ ~ ~ labar
t m ' ~praeaee would result m an
inability to perform. and not to the question of whether the contractor should
be considered nonre~ponsibled e l y because of his unfair labor praetlees
" S e e Bill Powell, d / b / a Bill's Janitor Serv., ASBCA Nos. 10346 & 10393,
16 June 1566, 1966-2 B.C.A para. 1516. ASBCA'. consideration of the con-
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tractor had been properly terminated far default when he failed
to perform due to labor problems, first considered the reasonableness of the contractor's labor practices before reaching a
decision. It should be noted that neither of these decisions was
directed a t the question of use of government procurement as a
means of enforcing the labor policy contained in the LMRA.
Furthermore, in Yiew of the far-reaching effect of a re%ersalof
the initial Comptroller General position on this issue, it ie
doubted that either the Comptroller General or the ASBCA had
any intention of disturbing an otherwise settled policy. This
~ o n c l u ~ i oisn supported by the fact that not t n n g government
procurement to enforce the LMRA is to the distinct advantage of
federal agencies performing procurement functions. Few contracting officers possess the neces~ary expertise to determine
whether a contractor i s in compliance with the LhlRA or to judge
the merits of a labor dispute. Furthermore, the S L R B frequently
takes several months or longer to rule an the legality of a contractor's labor practices. and then such decisions are subject to
review by the courts If it were necessary to %.'air for a final
decision, important procurement could be delayed indefinitely.
Howeier, with no responsibility to enforce compliance with the
LMRA. contracting officers map make awards promptly and
without danger of the procurement being nullified by an erraneous determination of a contractor'r atatua I - For these reasons,
it is probably safe to conclude that a contracting officer need not
concern himae!f with a Contrilctor'S status under the LXRA a n d
should not deciare a contractor ineligible far award for lack
of Integrity. even though it appears that the contractor is committing a n unfair labor practice or is in defiance of an S L R B
order

" T h i s 18 not to mier t h a t a eoi.tractar'i r?olation a i labor srzndardr eonfamed ~n requlred C I Z Yin
Spmerninent
~P
c o n f r a ~ f sI: ta be ignored or COP
doned ASPR 5 1-603(a) ( R e i S a 11. 1 J u n e 1965) ?ers out grounds far
debarring suspending, DI declaring a contractor Inelieible f o r award Included
are iiaiations of the iabor s t t n d a r d r specified f o r gmernrnenf contractors
by required contract e l r u b e 3 l ~ e enote 4 % m a )
If a eontraeting officer 1s
aware of a contractor'! ~ i a l a t i o n of any of the required standards. the pro-
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8. TERMINATION FOR DEFAULT A S A
RESULT OF A L A B O R DISPUTE
BY inclusion of a default clause in government contracts, the
government creates the dual right to terminate a contract when
a contractor fails to perform, to reprocure the goads or services,
and to charge axainst the defauitine contractor's account m v
excess costs which may result from t h e r e ~ r o c u r e m e n tAlthough
.~~
the language in the default clauses varies depending on the type
of contract involved, the hasic reason8 for terminating a contract
under existing default clauses a r e : (1) the contractor's failure
to make timely delivery; (2) the contractor's failure to comply
with any other provision in the contract; and ( 3 ) the contractor's
failure t o make progress or to prosecute the work with diligen~e.3~
The government's right to charge the additional cost of reprocurement to the defaulting contractor is not absolute. I t is
qualified by the excusable delay provision in the standard default
clauses under which the government is not entitled to excess cost
if the default results from causes beyond the control and without
the fault or negligence of both the contractor and any involved
cedures set out in ASPR eoneerning disbarment, ineligibility, and Suspension
of contractors should be eanaulted and action eonJlitPnt with the circumstances taken. The dlstmetian between enioreinp these labor standards a n d
those contained in the LMRA IS t h a t labor standards required in government
contracts are apeeifieally intended by Congress to be implemented and en.
iorced by use of government procurement. LMRA standards, on the ather
hand, m e implemented and enforced by the NLRB Sse miso A P P 5 1-601
(Change No. 2. 26 March 1066).
"For the standard deiavlt clause for fixed price mppiy contracts, see
ASPR 5 8-707 (Rev. lo. 0, 20 Jan. 1 0 6 5 ) ; f o r the atandard default clause
for COnJtI(uction contracts, see A S P R 5 8-700 (Rev. XO.0, 20 Jan 196;).
*These gmunde f o r termination are those named in either the default
clause for fixed price upp ply e m t i a c t s ( s e e paragraph ( a ) of the standard
default clau8e Set out in ASPR 6 8-701 (Rev. No 0 , 29 Jan. 1865)), or the
deiavlt elau~ef o r fixed price construction contract8 ( 8 1 8 paragraph ( a ) o?
the standard default e l a u ~ eset out in ASPR I 8.109 (Rev, No. 9, 29 Jan.
1065)) . Defauit ciauses f o r other types of contracts such as research and
development contraeta ( A S P R 5 8-710 (Rev. No. 0, 20 Jan. 1 0 6 5 ) ) and
architect-engineer contracts ( A S P R 5 8-711 (Rev. No, 9, 20 Jan. 1066) j use
slightiy diferent language in stating grounds far termination, but they are
b a m a i i y the same a i those c o n t s m d m the supply and construction contract
default c l a ~ s e s .Since the great m j o n t r a t poveinment contracts are of the
mpply and construction type, only the default c l s u ~ e aused i n mppiy and
eonstrvctlan contracts will be consdered m this section.
'Sse Paragraph ( c ) of the default clavae eontamed ~n ASPR S 8.707 (Rev.
No. 9 , 29 Jan. 10661, and paragraph ( d ) (1) o? the default e l a u ~ econtained
in ASPR 0 8-709 (Rev. No. 9, 20 Jan. 1966).
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When a contractor fails to perform because of alleged labor
problem.. the contracting officer must take into account two major
factors before determining xhether the labor problems constitute
excusable delay entitling the contractor t o an extension of time
or whether termination f a r defaiilt i s appropriate."' First. he
murt con3ider whether the labor dispute 4 8 s the actual c a l m of
dela? i n peiformance and. if so. in certain CBEBS, \%hether the
labor dispute was foweeable Second. he mlist con-ider whether
the di-pute was berond the c o w a c t o r ' s control and was ivlthout
his fault or negligence. As ~ 1 be1 ~8811,a decislon to terminate
a contract for defnult ia particularly difficult in circumstances involving a labor dispute

i Was the Labor D b i p v t i t h e Cai*sr of Dela!,7
Strikes are cited rprcifically in the standard default clause4 as
a valid excuse for delay i n performance I. Therefore. r h e n a
contractor alleyes that delay 111 performance was caused by a
strike. the contracting officer's primary concern wlli be in abtaining aufficient evidence to substantiate t h i i d m m The ASBCA has
given some general guidance in determining the amount of
evidecce required It has been riiled that R contractor's bare
assertion without a factual showing. that a strike mi the cause
of delay doea not constitute excusable delay I O n the other hand.
the ASRCA has held that when a contracting officer terminated
f a r d e f a d t x i t h m t knowledge of a 'trike and the contractor W R S
later able IO show conrmcmgly t h a t a strike had occurred, the
delay resulting from the strike was encurable:
~ c r s i e e si r o m other s m ~ c e i the
and the effect of n termina5 e-fiW23 ( R e i So 11 1 Dec

ee6,

in

ASPR 8 6.709

( R e i Yo. 9. 29 Jan. 1

B C.4 para. 1365 The contractor failed to make any f a i t u n l shoainp B I t o
the e m r e n e e and dbrarior a i the slleped strike and uork s r o p p a ~ e01.
~ of
the actual extent of delay t h a t mi& h a i e Seen c m s e d
S i 6 Bill Powell d h a Bill's J n m r o r Se?iice. A S B C A h a a 10316 d 10393
li .luw 106s IPlj6.2 B.C A P B I B S : 6 . Th;s case 15 iamphaafed b) the faat
t h a t both a iui!ure ta make p r n g ~ e s sand a f r h r e i o perform were involved
The porernrnerl attempted t o r u p ~ o r :the terminatior on both prounds The
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These decisions paint up the importance to the contracting
officer of being fully informed of the circumstances of a strike
prior to terminating a contractor for default. Aa previously discussed, this is the responsibility of the contracting officer, and a
failure to make a thorough investigation prior to making a decision will likely result in injury to the government's position in
any resulting dispute proceedings.
After deciding that a strike is the cause of delay in performance,
the contracting officer cannot automatically conclude that the delay
is excusable. This is true, among other reasons, because of a
distinction between the wording of the standard default clause
f a r construction contracts and the standard clause f o r supply
contracts. For a delay to be excusable in a construction contract,
the cause of delay must not hare been foreseeable: in a supply
contract, there is no foreseeability restrictioni1
In view of this distinction, when considering whether to terminate a construction contract which has been delayed because of
a strike, the contracting officer must determine whether the contractor reasonably could have anticipated that a strike would take
place resulting in inability to perform If such is the ease, the
strike normally will not be an excusable delay, and the contractor
is liable for exceai c o d upon a default termination.'- If a strike
affecting a construction contractor's ability to perform is in
ASBCA found t h a t termination f o r failure to make p ~ o g r e ~was
i imploper,
because the contracting officer failed to give the contractor the required 10day period to correct defieimcies after having sent him a r a r n i n g letter.
(Waiver was also imolued.) As an alternative justification f o r termination,
the ASBCA eonaidered the contractor's fallure t o perform dvring the strike.
Had the strike not eanstitvted excusable delay, the ASBCA indicated t h a t t h e
termination would have been proper notwithstanding the fact t h a t t h e 10-day
cure period had not passed. The i a e t t h a t the contracting officer apparently
was unaware t h a t the failure of performance was the result of a strike did
not deprive the contractor a i subsequently using the strike 8 s ground9 for
exeuSsbie delay. ( T h e facts of the C B S ~Indicate t h a t the contracting officer
should have been aware a i the atnke, applying the p ~ i n e i p l eof eonstruetwe
knowledge.)
*'Compare paragraph ( e ) of the deiault elawe contained i n A S P R D 8-707
(Rev. No.9,29 Jan 1965) with p i r a g r a p h !d) (11 of the defavlt clause eontained m ASPR 5 8-709 (Rev. No, @, 29 Jan. 1965). The ioreseeability re.
quirement in constrvetion contracts ie applied I" an objectme manner. I t need
not be shown t h a t the contractor actually expected B strike t o OCCUT but only
t h a t he reasonably should have foreseen i t See 39 Comp. Gen 343 (19693.
"See United States v Brooks-Callaway Co., 318 U.S. 120 (1943). By dictum, the Svpreme Court appiled to a s t n k e r t u a t i a n t h e principle t h a t B
e o n t r a c b r will be held to have foreseen dlffieuities in performance of B
frequent and recurring nature. See id. a t 123.
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existence a t the time the contract 1s awarded, the Comptroller
General has ruled specifically that delay resulting from the strike
cannot be considered as unforeseeable and, therefore, is not excusable delay.i3
While application of the "unforeseeability" requirement in
construction contracts appears simple enough, it i s somewhat
complicated by ASBCA decisions which have permitted relief
from excess cost even though the strike was clearly f ~ r e s e e a b l e . ~ ~
In these cases, the distinguishing feature has been that a nationwide steel strike was pending a t the time the contracts were made.
This fact was well-known to both the contractors and the government, and there was nothing the contractors could do to avoid
the effect of the strike such as stockpiling supplies. Under these
circumstances, the ASBCA refused to hold the contractors to the
"unforeseeability" requirement and treated the strike as excusable delay. Although the ASBCA gave no detailed analysis of the
basis for its decisions, it appears that it applied basic contract
principles by finding that the parties had not contemplated or
taken into consideration the effect on performance of B nationwide steel strike. Accordingly, there had been no "meeting of the
minds" on this point and, as a matter of equity. the contractor
was not held to hare assumed the risk of performing during a
strike a i this nature."
The default clause in supply contracts does not require that
the cause of delay be unforeseeable. therefore a strike which
delays performance even thouzh foreseeable (and provided that
* S e e 33 Camp, Gen. 478 (1959)
'*See A m e r i c ~ nBall Bearing Carp, ASBCA KO.W 2 6 April 1950, a c c o r d ,
Browmng B r o s , Inc, ASBCA No 6G4, 0 Oet. 1950; Benlee Sporting Goods
Mfg Co., ASBCA KO.454, 23 Oer 1950. At the time of these doeinma. SUPply. 8 %vel1 as construction, contracts have a "forereeabiiity" requirement f o r
excusable delay. For this reason, even though there cases all involved supply
contracts, they are pertinent t o t h x point
In mmilar cireumitaneea, the Cam~trollerGeneral has taken B different
approach. A construction m n t r a ~ t o rwag delayed in performance because of
a. nation-wide &e! strike which wad ~n existence at the time of award.
Presumably, both the contractor and the government were aware af the strike
a t the t m e the conlrscr v a s swarded. The Comptroller General applied the
"foreieeabiht)" requirement literal11 and refused t o conrider the strike as
ground. f o r an extension of time. See 30 Camp. Gen 478 (13S31. This result
can be recanclled wnth the cases cited I" note 44 aupm on The theory that here
the contractor W B Q aware af an actual strike in existence and the e t e e t a i it
on his iupplies. Acceptance of aaard under there eirevmatancen i i B clear
assumption of the riik that phortagea might develop.
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it is beyond the contractor's control and without his fault or
negligence) will constitute excusable delay.*e However, a related
problem t h a t can arise in supply contract situations is the question
of excusability when the delay results from a strike in existence
a t the time of award. Here, the issue is not foreseeability but
rather u7hether the contractor has bargained to perform the contract notwithstanding any disability resulting from the existing
strike. One view is that when a contractor with an existing strike
a t his plant accept8 award of a contract and doe's not notify the
contracting officer of the possibility of delay, he should be
estopped from later claiming the strike as a ground for excusable
delay." A second theory f a r denying a n extension of time under
these circumstances is that when a contractor accepts award of
a contract knowing that there ia an existing strike a t his plant,
he warrants his capacity to perform within the terms of the
contract.4s Both of these views must be considered in light of the
Comptroller General decision" which held that when the government awards a contract with knowledge that e. contractor is
experiencing B strike, resulting delay in performance is excusable.
"39 Comp. Gen. 478 (1858).
"The Comptrollm General cansidered whether estoppel W B S appropriate
when B contractor accepted sward knowmg t h a t B strike was in existence at
his plant, b u t determined t h a t i t was not, since the contracting affieer had
knowledge of the strike a t time of award. See 35 Comp. Gen. 460 (1956). N o
eaie is reported in which the ASBCA used the term estoppel in these e i ~ c u m stances. However. in Virca Mfg. Corp., ASBCA No. 1564. 28 Dee. 1964, 1965-1
B.C.A. para. 4585, i t wa.8 held t h a t 8. cantraetar who accepted award of B
eontraet without notifying the eontraeting offleer of B atrlke a t his plant was
net entitled to an extension of time, since the contractor could have made
allow~nce8for the effect of the strike. Although not tailed estoppel. the effect
is the same.
'This theory in based on the ASBCA'a refusal to eoniider lack of "know.
how" as a baais f o r exemable delay. Illustrative of this is when a contractor
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Based on the foregoing theories as modified by the Comptroller
General's approach. it is suggested that when a supply contract
is awarded to a contractor with an existing stnke at his plant
and the contracting officer has neither actual or constructive
knowledge of the strike, any delay in performance should be
considered inexcusable on the theory of either warranty or
estoppel. Conversely, if the contracting officer has actual or constructive knowledst- of the strike a t time of award, delay resulting
from the strike should be treated as excusable (provided there
has been no specific promise by the contractor ta perform notwithstanding the strike)

Even x h e n a contractor is able to establish that a delay in
Performance of a contract is the result of a strike, he will not be
entitled automatically to an extension of time. In addition, it
must be shown that the delay is beyond the contractor's control
and without his fault or negligence before it will constitute excusable delay.'"'
The cases concerning the question whether a strike is beyond a
contractor's control and without his fault or negligence generally
treat this as a single inquiry requiring a factual determination
as in any other default situation. Illustrative of this approach
is the ASBCA's decision in Casket Forge, Ine.jl Here, the contractor failed to order in time steel needed to perform the contract. As a result, a nationwide steel strike prevented the contractor from obtaining necessary supplies, and performance was
delayed. The ASBCA. looking to all the surrounding circumstances, determined that the contractor could hare anticipated
the steel shortage had he been more familiar with the status of
the steel Industry However, the ASBCA found that the contractor
was not, in fact, informed of the pending strike and was not
negligent in being uninformed because of the infrequent occasions
he had t o order steel For this reason, even though the contractor
failed to notify the yarernment of the problem or ask assistance
and though he could have obtained the steel had he ordered earlier.
the ASBCA held that the circumstances were beyond the con-Sea paragraph ( e l of the default clause contained I" A S P R I s - 7 0 7 ( R e v
No 9, 29 Jan. 19651. and paragraph ( d l (11 of the default clause eontamed
A S P R S 8-709 (Rei.. bo. 9, 28 Jan 1 8 6 5 ) .
ASWCA Fa 6205, a Aug. 1860, 1960-2 B.C'.A para. 2718

I"
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tractor's control and without his fault or negligence,62 Another
exampie of how this test is applied is Virco .Mfg. Corp." I n this
case, the contractor was experiencing a strike a t the time he
accepted award. Later, due to the strike, the contractor was
delayed in performance. This delay w m held not to be excusable
because the contractor. with knowledge of the possible delay in
performance the existing strike could cause, should have made
allowances for it. Accordingly, the delay was eonaidered neither
beyond his control nor without his fault or negligen~e.~'
In the foregoing situations, the "eantral and fault or negligence"
test of the default clause is a satisfactory means of determining
whether delay resulting from a strike is excusable. The contracting officer can look to see whether the contractor should have
anticipated strike-caused delay and made allowances for i t by
obtaining personnel or finding other aources of supply when
normal sources are cut off. The problem area is when the strikecaused delay results from a labor dispute between the contractor
Other examples of ereusable delay because the strike-caused delay was
beyond the contractor's control and without his f a u l t or negligence are:
George Shesf & Co., ASBCA A'o. 4515, 13 March 1958, 1958-1 B.C.A. para.
1661 ( i t was held to he excusable delay when B nation-wide strike was pending a t time of award but neither the g w e r n m e n t nor the contractor e m l d
anticipate ita duration or effect on performance); Oregon Plywood Sales
Carp., ASBCA No. 2901, 6 Nov 1956 (a general strike in the plywood industry
prerented the contractor's rubcantraetor f r o m furnishing neeesiaiy raw
materials. The contractor attempted to obtain the contract item from other
SOUIC~J but was unable to do PO. The delay was held excusable, even though
some other government contractors were sweessful in obtaining plywood
during the strike period).
ASBCA NO.1364. 28 D ~ C 1964,1965.1
.
B.C A. paya 4585
'See also Southern Steel Corp., ASBCA 80.6579, 27 Feh. 1861, 1961-1
B.C.A. para. 2965. Here, the contractor attempted t o exease nonperformance
because an industry-wide strike had increased the cost of m w materials to
the point where the contract was unprofitable. The ASBCA found t h a t the
contracting offleer had granted the contractor reasonable extensions of time
during the strike, t h a t auppiies were presently avaiiabie, and therefore f u r t h e r
delay was inexeuaahle. ( T h e hasis f o r dismissal was t h a t the contractor's
appeal was nntimely, however, and not the inexcusability of deiay.) The
ciesrent statement of a contractor's responsibility when raw materials neeesnary f a r perfarmsnce m e affected hy a strike is in Ms. Comp. Gen. B-142529,
5 July 1860: If needed upp plies are reasonably available despite the unfore.
seen contingency, then the contingency cannot be rehed upon as an exeune f o r
failure to obtain them. There may be oeeasan, however, when the c o d of
obtaining SYPplreB from ather murees would piace an unreasonable burden
upon the contractor in relation to the contemplated e m t of performance. In
theae circumstances. it is recognized t h a t a reasonable limit must be placed
upion the contractor's obligation to overcame the unforeseen obstacle.
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and his emplos-ees which could not hare been anticipated by the
contractor and the effects of mhich, therefore. could not have
been avoided by alternative methods of performance.
The first problem the contracting officer has is in determinine
when. if ever, such a strike is beyond a contractor's control.
Since a Contractor can settle a labor dispute any time by the
Simple expedient of acceding to the union's demands, it is arguable
that a strike hy a contractor'a employees is never beyond his
control How-erer, to hold the contractor to such a literal interpretation of the clause would be a manifest unfairness to him and
conceivably affect his bargaining position. On the other hand,
any other method of measuring the contractor's control over B
\ - d i e the contracting officer in
e-something
few contracting
officers are qualified to do.
By the same reasoning, testing excusability of delay as a result
of a strike on the basis of fault or negligence is equally difficulr.
Fault or negligence in this context would mean some violation
of proper labor-management relations as prescribed by the LRIRA.
Once again, the contracting officer is placed in the position of
determining the merits of a lahar dispute which, BE indicated
previously, is beyond his training and expertise.c7
Notwithstanding the difficulty of applying the "control and
fault or negligence test" of the default clause in these circumstances, the ASBCA has considered the reasonabienees of a cantractar'a labor practices in determining whether delay resulting
from a strike is excusable In Bill Pornell. d b a Bill's Jnnito?
Servzcr," the contractor had made changes in his pay procedure
which his employee8 felt to be unfair and in protest against which
they went on strike. For this interruption of performance (and
because of nome prior incidents of unsatisfactory performance),
the contracting officerterminated the contractor for default. The
ASBCA. in riiling that the termination was improper. considered
specifically the Question whether the strike was beyond the contractor's control and without hir fault or negligence. It determined that the contractor's action in changing his pay procedure
was within his managerial discretion and was reasonable. There"This also raises the question whether a n y federal a ~ e n e yother than the
N L R B should be concerned with the cantrol and mevention of unfan labor
praetieea.
"ASBCA Nos 10346 d 10393, 15 June 1056, 1965-2 B.C A para 4916
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fore, the ASBCA concluded that the work stoppage was beyond
the contractor's control and without his fault or negligence and,
a s such, was excusable delay.
As can be seen, the ASBCA's approach was literal application
of the excusable delay provisions, and there was no apparent
reluctance to judge the contractor's labor practices. For reasons
previously discussed, this is a highly questionable procedure.
However, based on Bill Powell it appears that in the appropriate
circumstances the contracting officer must attempt to evaluate
the merits of a labor dispute in determining whether a strike
i s beyond a contractor's control and without his fault or
111. LABOR LAW AND GOVERSMEKT PROCUREMENT
In order to determine the effect of labor disputes on government
procurement," it is necessary to examine the Labor-Management
Relations Act and the decisions of the federal courts and the
National Labor Relations Board which have interpreted it. In so
doing, three basic questions must be considered: (1) What is the
status of federal agencies under the L X R A ? ( 2 ) What i s the
status of government contractora and their employees under the
LMRA? ( 3 ) Haw may activities of a federal agency be distinguished from those of a government contractor for purposes of
applying the LMRA?

A. T H E LABOR-MA4AGE.ME.YT RELATIO~VSACT OF 1917
On 23 June 1947, Congress passed over the President's veto the
Labor-Management Relations (Taft-Hartley) Act.5' This legislation was the result of intensive congressional interest in the area
of labor relations, which was then an acute national
"This decision may be misleading in t h a t the ASECA did not condemn the
contractor's labor practices or in effect punish the contractor by charging
exeeis cost far his delay in performance. I t 19 believed t h a t this Question will
be open until the ASBCA specifically label8 a contractor's labor practices as

unfair and finds delay inexcusable for t h a t rearon.
'In this context, government prOeYIement includes the procuring ageney,
the inetalistion on which the asency is located, and contractors doing business
with the a ~ e n e y .
" 6 1 Stat. 136 (18471,29 C.S.C. 5 1 4 1 11964)
"Immediately following V d d War II. union activity increased in an
alarming fashion remlting ~n B e v e m i natmn-mde ririkea 10 V B T ~ ~ Yindustrien.
J
Perhaps the most memorable of these w a ~the coal miners rtnke under the
leaderahip of John L. Lewis, which occurred d n r i n i this period. The L M R A
WBI largely a product of this troubled time.
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The clearest statement of the purpose of this legidation i s eontained in the LMRA itself:
I t is the purpose and policy of thir Act, in order to promote the full
Row of commerce, to prescribe the legitimate rights of bath employees
and em player^ I" their r e l n t m s aiPeetmg commerce. t o pravrde orderly
and peaceful procedures for preventing the interferenee by either with
the legitimate righti of the other. t o protect the rlghts of 1
employees ~n their relations with iabar m g a n n
affect commerce, to define and proacnbe piaetiee
and management which affect commerce and are
welfsrs, and to protect the rlghts of the pubhe 1
dinputea affecting commerce >'

This intent of Congress 1s reflected in three basic provisions'
(1) Employees are guaranteed the right to aeli-organization, to
join or form labor unions, and to engage in concerted action for
the purpme of collective bargaining. or t o refrain from any of
these activities,n>
( 2 ) Unfair labor practices are defined for both management
and employees Employer unfair labor practices are described as
interfering with or restraining the right of employees to organize
and bargain collectively, using discriminatory hiring practices f a r
the purpose of encouraging or discouraging membership in a
union, firing an employee because he filed a complaint, or refusing
to bargain collectively ' ' Employee unfair labor practices are defined as restraining or coercing fellov employees In the exercise
of their right to organize, engaging in a secondary boycott." 31(

oersan. For e x a m d e . to induce e m t o m e n to refrain f r o m w r c h m n g from a n
offending grocery-store is 10 organize a primary boycott. To persuade ~ r a c e n
s t o m not to buy particular produetr is a160 n prinlars boycott. Hawerer, in
each case eeonamie p r e s w r e IS iwelled only BC the offending person--ln terms
of iabor cases, a t the employer involved in the labor dispute.
The element of "secondary activity" is intiodveed when there 1s B refusal

hayrotf resuiimg f r o m a labor dispute. See Cox, Tire Loiidrrcni-GnCn Ainmdmanta ta the Xational Labor R d o A o m Act. 44 Y r m L. REI'. 257, 271 11959)
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refusing to bargain
(3) The NLRB is given the responsibility of preventing unfair
labor practices. To perform this function, i t is empowered t o issue
cease and desist orders to any person engaged in an unfair labor
practice and to take other affirmative action which would effectuate the policy of the LMRA.O0

B. T H E S T A T U S OF F E D E R A L AGENCIES, GOVERNMENT
CONTRACTORS, A N D EMPLOYEES OF GOVERNMENT
CONTRACTORS C X D E R T H E L M R A

1. Federal Agencies.
The LMRA purports to apply to and protect employers, employees, and the public,o7 In clarifying precisely who is intended
to be included in these categories, the Act contains definitions of
''employer,''eB
and " p e r s ~ n s . " ' ~Since a federal
agency, as a governmental instrumentality, inherentiy cannot be
a n employee under the LMRA," it is necessary to consider only
the L M R A s definition of "employer" or "persons" to determine
whether it applies to a federal agency.
The LMRA clearly defines employer as "any person acting as
an agent of an employer, directly or indirectly, but shall not
include the United States or any wholly o s n e d Government
corporation, or any Federal Reserve Bank, or any State or polltical subdivision thereof , . ,
Consequently, it is not surprising
that there have been relatively few cases involving allegations
that a federai agency was an "employer" u,ithin the purview
of the LMRA. The S L R B has consistently held that governmentsl
-See LMRA 5 8 ( b ) ( 3 ) . 61 Stat. 141 ( 1 9 4 7 ) , 1 8 U.S.C. S 158(b) ( 3 ) (1864).
*See LMRA 5 10, 61 Stat. 164 (1947), 118 amended, 73 Stat. 5 4 1 (19581,
29 U.S.C. 5 160 (1864).
< L M R A 5 l(b), 61 Stat. 136 (19471,29 U
- L Y R A S 2 ( 2 ) , 61 Stat. 137 (19471, 28 U
"LMRA $ 2(31, 61 Slat. 137 (1947), 29 U
"LMRA B 2(1), 61 Stat. 137 (1947). 28 U
'The deRnition of "employee" in the LMRA is expressed in terma of individuals and contemplates B personal relationship between individual em.
playeer and employers. It has been held that the word "employee" a8 used in
the LMRA W ~ intended
S
by Cangrenr to mean someone who warkr for another.
KLRB V. Steinberg, 182 F.2d 350 (6th Cir. 1950). Since governmental agemien
are not individuals a i contemplated by the LMRA, they cannot be "em.
ployees." Furthermore, the right8 and duties of ''ernployaea" described in the
LMRA have no meaningful application to a governmental body.
.'LMRA 5 2 ( 2 ) . 61 Stat. 137 (1941). 29 U.S.C. 8 1 5 2 ( 2 ) (1964).
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agencies are not "employers" within the meaning of the LMRA..I
The court c a m involving this question have been concerned
primarils with determining which agencies qualified as exempted
governmental bodies.'i In addition, the decisions have uniformly
held that the intent of the LMRA is to not recognize the existence
of the right of collective bargaining in public employment.'j
Based on these decisions, it is safe to conclude that the LIfR.4
does not apply to federal agencies as "employers," nor does it
grant federal employees the right to collective bargaining. Therefore, if the LMRA is to apply to a federal agency. it is necessary
to find that such an agency is a protected "persan."
The SLRB's initial position on this question wag established
in the AI J . Sehnzider CompanyF and SprUs Electric Company"
decisions. Both of these cases involved charges that strikers were
conducting a secondary boycott which involved povernmental
agencies." The NLRB quickly determined that these apencies
were not employers covered by the LMRA and, after noting that
the ACCSdefinition of "person" did not specifically include gorernmental agencies, concluded neither were they protected persons.'"
The NLRB reasoned that had Congress intended t o include garern- S e e AI J. Schneider Co., 8 1 K L A B . 98 ( 1 9 4 9 ) : Spryr Elec. Co., 104
N.L.R B. 1123 ( 1 9 6 3 ) , Peter D Furners E l m C o . 117 S . L R.B. 431 (1961)
" S e e SLRB V. American l i a t ' l T r u s t & Sar. Ass'n. 130 F.2d 624 (9th O r .
1942). A national bank claimed governmental Immundx but Y ~ Pfound to be
B covered "employer" because it was a privately-awned corporation. privately
managed and operated in the Interest of Its rtaekhaiders. It _as pointed out
t h a t the United States did not create the bank but merely enabied i t t a be
created. The fact t h a t national banks are subject to strict regulation and
~ u p e r v i i i a ns n d t h a t they sometimes aid I" e a r r i l n g out fiscal p ~ l l e l e aof the
government was noted but held to be incidental and not adequate iuitifieation
to grant B national bank governmental r t a f u Canuersely, a river dam
authority was held to be B governmental agency and not an "employer" under
the LXRA on the basis t h a t it was engaged in a public purpose and eonducting B state function which could habe been accomplished by an e x i r t i n g state
board OT office. See Local 976, Eleetriesl TVYorkers 5- Grand River Dam
Authority, 292 P.2d 1018 (Ohla 1956)
-.Yes, e . # , Lacs1 976, Electrical TVorkers v Grand Riier Dam Authority,
282 P.2d 1018 (Okia. 1956)
"87 K L R B 99 (1949)
"104 h'L.R.B. 1128 11953)
.'It is significant to note t h a t in spry^ the governmental agency involved
was the U S Army Carpi of Engineer8
" T h e term ''person" is defined in the LMRA as "one or n m e individuals.
labor arganiiationi, partnerrhipa, absociatians. corporations, le& representatives. truateea. truiteen in bankruotev. OT receiver%./'61 Stat. 131 ( 1 8 4 i i . 29
C.8.C S 162(1l (1864).
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mental agencies within the definition of "person" it would have
expresdy done 80. Furthermore, the NLRB took the view that
the thruat of the LMRA was aimed a t private industry with the
purpose of providing a scheme of correlative rights and duties
for private individuals and organizations and was not intended
to regulate public employment.
This interpretation prevailed until the Supreme Court's decision in Teamsters L'nion v , Sew York, h'ew Haven & Hartford
R.R.*O In that caae, the Union waa charged with conducting a
secondary boycott against the Railroad. The Union argued, inter
alia, that the LMRA did not apply to this situation because railroads had not been specifically included in the definition of protected persons." The Supreme Court held that the LMRA's definition of "person" v a s not exclusive and that organizations not
specifically listed were covered. Consistent with this interpretation, the Supreme Court held that the failure of Congress to
specify railroads 8s a "person" did not disqualify such organizations from the LMRA's protection from secondary boycotts and
that a railroad may, therefore, seek relief from an unfair labor
practice.
The significance of this decision was considered in Peter D.
Furness Electric Company." Here, a county had awarded the
electrical work for a new airport to a nonunion contractor. The
electrician's union, in response, conducted a classic example of a
secondary boycott. In rewrsing its earlier narrow interpretation
of the term "person," the NLRB concluded that the Supreme Court
had rejected both the view that the definition in the LMRA was
intended to be exclusive and the contention that the purpose
af the LXRA was directed only a t industry. For this reason, the
NLRB specifically overruled Schnetdrr and S p r ~ sand held that
if railroads were protected by the LMRA a fortiori so were
governmental a g e n ~ i e s . ~ '
The Supreme Court had an opportunity to review the NLRB's
new position in Plwnbers Local 298 c. Coiintu of Door.8i In this
'350 U.S. 165 (1958).

Separate legislation emers labor relations in the railroad induntry, therefare, railroad eompames are not employers covered h5- the LMRA.
"117 N.L.R.B 437 11967l.
3 T h e NLRB was esrefvl to emphasize that this decision in no way altered
ita view that political subdivision$ am not empioyera covered by the LMRA.
I d . a t 441 n.4.
- 3 5 8 U.S. 354 (1969).
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case, the County had obtained injunctive relief from secondary
boycott picketing at a courthouse construction site by obtaining
a cease and desist order from a state court. The union appealed.
arguing t h a t the SLRB. not the state court, had jurisdiction over
the dispute. The Count? took the position t h a t as a political subdivision it was not covered by the LIMRA. The Supreme Court.
following its decision in Yew York, Xezo Haven, R R.. held t h a t
the definition of "person" in the LMRA is not exclusive. The
Court then reasoned t h a t there was no difference in the position
of a railroad and a county, and, therefore, jurisdiction over the
labor dispute properly belonged to the SLRB.O'
The issue of a federal agency's status as a "person" carered by
the LMRA was specifically raised in Atomic P7ojects & Prodiiction Workers.'n In this case, the Atomic Energ? Commission and
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers were being subjected to z
secondary boycott. Basing its decision on Fznness, the S L R B
held t h a t both these agencies were "persons" covered by the
LMRA and that as such they were entitled t o protection from
secondary boycott activity.
2. Government Contractors and Their Emplouees.
In order to determine the applicability of the LMRA to government contractors and their employees, t\?o inquiries must be made.
First, it must be ascertained whether a contractor acquires governmental exemption as an "employer" under the LMRA as a result
of his relationship with the government. Secondly. because the
activities of a contractor are frequently difficult to distinguish
from those of the government, it is necessary to examine the
method used by the S L R B to distinguish the two €or PUrpOSeS of
applying the LMPA6'
Within the framework of the LMRA, "employer" and "em'The Supreme Court noted the NLRB's reversal of the Schriaidrr and Spry8
cases with tacit appraval.

~ 1 2 N.L.R.B.
0
400 (1968).
This inquiry i s relevant p r m a r i l r to perionai services contracts such 81
janitorial ~ e r ~ i e eeoneosaionairea,
i.
and a i m i l a ~aetivitiea Since these 8ervicss
m e usually rendered on OT near a federal installation, the qnestian during
labor dirputea often is whether the employee% performing these serviee~are
those of the government or of B private employer. This i s in sharp contrast
with the situstian normsily found I" SYDDIY
or construction contracts. Hare,
the emplayeea either work on premirsr owned by the eontpactor or m e BO
cieariy employed by him t h a t there is no question of poveinment control or
the applicability of the LMRA.
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ployee" are given their broadest generic meaning, An example of
this is the definition of employee: "The term 'employee' shall
include any employee . . . ." (Emphasis added.ISBOne of the few
exceptions to thia general proposition is that governmental
agencies as employera and their employees are specifically excluded from the LMRA's coverage."" This exception raises the
question whether a contractor who does business with a federal
agency thereby acquires the Same exemption.
The NLRB has approached the question by first determining
whether the contractor is an independent government contractor
or an agent of the government. If he is determined to be a n
independent contractor, he will be treated as any other employer
with none of the immunities of the federal agency.*" In addition,
persons employed by the independent contractor will be entitled
to all employee rights guaranteed by the LMRA."' Conversely, if
the NLRB finds that the contractor is an agent of the federal
agency, the employees involved will be considered employees of
the government and, as a result, excluded from the LMRA's
coverage.Y2 The real question, therefore, is that of knowing when
a contractor will be considered an independent contractor, as
opposed to an agent of the government. In answering thia question,
it is helpful to consider a series of decisions by the NLRB which
furnish a reasonably good yardstick in making this distinction.
In National Food Gorp./( the Corporation was responsible f a r
managing the restaurant facilitiea in the Pentagon under the
auspices of the Pentagon Post Restaurant Council. When a dispute developed between the Corporation and the employees working in the restaurant system, the Corporation took the position
that it was merely an agent af the government and, as such, was
not subject to the LMRA. In considering this argument, the
NLRB found that the Corporation had the responsibility of furnishing, employing, governing, disciplining, and discharging the
employees of the restaurant system in the Pentagon. Based on
this finding, and notwithstanding the fact that the Corporation's
authority in virtually every respect was subject ta review and
Y L M R A I2(3), 61 Stat. 137 (194'71, 29 O.S.C. S 152(3) (1964).
= L M R A 8 2(2)-(3), 61 Stat. 137 (1947). 29 E.S.C. 8 152(2)-(3) (1984).
mSee American Smelting & Ref. Co.. 92 N.L.R.B. 1461 (1951)
" S e e Oeronirno Ssrv. Co., 129 N L.R.B.388 (1960).
"See Roane.Anderson Co., 96 N.L.R.B.1501 (1961).
'88 N.L.R.B.1500 (1950).
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approval by government officials, the S L R B held t h a t the Corporation had "an extensive area of effective control over labor policies
and over the basic subjects of collective bargaining"q4 and was,
therefore, an employer nithin the meaning of the LMRA.
In American Smaltmg & Refining Ca.?? the Company made B
similar claim f a r federal immunity. The facts showed t h a t all
employee salaries were paid out of government funds and t h a t
the Company's authority orer plant employees was subject to
reriex by the federal authorities. Severtheless, the S L R B found
that the Company directly hired all employees and t h a t there
remained with the Company a t all times "an area of effective
control over labor relations a t the plant.""O As a result, the NLRB
held the Company to be an independent contractor doing business
with the government and an "employer" under the LMRA.
In Ge,onivio Service CO.,~.the Company argued t h a t i t nas a n
agent of the government as a result of a provision in its contract
with the government which permitted the contracting officer to
direct dismissal of employees when he believed this to be in the
best interest of the government. The Company contended that
this provision gave the contracting officer final control over all
employees. The S L R B found that the Company hired and discharged personnel for its own reasons and convenience and set
the wages and other terms of employment Furthermore. the
authority of the contracting officer over the employees was limited
to specific circumstances which anis to a limited extent modified
the Company's complete control over its
Accordingly,
the SLRB concluded that the control of the contracting officer
over the employees was not sufficient to constitute the Company
an agent of the government and, therefore. the Company was
an employer carered by the LMRA
Ronne-Andmson Cornpensueis the single decision found in irhlch
the KLRB ruled t h a t employee^ claiming rights under the LMRA
" I d . a t 1601.
" 9 2 P i . L R . B . 1 4 5 1 ,1851)
- / d . s t 1462.
p129 NL.R.B. 36G 11860)
' T h e contract provided: "The Contrictar w i l l be guided by, and rili act
in accordance with, the direction and request of the Contracting Officer,
whenever the dismissal of individual per~onnelfrom rhe Berformanee of said
s e n 1 c e 3 shall be deemed by the Contracting Officer to be necesrary. or
a d i n a b l e in the best mtererr a i the Government, t o maintam rho standards
of peisonai hygiene and warkmsmhip " I d a t 366
- 9 6 P i L . R B . 1501 l1051).
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were, in fact, employees of the government. The issue arose when
a union attempted to organize and represent the security police
f o r the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) at Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The union took the position that the police were employees
of the independent government contractor performing maintenance and operations for the AEC and were not employees of
the AEC. Thus, the union argued that the police were entitled by
the LMRA to organize. The NLRB found that the AEC had
complete control over the hiring, discharge. pay, and discipline
of the police, and that the government contractor performed only
a f e u administrative functions, such as paying the police, f a r
which the contractor was reimbursed and compensated by the
government. Because of the degree of control by the AEC over
the employee status af the police, the NLRB concluded that they
were government employees and, as such, had no organizational
right8 under the LXRA.
These decisions reveal that, in diatinguishing between a gavernment contractor and agent, the fact that both the federal agency
and the contractor have Some control over the employee's status
is not determinatire. S o r does the NLRB use the traditional tests
for determining an agency relatianship, such as control over the
manner of performance. Rather, the S L R B looks to see which
party has primary control or dominion over the employer-employee
relationship. Should the NLRB find that the federal agency has
Primary control. the employees will not be covered by the LMRA.
On the other hand, if the contractor is found to have primary
control, bath he and his employees will be covered.
C. T H E ROLE OF T H E S L R B I?,' R E S O L V I S G L A B O R
D I S P r T E S INVOLVING G O V E R Y M E S T COXTRACTORS
Labor disputes involving government contractors and their
employees may be settled by mutual agreement of the parties or
by mediatian by federal or, in isolated cases, state agencies
specifically provided for this p u r p ~ s e . ~ Short
''''
of a friendly settlement, however, labor disputes resulting from alleged unfair labor
practices are resolved by the NLRB. Far this reason, it is valu'"Title I1 of the LMRA created the Federal Mediation and conciliation
Service. Sea 61 Stat. 153 (1947). 29 U.S.C. I 1 7 2 (1964).It is an Independent
agency of the executive branch of the government whose purpose is to prowde
facilities and 898mtance for conciliation, medmbon, and voluntary arbitration
of labar disputes. Variona states hare enacted similar l a w providing far
mediatian B K ~ ~ C Xon
B a state l w e i .
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able briefly to consider the scope of the SLRB's act
venting unfair labor practices and, in greater detail,
the standards used by the S L R B in determining u h e n jurisdiction
will be asserted over a labor dispute invoiiyinp B government
contractor and his employees. This will provide B useful foundation for the next part. which will be concerned with the protection
that the LMRA affords a federal agency as a "person" and the
availability of the S L R B in guaranteeins that this protection is
not denied.
1. T h e Sationol Labor Relatiom Board
The express purpose of the S L R B ia to prevent unfair labor
practices affecting commerce."'' To accomplish this purpose. the
S L R B functions much like a court. although technically it i? an
Its procedures are contained in the S o .
Board. Rides and Rrg!ilatio?is and Statrwhich permit any pereon. 8 s defined by
the LMRA, to charge that an unfair labor practice is being cammitted. Such a charpe normally contains the name of the person
making the charge, the name and address of the one against whom
the char8-e is made, and a concise statement of the facts canstituting the alleged unfair labor practice affecting commerce "'
A complaint is then issued by authority of the XLRB t o the person
alleged to have committed the unfair labor practice advising him
of the nature of the charge and piving him an opportunity to file
an answer or appear in person a t an initial hearing i i s i i a l l r
conducted by ti single agent of the S L R B
The results of the
hearing are reduced t o writing and presented to the S L R B .
ahich may rule on the charge on the basis of the twitten record
or. a t its discretion. take further teStirnony and hear argument "'I
The unfalr labor p r a c f m s the S L R B is deilgned ta prevent are those
spelled out m the LMRA. See nates 63-65 m p r u and aeeampan~m%
text.
"Commerce" ia defined ~n the LMRA a / "trade. traffic commerce, tranbportation or ~ o m m u n i c s f i o n among the sejeral states" $ 2 1 6 ) . 61 S t a t 138 (19471.
61) "A'feebng commerce" I P defined BJ meamng "in
eommeree, 07 U T mini: or obstructing commerce or the free flow of
cammeree. o r having led or tending io lead t o a labor dispute burdening 01
of e ~ m m e r c e "LMRA i 2 1 1 1 61 Stat.

e r l e ~8. 8 102.8 (re\ 19651 [hereafter cited B P N L R B R ~ i . i s 1
.LRB RULES 5 102.12
LMR.4 B IOIbi, 61 S t a t 116 l 1 9 4 i l . 29 E S.C 5 1 6 0 l b l ,1064)
) . 2 9 U S C . S 1 6 0 l c ) 11064) T h e n a r mal procedure 15 f o r a single agent a i the XLRB (called 8 trial examiner)
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Should the NLRB conclude that the person charged is in fact
engaged in a n unfair labor practice, it has the authority to issue
a cease and desist order and take other affirmative action which
will effectuate the policies of the LMRA.'no If the charge is
unsupported by the evidence, it will be d i ~ m i s s e d . ~I n~ 'the event
the NLRB issues a cease and desist order or any other order
and the person to whom it is directed fails to comply, the NLRB
may petition the federal circuit court of appeals having jurisdiction over the place in which the unfair labor practice is occurring.
The court of appeal8 may order whatever temporary relief appears
appropriate and thereafter has jurisdiction to reconsider the case.
As a result of this procedure, the court of appeals may enter a
decree enforcing, modifying, or setting aside in whole or in part
the order of the NLRB.loB
Decisions of the NLRB may be appealed by requesting review
by the federal circuit court of appeals having jurisdiction over
the dispute. The court of appeals has the same authority in these
circumstances as it has uphen the NLRB petitions f a r an enforcement
2, Jurisdiction of the NLRB O I ~ T Labor Disputes Involuin.9
Government Contractors.
The NLRB has jurisdiction to prevent any person from engaging in an unfair labor practice which affects mmmerce.l'o
This grant of authority was held by the Supreme Court in .YLRB
v . Reliance Fuel Oil Corp.'l' to mean that Congress intended to
and did vest in the NLRB the fullest jurisdictional breadth constitutionally permissible under the commerce clause. Within this
ta eonduet a hearing and prepme an initial decision. This decision ineludea
finding%a i facts, eoneluaiona, and the bases 01 reasons therefor. It is flied
with the NLRB, and eOpieB are served on the parties. They m e then permitted
ta file exeeptmna ta or briefs in support of the trial examiner'a decision. If
no timely or proper ereeptions are filed, the findings. emelnsions, and reeommendstima of the trial examiner avtamatieally become the decision of the
NLRB. If timely and proper exceptions m e hied, the NLRB may decide the
matter on the retard, or after oral argument, 01 may reopen the record and
receive iurther evidence. NLRB RULES $ 8 102.46, 102.46, and 102.48.
1m An example of other affirmative action would be ordering reinstatement
of an employee with or without back BPY. SIBLMRA 8 10 ( e ) . 6 1 Stst. 1 4 1
(18471.18 U.S.C. $ 1 6 0 ( e ) ( 1 8 6 4 ) .
'"Sac I d .
'*Ste LMRA $ 1 0 ( e ) , 6 1 Stat. 147 11847). 28 U.S.C. 5 16O(e) (1864).
'-See LMRA 5 1 0 I f ) . 6 1 Stat. 148 (15471, 28 U.S.C. 8 1 6 0 ( f ) 11864).
""LMRA 5 IO ( a ) , 61 Stat. 146 (1547). 28 U.S.C. 5 160ls) ( 1 8 6 4 ) .
"'971 U.S. 224 (186s).
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framework. the Court found that Reliance. even though its fuel
distributing operations in isolation appeared local in nature, had
sufficient "interlacings" of business scross state lines to be covered by the LMRA and to come within the NLRB's jurisdiction.113
Notwithstanding the breadth of its granted jurisdiction, the
S L R B has never asserted it to the fullest extent, probably because
of the impossible caseload this would mean. Rather, the NLRB
has approached the question by establishing jurisdictional standards for each type or category of business. Generally, these
standards require that the employer in the labor dispute be engaged in or affect interstate commerce and that he hare a prescribed volume of business,"l Should the labor dispute involve
more than one employer, as in a. secondary boycott situation, the
ZTLRB will look to the business of each involved employer, and,
if any one meets the jurisdictional standard for his category of
business, jurisdiction will be aasumed over 811 parties involved
in the dispute."'
The NLRB has experienced some difficulty in arriving a t an
appropriate standard for contractor8 engaged in business related
to the national defense.'" Initially, the ole requirement was
that the contractor be engaged in or affect interstate commerce
and that his enterprise have a substantial effect on national defense."" In 1964, however, the S L R B announced that it would
assume jurisdiction in a labor dispute involving a government
"'See id. a t 224-25 The Court found t h a t Reliance, a locd distributor of
fuel oil, purchased a substantial a m o u n t af fuel oil and related produets from
Gulf 011 Corporation, B mpplier concededly engaged I" interstate cammeme.
'"An example IS the standard e%tabilsbedf o r retail enterprme The NLRB
has ruled t h a t It will rake jurisdiction in labor disputes
this mdustry only
if the employer IS engaged I" interitate e ~ m m e r c eand does a gmss volume af
business of a t leaat $~no,oonper
sro csroiina suppileJ& cement c0.,
122 K.LR.B. 88 (1958).
" * S e e MeAiiister Transfer, Inc.. 110 N.L R.B.1769 (1954) ; Bandi's Mother
Hubbard Mkt., 118 N L R . B . 130 (1057)
"Altbaugh nothing in the reported deelilana explalnr the reasons for this
difficulty, i t appears t h a t the national defense aspect a i labor disputes
mvolrmg government contractors doer not R t easlly into the NLRB's relfdetermined jurisdictional scheme. A s previoudi. discussed, the NLRB has
geared Its jurindlelion ta bunness vdume and mterstste commerce, thereby
hoping to keep from becoming bagped dawn wulth insignificant eases. The
problem with this approach with government contractors I S t h a t a small
burmesa eontractor may be producing B erlticsi item needed ior national
defense. Thus, a labor dispute involving sveh B contractor might be of utmost
importance hut not covered by N L R B iuriidietian.
.>*SBB westpOrt MOWW
storage C O , 9 1 N.L.R.B.
902 i m o !
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contractor only when it could be shown that the contractor was
engaged in or affected interstate commerce and that he provided
goads or services directly related to the national defense pursuant to government contracts, including subcontracts, in the
amount af 5100,000 or more a year."'
These standards were applied until the NLRB's decision in
Readu M i x Concrete & Materials, I ~ Cin . 1968,
~ ~ In~this decision,
the S L R B specifically eliminated the requirement t h a t a government contractor's operations be directly related to the national
defense and that his volume of business with the government be
$100,000 or more. Substituted therefor was the requirement that
the contractor's operations exert a substantial impact on the
national defense, irrespective of whether the contractor satisfied any of the SLRB's other jurisdictional requirements. Nothing in the decision specifically accounts for this change, which
was in effect a return to the original, more relaxed jurisdictional
standards for government contractors. The reason given without
further explanation was that the relaxed standards better effectuated the intent of Corigress-the same reason given for making
the standards more rigid a few years earlier. At best, all that
can be concluded is that an an empirical basis the S L R B will
change jurisdictional standards as it finda it necessary in order
effectively to perform its function. The fact that the standards
announced in Ready M i x Concrete & Meteriais, Ine., have now
been in effect for over eight years indicates that the NLRB has
found a satisfactory standard for government contractors which
is not likely to be changed in the foreseeable future.11q
This standard has been applied in a literal fashion by the
NLRB, and decisions concerning jurisdiction over government
contractors ha\,e been relatively easy to fallow. Illustrative of this
is the case l_l'l in which the S L R B assumed jurisdiction over a
"-Maytag Aircraft Carp., 110 N.L.R.B. 504. 506 (1964). The reason glven
by the NLRB for the change was that the new standards better effected
eongrearionai intent. No explanation for this assertion was given, and it
can m l y be assumed that the NLRB WBB exercising ita administrative
diaeretion in defining jvriadietional standards 8 8 it believed BppropriQte.
"'122 N.L.R.B. 318 (1068).
"'Although the juri~dietional standard for government eontractors refers
to national defense only, the NLRB has found jurisdiction ovei a labor
dispute inwiving B contractor workmg for the Department of Agriculture,
naing esaentialiy the same standard as far national defense contractors. See
Canal Malais Improvement Carp., 128 N.L.R B. 1332 (1861).
'"See Carteret Towing Co., 131 K.L.R.B. 076 ( 1 8 6 2 ) .
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dispute involving a tawing company operating tug boats which
assisted naval vessels. The NLRB had little trouble in finding
that the towing company was engaged in interstate commerce
and that its operations exerted a substantial impact on national
defense. Conversely, jurisdiction was declined over a labor dispute involving a laundry servicing Fort McClellan. Alabama, even
though the laundry was located in Georgia and n a s clearly en.
gaged in interstate commerce. The S L R B ruled that laundry
service did not substantially affect the national defense.'?'
In c ~ n c l u ~ m it
n , must be kept i n mind that the jurisdictional
standards for government contractors discussed above are not
the only standards which might be considered by the S L R B in
determining whether it will assume jurisdiction over a labor dispute inwiving a government contractor. An example of this is
Westsade Pottern Works."- I t was argued in this case that Westside \%-asa business over xhieh the NLRB had jurisdiction because
of the substantial impact on national defense it exerted. I t was
found. however, that Irestside's connection with national defense
wa8 simply that it furnished parts to prime government contraetors and these parts did not appear vital to an). of the end items
being furnished the government. The S L R B then examined the
facts to determine whether IVestside met any other jurisdictional
standard based on its size or volume of business. Finding none.
the NLRB concluded that it had no Jurisdiction because Westside's impact on national defense was vague and indefinite and
no other standard applied. AB can be seen, the NLRB does not
look only to the impact a contractor has on national defense but.
if necessary, to all aspects of his enterprise to see if any other
jurisdictional standards apply. Accordingly. \Then attempting
to determine whether a dispute involving a government contractor is within the NLRB's jurisdiction. it is appropriate to look
both to the impact the contractor has on national defense and to
any other NLRB jurisdictional standard which might apply
IT. THE PROBLEM OF PICKETING
AT A FEDERAL INSTALLATION
In recent years, several articles have appeared in national
n e ~ smanazines speculating on the impact of a transportation
?See Rome Laundry, Ine., 51 LRRM 1585 (1962)
'"160 S L R B. 1730 (1961)
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strike an a large metropolitan area such as New York City. These
articles point out that mast large cities have only B few days'
supply of many essential items and that a strike of even a brief
duration would result almost immediately in critical shortages.
A prolonged strike could have many more serious consequences.
I t is interesting to compare this situation with the effect that
a strike at a federal installation could have. Consider the situation where a large construction contract has been awarded for the
erection of a new hospital on a military post. Because a i B labor
dispute over pay scales, the employees af the construction contraetor walk out and, in protest, set up pickets a t all post gates.
Shortly after the pickets hare begun patrolling the gates, trucks
loaded with subsirtence supplies and driven by members of the
Teamsters Union arrive a t the post. They refuse to cross the
picket lines and leave without making their deliveries. Later,
employees of the contractor responsible f a r waste removal and
janitorial services for the paat, aim members of a union, are
persuaded by the picketing employees to honor the picket line and
to refuse to report for work until the dispute is resolved.
This is an example of how picketing a t a federal installation
resulting from a labor dispute involving a single government contractor could enmesh numerous other goiernment contractors
who perform important services for the installation. As in the
case of a large city being cut off from outside S O U I C ~ B ,the operations of the post could suffer from both lack af suppliea and delay
in vital work. Illoreover, many federal installations, such a s military posts, are densely populated communities with ail the needs
and requirements a i any urban area. The inconvenience that
picketing might c a u e military permnnel and their families stationed an the post cannot be ignored.
In anticipation of this problem, the remainder of thia article
will be devoted to a consideration of the legality of picketing a t
federal installations and the means available to mitigate the
impact of picketing on the activities of the installation.'A' This
will involve first an examination of the interrelation of secondary
boycotts and the me of reserved gates to avoid the effects of a
strike by neutral persons. With this as a foundation, discussion
"'As a matter of technique, this problem will be diaevased on the assump.
tion that the federal installation being picketed is a military post. However,
Unless indicated otherwise, the legal p~inciplesdeveloped will be applicable to
any federal agency 01 installation.
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will follow of the use of reserved gates by military authorities
for this purpose.
A. PRIMARY P I C K E T I S G
The rights to strike and t o picket are rights guaranteed t o employee8 by the LMRA.'-' Picketing is activity protected by the
provisions in the LXRA making it an unfair labor practice to
interfere with the exercise by employees of their rights under the
LMRA or to discrimmate against employees for union activity.'-'
Lawful picketing-called primary picketing-is the patrolling of
a given area, plant site, or gate by one or more persons in order
to accomplish the varied purposes of assuring that strikine workers stay an strike, discouraging others from taking over the
strikers' jobs, advertising the dispute, and In general encouraging
the public to take the side of the
The right to picket.
hoaerer. is not an absolute right and is subject to injonction,
lntei alia, If fraud or violence are involved
or if the picketing
amounts ta an unfair labor practice."L
Of primary importance among the unfair labor practices from
which injunctive relief is available 1s secondary boycott activity."'
" ' L M R A 5 1, 61 S t a t 140 (1947). 1 9 U.S.C. g 157 (1964). provides.
"Emp1o)eea shall have the n g h t to self organizatmn, to farm, join, or aanist
labor arganizariona, to bargain collectively through r e p r e a m t a t m i of their
own choosing. arid f o erigugr in other concerted aetidtics / o r the pwpom of
colieetwe bai.gaining." (Emphasis added.)
'"See LMRA 5 8 ( a ) ( 1 ) , ( 3 ) . 61 Star. 140 ( 1 9 4 7 ) . as amended. 73 Stat.
626 (19691, 29 US.C 3 1 5 8 ( a ) ( l i , ( 3 ) 11864) The L I f R A protects an
employee'i right ta picket by making ~t an unfair labar practice to interfere
with, reatrain, or coerce employees ~n the exerelie of the rights granted them
by the LMRA. and t o diaeriminate in regard to hire OT tenure with the
purpose of encouraging or discouraging membership in any labar organira-

" ( b ) It shall be an unfair labar practice for
agents-

....

B

labor organization or Its

, t o induce OT encourage any individual employed
" ( 4 1 111 to e n e a ~ e~ n or
by any person engaged in eommeree or ~n an industry affeetmg e o r n m ~ ~ etoe
engage in, a strike or a refuaal in the course of h l i employment to me,
manufacture, proeees. transport, 01 otherwise, handle or work an any goods,
artleien. material. or commodities OT to perform any aerviees. OF (ii) to
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A literal interpretation of the secondary boycott provisions of the
LMRA would make any involvement af neutrals an unlawful secondary
This, however, is not the interpretation given
the LXRA by the Supreme Court. Rather, the secondary boycott
provisions have been held to reflect the dual congressional intent
of preserving the right of employee8 to bring pressure on affending employers in primary labor disputes and of shielding unoffending employers and others from pressures in controversies in which
they are not
In balancing these t w o interests, the
Supreme Court has ruled that the secondary boycott provisions of
the LMRA were not intended to interfere with ordinary strike
privileges,"' which include using persuasion, including picketing,
not only on the primary employer and hi8 employees but also on
secondary employers who are customers or suppliers of the primary
Furthermore, there must be deliberate action on
the part of the union to involve secondary employers. If secondary
employees of their own volition hanor picket lines without being
induced to do so by the union, the union will not be guilty of
conducting a secondary
threaten, coerce, or restrain any person engaged in eommeree or i n an
industry affecting commerce, where in either ease an object thereof is-

....

" ( B ) forcing or requiring any pelson to cease using, selling, handling,
transporting, or otherwise dealing in the products of any other producer,
~ r a e e s s o ror
, manufacturer, or t o cease doing business with any other person,
or forcing or reqYiIing any ather employer to recognize or bargain with a
lsbor organization as the representative of his mployeea u n l e ~such
~
labor
organization has been certified 8 s the representative of such employees under
the p r o v l m n s of section 9 . Proridrd, T h a t nothing contained in this e l a u e
shall be construed to make unlawful, where not otherwise unlawful, m y
p n m a r ? strike or primary plcketing. , . ."
'"In recondar? boycott eares, the employer with u,hom the union h a s the
labor dispute and who is in a position to grant 07 deny u n m demands ia
eDmmonly called the "primary empiayer." Thane neutral employers who
became a party t o the dispute through their bvsiness dealings with t h e
Prlmar? m p l o s e ~and are under prensure to discontinue such dealings are
eailsd "secondary employers."
B NLRB V. Denver Bldg. B Constr. Trades Council, 341 U.S. 676, 691

(8)

"'see NLRB V. International Rice Milling Co., 341 U.S. 666 (1951).
%'See NLRB V. Local 194, Teamsters. 284 F.2d 887, 889 (2d Cir. 1960)
Picketing which inducer employees of neutral employers t o respect a picket
line and thereby disrupt the struck emploser'e business 15 not a secondary
boycott. Only when the obleet of the picketmg IS to Induce neutral employees
to engage m concerted canduet against their employer in order to force him
to refuse ta deal with the struck employer daea the picketmg become a
secondary boycott. Id.
'"See Local 19i6, Carpenters j,. NLRB, 3 5 i U.S. 93, 98 (1968)
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Since employees of independent government contractors have
all the rights of any other emplayee,"' they too have the right
to conduct lawful primarl- picketing as described above. As a
result. and in spite of a natural repugnance to the idea that
strikers have a right to interfere with national defense, it must be
acknowledged that picketing at the gates of a federal installation
is proper, provided it does not constitute a secondary boycott
or is not similarly unlawful.

B. T H E SECOSDARI' BOYCOTT A X D I'SE OF
RESERVED GATES
In an effort to achieve an equitable balance between the right
of unions to picket and the right of neutral persons to remam
uninvolved, the S L R B and the courts have established t w samewhat related standards for determining w h e n picketing constitutes a secondary boycott The first concerns picketing a t common
situs work locations,1q' such as shopping centers or construction
sites, and the second deals with picketing at w r k sites which are
principalls occupied by the primary employer. such as a larpe manufacturing plant. Parallel with the growth of these standards has
been the development of the technique of reserving certain gates
for secondary employers and their employees in order that they
may continue working during a labor dispute As will be seen.
provided certain requirements are met, picketing at these reserved
gates constitutes an unlauful secondary boycott and is subject
to injunctive relief.
1. Co,nmon Sitzls Pieitetiilg.
A labor dispute involving 8. single business in a large shopping
center is a typical example of the problem created a h e n picketing
is conducted a t a common situs. If the strikers are forbidden to
picket at the shopping center. the strike is largely ineffectual. On
the other hand if the picketing is unrestricted, many neutral
employers, customers. and suppliers become enmeshed in the dispute ~n wolation of the secondary boycott prohibition
In Satio,'s r n i o n of the Paeifie.''~ commonly referred to as
lYSer. e.#., Geronimo Service C o . 129 N.L.R.B.366 (1960).
" S i c Local 781, Int'l Union a i Elee. Workers Y NLRB, 366 U.S. 667, 67677 (1961) Common situs work locations are those where rxlo or mole
employers are performing separate and Independent tasks on e o m m m
premines
"'92 N L.R.B.547 (1850)
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Moore Dry Dock, the S L R B announced the criteria by which these
conflicting interests would be balanced. This case involved a dispute over organizational rights between the Sailor's Union and
the owner of the ship S.S. Phopho. At the time of the dispute,
the ship was tied up a t Moore Dry Dock. When the Union began
picketing at the dock, Moore's employees refused to cross the linea,
leading to a charge that the Union was conducting a secondary
boycott. The KLRB ruled that picketing a t a secondary employer's
premises, such as Moore's, would not be a secondary boycott i f :
( 8 ) The picketmg is atrietlg limited b times when the situ8 of d i i p u b
is heated on the secondary employer's premirea: ( b ) a t the time of the
picketing the primary employer is engaged in its normal business a t
the sitis: ( e ) the pieketing is limited to places reasonably eloae to the
location of the d t u a ; and ( d ) the picketing discloses clearly t h a t the
diapvb is with tho primary employer."
[Italics in original; footnotes omitted.]

Finding that these criteria were met, the NLRB concluded that
the Union's picketing at the dock was lawful.
Subsequent to Moore Dry Dook, the question was raised whether
these principles applied to circumstances where the primary employer was working on a common situs but also had a permanent
place of business a t a different location. The NLRB answered
this question by adopting what has been called the fifth test of
the Moore DTUDock criteria. In addition to the four factors contained in Moore Dry Dock, the fact that the struck employer on
a common situs has a permanent place of business elsewhere will
be considered in determining whether the striking employees are
conducting a secondary boycott by picketing at the common
situs.1s0
These principles have been extended by the NLRB to cover not
only situations where the picketing is a t a secondary employer's
premises, as in Moore Dry Dock, but also when the primary employer awns the common situs >'" or when the common situs is
'* Jd, a t 649.
'=See WPlhingbn Ceca Cola Bottling Works, Inc., 107 N.L.R.B. 299
(196s); Plauehe E k e . Ine., 136 N.LR.B. 260 (1862).
"Scs Retail F r u i t & Vegetable C k i k s , Local 1017, 116 N.L.R.B. 866
(1956). The owner of B common market, who operated ewersi of the
numerous ahopa doing buaineaa in the market, WBB strvek by his emphyeea.
When the strikers picketed the entrance to the entire msrkpt, B complaint
was filed with the NLRB. In holding t h a t this picketing constituted a
wcondary boycott, the NLRB ruled t h a t the p~inoiplesof Mmra D w Dock
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owned by some third party."' The NLRB does not apply these
standards mechanically but will look to the totality of a union's
conduct for evidence which, despite literal compliance with the
Moore Dry Dock criteria, discloses a real purpose to enmesh
neutrals."' As a general rule, however, the union's object in
picketing must be judged by the Moore Drg Dock criteria, unles8
direct evidence revealing a contrary object ia
As a result of the Moore D r y Dock criteria, the practice of
reserving gates during a labor dispute far secondary employers
and their employees has developed. Typical of this is the case of
Bidding &? Consir. Trades Council,'+' commonly referred ta as
Markwell 6 Xortz. Here, the primary employer, when faced
with picketing a t all entrances to the common situs by his employees, set aside one gate far his use and reserved all others f a r
secondary employers. The union continued to picket the reserved
gates and was charged with conducting a secondary boycott. The
XLRB ruled that. by picketing a t the reserred gate8 instead of
picketing only at the gate the primary employer had set aside far
his own use, the union had gone out of ita n a y ta enmesh neutral
employers in the dispute. Because of this, the union was held
to be picketing a t a place not reasonably close to the situs of the
dispute in violation of the third test of .Mome Drv Dock.'<' As B
should apply to all common i i t u s situations without regard to the f a e t t h a t
the common s i t u was awned by the primary employer
-'>See Atomic Projects & Production Workers, 120 S L.R B. 400 (1858)
Where the common situs was a w e d by the gorernmenr and neither the
primary or secondary emplayerr had an interest I" the tltle to the common
situs, the .Mmm Dry Dock criteria were held to apply
"'See, e.#., Millwrights Local 1102, 156 B . L . R B 1305 (1965). The NLRB
has described the Moore D r y Dock criteria a 1 an oid I" determining the
underlying oueation whether a secondary boycott 1s intended. Uaing this
approach, the S L R B considers all the eireumstaneei of the eaee and not just
whether the W o o r e Day Dock criteria are met. If the circumstances reveal a.
motive to mv01ve neufrali, the union'^ activity will be held ta be a secondary
boycott.
"'The widest application of the l l o o r r Dry Dock c n t e n a has grabably been
in the truckmy industry This IS due to the fact t h a t employees on Strlke
often p'eket a t places of pick up and delivery C o r n p a i r Schvlz Ref Serr..
I n e . 87 N L A B . 502 (19491. v i t h Sterling Beverages, Inc. 90 NL.R.B. 401
1.
1.
4.
i.
" ),

"'155 K.L.R.B 319 (1965).
"'Violation of the third test of l l a o r e D r d Dock [ t h a t the p'eketing be
reasonably close to the Situs of the dnputel has been Interpreted by the S L R B
ta mean thar a union ~n pickstmg a reserved gate went out of ita way to
reseh neutral employees. Geogiaphxal distance. while m p o r t a n t , i s not the
fundamental i m x See Id a t 326-27.
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result, the union was found to be engaged in secondary boycott
activity and was ordered to cease and desist.
2. Premises Occupied Solely bU the Primary Employer.
As previously discussed, picketing a t a primary employer's work
site
with the abject of disrupting his m r m d sperations, to
include influencing his employees, customers, and suppliers, is
lawful primary picketing. Picketing becomes an unlawful secondary boycott only when its abject is to put pressure an the
primary employer by enmeshing secondary parties."'
Based on
this distinction, it would Seem to follow that all picketing limited
to premises solely occupied by the primary employer would be
lawful, since only his employees, customers, and suppliers would
be coming on the premises. This is exactly the position the NLRB
took n h e n first presented with this issue in Cnited Electrical
Workers,"" commonly referred to as Ryan. In this case, Ryan
had contracted to perform construction work on the primary employer%premises. At the time construction began, a separate gate
was reserved f a r d e use of Ryan's employees. While Ryan was
performing the contract. the primary employer became involved
in a labar dispute with his employees which resulted in picketing
at all gates to the premises, including the gate reserved for Ryan.
When the union was charged with conducting a secondary boycott, the NLRB dismissed the charge, holding that picketing a t
the premises of a primary employer is not a secondary boycott
even though the natural effect of the picketing was to dissuade
all persons from entering the
The result of this
decision was to make picketing a t any gate of the primary employer's premises lawful, regardless of whether one or more gates
might be reserved for secondary employers.
I t soon became apparent that the Ryan rule did not afford
sufficient protection f a r neutral employers and their employees
who came on solely occupied premises to perform work not directly
" I t is arguable that every work site is a common situs even though the
owned and used by B sinple employer. This 1% true because any

remises are
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related to the primary employer's operations The first step in
remedying this problem was the S L R B decision overruling the
Ruan case to the extent that it implied that, merelr because the
primary employer owned the premises, any picketing would be
lawful. The S L R B held that, regardless of ownership of the
premises, unions m w t attempt to minimize the effect of picketing
on the operations of neutral empiol-ers lin
This changed outlook by the NLRB revived the question of the
legality of picketing at reserved gates on solely occupied premises.
If common situs rules applied, as suggested by the S L R B . it
would follow that picketing a t gates reserved far neutrals would
be illegal at either common situs or solely occupied premises, if
the M o o r e D w Dock criteria were not met.
The answer to this question \vas furnished by the Supreme
Court in Local 761, int 1 Ihzon o f Elre. Cl'orke,~
monly referred ta as General Eleetiie. This case concerned the
General Electric plant located in Louisville, Kentucky The x o r k
site was several acre8 in size and could be entered through fire
gates. One of these gate8 was reserved for the use of the large
number of independent contractors performing a variety of tasks
an the premises. such as maintenance. retooling. and construction.
Because Of a dispute over contract terms, the union representing
the electricians workinp for General Electric picketed all gates
to the premises, including the reserved gate. As a result, a charge
was filed with the S L R B alleging that the union was eonductinp
a secondary boycott.
Before the NLRB, the union argued that picketing at a primary
employer's premises was inherently lawful. The NLRB, however,
held that the circum8tances of this case were similar to a common situs situation. Therefore, regardless of the locale of this
dispute, the union was required to minimize the impact of picketing on secondary employers and them employees. Since this had
not been done, the NLRB ruled the union was engaging in B
secondary boycott.
The Supreme Court took a position somewhere between that
of the union and the NLRB. Without clearly labeling the premises
as "common situs" or as "mlels occupied," the Court defined the
issue as a question of whether the S L R B "may apply the D I N
'Tee

(1866).
"366
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Dock criteria so as to make unlawful picketing a t a gate utilized
exclusively by employees of independent contractors who work
on the struck employer's premises."'j' In answering this question, the Court considered the key to be the nature of the work
being performed by the employees using the reserved gate. From
this premise, the Court concluded that picketing a t a reserved
gate would be lawful unless (1) the employer has marked and
set apart the reserved gate from other pates, and ( 2 ) the work
done by the men who use the reserved gate is unrelated to the
normal operations of the employer (the work, to be unrelated,
must be of a kind which, if done while the plant was engaged
in regular operations, would not necessitate curtailing those operations).'." Because the record indicated that the reserved gate
was used by contractors whose work appeared related to General
Electric's normal operations, the case was remanded for determination whether use of the gate by those contractors was de
rninimus.1~~
The "related work" teat f o r determining the legality of picketing at reserved gates on solely occupied premises has been used in
a t least one case by the Supreme Court since the General Electric
decision. In United Steelworkers e . KLRB.'b6 commonly referred
t o as Carrier Carp., the union picketed all gates to the primary
employer's premises, including a reserved gate used solely by employers who were neutral but were performing delivery and car
switching activities directly related to the normal operations of
the primary employer. Applying the General Electric "related
work" test, the Court held the picketing to be lawful and not ii
secondary boycott.

3. Pvesent Controversg mer Cse of Reserved Gates and a Suggested Solution.
Understandably, unions have fought hard against the u ~ eof

-~

"'Id. at 680,
" I d . 8t 681.
'"Id. s t 682. On remand, the NLRB found that the secondary employers
had performed maintenance of a type frequently done by G. E, employees
(installation of shower rmms, repsir of roads, enlarglne the ventilating
Bystem, ete.) and that seeondarv employers worked on the eonatruetion of B
truck dock which w8.8 part of 0 . E.'a normal Opemtiom, For these reasons.
the work done by the secondary employera failed ta meet the "related work"
test and picketing at the reserved gate was legal. Local 761, Int'l Union of
Elee. Workers, 13s N.L.R.B. a42 (1962).
'=376 W.S.491 (1964).
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reserved gates and continue to resist their use whenever possible.
At the present time, the greateat conflict is in the construction
industry. Labor's position is that all contractors an a construction
site are engaged in a joint venture, even though technically they
are separate firms. Because of this community a i interest, it
should, therefore. be lawful to picket a construction site, to include
picketing a t reserved gates. with the object of influencing a11 contractors working on the site. The Supreme Court rejected this
argument in X L R B 8. Denaei Building & Construetio,i Trades
Council.'5b in which contractors an a construction site were held
to be independent and neutral employers working on a common
situs and, as such, entitled to protection from secondary boycott
activity.
Labor was quick to see the Genere: Electric "related work"
test a8 a means of reversing Denver and raised this question in the
Markwell & Hartr case."' There, the primary employer, a general
contractor on a construction project, became involved in a labor
dispute over wage le~els. When the union picketed the entire
construction site, the primary employer set aside a single gate
for his employees and suppliers and reserved all remaininn gates
for uninvolved subcontractors. When the union continued picketing a t the reserved gates, a secondary boycott charge um filed
with the XLRB.
The union argued that General Elact7ic was a sub silentio reversal of Denver. It based this conclusion on the theory that all
work a t a construction site is related work, as defined in General
Electric. As a result. the union contended the contractors using
reserved gates a t the I l n i ~ k l c e l l& H o r t i Construction site were
performing n a r k related to the primary employer's operations
and. therefore. picketing at these gates was lawiul.
The S L R B refused t o accept this argument and took the view
that Denver atill gowrned construction site cases. Accordingly.
the NLRB treated the construction site as a common s i t u and
measured the legality of picketing by the . i l o o i a D r i Doch criteria
wlthout regard to the "related work" test. Using this approach.
the S L R B found that the m i o n . in going out of its u a ? to enmesh
neutrals by picketing at a place not reasonably close to the situs
of the dispute, w-as conducting a seeondar5- boycott.
The question a h e t h e r the ''*elated work" test and the .Wooi.e
" 3 4 1 U S 675 119613.

"-Building & C o n r t r Trader Council. 155 K L.P.B. 319 (1965)
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DTZ,Dock criteria bath apply to common situs cases remains to be
answered by the courts, and a t this point it is difficult to predict
the probable outcome, Although the NLRB in .Ifarkwell & Hartr
has taken the position that the tests are distinct and thereby continued the necessity for labeling premises as "common situs" or
"solely occupied," it is arguable that this approach is incorrect.
I t should be recognized that all work sitea are to some degree a
eamman situs and, therefore, the Moore Dry Dock criteria will
be useful in every case in determining the object of picketing.
The "related work" test, an the other hand, is valuable in determining whether the secondary employers using reserved gates
are truly neutral or, in fact, contributing to the primary employer's basic operation, Using these tests in tandem would
furnish a single meaningful standard f a r balancing the interest
of strikers and neutral8 and would a t the same time simplify a
complicated legal issue.
The real question in the construction industry is not one of
which test to apply. Rather, it is a question of defining what
constitutes related and unrelated work. Until Denver is reversed,
far purposes of the LMRA the law must consider contractors on
a construction site as performing unrelated work. As such, the
related work test in Geneva1 Electric will not provide the relief
sought by labor, and the NLRB need not have continued the
distinction between common situs and solely occupied premises
in deciding Markwell & Hartr.
In addition to contesting the common situs status of construction sites before the S L R B and in the courts, efforts have been
made to reverse Deneer through legislative action. The most
recent attempt was H.R. 10027 in the 89th Congress. This bill
passed the House but was not considered by the Senate prior to
As a consequence it will be necessary for a new
bill to be proposed in the 90th Congress, if legislation on this issue
is to be enacted. This is deemed likely.''n
'UH.R. 10027, 88th Cong., 2d Sess ( 1 8 6 6 1 , see c m e r d l y Note, Common
Situs Piohcling and the Construction ladustry, 54 G E ~ L.J.
.
862, 876 (1866)
'=Of interest i s that portion of the bill which pertains to the military:
"[Plrovided that ~nthe ease of any ruth site which is located at any military
facihty or installation of the Army. Navy, or Air Force, or which I S located
at a facility or installation of any other department or agency of th%
Government if B malar purpaie of such facility or inatailation is, OT will be,
the development, pmduetion, testing, firing, or launching of munitions,
weapons, mis8ile8, oi. space vehicles, p'ior written notice of intent to strike
OF refuse to perform servieea, of not lesa than ten days shall be given by the
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C . r S E OF R E S E R V E D GATES O S
MILITARY IXSTALLATIOSS
1. Baeiigroand.
Prior to correlating the principles porerning the use of reserved gates i n commercial aituations to those involving military
imtallations. It I S important to note some basic distinctions in
the Betting of the problem.
Great emphasis has been put on secondary boycott a c t i r k s
throughout this article, v i t h only passing comment on other unfair
labor practices. This has been done because picketing a t a military post 1s particularly susceptible to becoming a secondary boycott. On commercial work sites, persons became involved in a
labor dispute only when they have some direct connection with
the primary emplorer either as a supplier, customer. etc or by
working on a relatively Small n a r k site with him. However, on
milltar) posts-which often coniist of fifty or more square miles
-there are usiIaIIy B number of contractors on past at an? given
time working on separate projects in different locations. Should
any one of these contractor8 be struck and the post gate8 picketed.
neutral contractors would be enmeshed i n the dispute even though
they might have been totally unaware of the struck contractor's
presence on the installation prior to the picketing These circumstances are probably unique. since few commercial enterprise3
corer such large areas of land and hnie such ii disparity of activitr
going a n a t any one time. As a result, picketing at a milltar?
post will normally enmesh niimerow other government contractors
whose neutrality is apparent Should a nnion picket at a reserved
gate. it would be qus.li>- apparent that it was enpaging in a
ed to the Federal Mediation and Conciliation
f e r n t o r i d agency established to mediate and
he State or teriiiory where nuch rite 1s located, to

an affiliate The notice requirement%a i the preceding proviso are ~n addition
to, and not ~n lm af the notice requirements prescribed by aetfion S ( d ) of
the A c t " H R . 10027. 89th Cang. 2d Sean., 2-3 (18661
.4i was pointed aut by the minority w e n in the House report. this pr0rialon
affords almost no new pratectm far m h t a r y msfallstians A s m k e 1s slniart
a1ivai.i preceded by a lonp p e m d of negotiation. at a h w h time eiersthmg
which could be hoped t o be aehieied by mediation has been accomplished I s
a result, the proposed bill would m i e res1 help only I" the rave event of a
wildeat strike
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secondary boycott. Commercial situations are seldom, if ever,
this clear cut.
Another distinction is the difference between the status of
federal agencies and commercial firms under the LMRA. There
is no question that the LMRA applies to commercial firms and
their employees. A federal agency, however, is neither an "emplayer" nor "employee." 88 defined by the LMRA, and therefore
must claim protection from secondary boycotts and other unfair
labor practices as a "person." That a federal agency i s a protected "person" has been established in both court and NLRB
decisians.leO
A final difference is that a military post is both an instrument
of national defense and a community, not simply a work aite.
When a union pickets a commercial work site, the result may be
damaging to the struck employer's business and may delay the
progress of work, but it normally does not endanger the national
defense effort.
2. Cse o i Reserved Gates by .Militarv Authorities.
A single case is reported which involved the use of a reserved
gate a t a military post by order of the post commander. In
Atomic Projects & Piodmtion Workers,'"' Sandia Corporation
was engaged in work an Sandia Base pursuant to a contract with
the Atomic Energy Commission ( A E C ) . As a result of a labor
dispute, the Corporation was struck. Prior to the walkout, the
president of the union notified the base commander of the pending
strike. The base commander advised him that he planned to open
a special gate for neutral contractors working a n the base, but
he could obtain no commitment from the union that this gate
would not be picketed along with the others. Consistent with this
plan, the base commander had a separate gate opened and marked
a8 reserved for independent contractors working under contracts
with the AEC and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The provost marshal issued instructions to military guards posted at the
reserved gate to permit use of the gate only by suppliers and
contractors connected with Sandia Base activities. Sotwithstanding these procedures, the union picketed the reserved gate
as well as all other gates to the
When employees of the

-__

-.See noten 71-81 mpra and accompanying text.
"'110 N.L.R.B.
400 (1958).
"'The nnion avoided the problem of cutting off subsistence supplies for the
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neutral contractors refused to C ~ O S Sthe pickets a t the reserved
gate, a charge that the union was conducting a m o n d a r y boycott
mas filed with the S L R E .
In reaching a decision, the S L R B first ruled that it had Jurisdiction an the basis of the standards applicable to eoreinment contractors and that the AEC and U.S Army Corps of Engineers
nere "per~ans"protected by the LMRA from unfair labor practices. Turning to the facts of the case, the S L R B determined
that the base wvas a common situs and that the lenality of picketing a t the reserved gate should, therefore, be measured by the
Moore Dr!, Dock criteria Using this approach, the NLRE found
that the effect a i the picketinn at the reserred gate \%-asto enmesh
neutral employere for the purpoae oi bringing preswre an the
AEC and the U.S.Army Corps of Engineers, in hopes that they
would in turn bring pressure to bear on the corporation to settle
an the union's terms. For this reason. the picketing was considered
not to be reasonably close to the situs of the diapute and was.
therefore, an unlawful secondary
3. I,np!rmeittatmn of a R e s e w e d G n t e P!a,i at a Militaru I n -

stallation.
Perhaps the best approach to discussing the Implementation of
a reserved gate
plan a t a military post is to consider a hgpo~base by removing the pnketr whenever trueka with mppliei arrived a t the
gates.
"In view of this decision which treated a military instaliation as B
common S i t u 3 and the NLRB'n decision in .Sla?kwell& Xartr t h a t the "related
warp' test does not apply to common s i t w cases, I t cam be argued t h a t the
"related r o r k " tert 13 a nuperfluour factor in determining the lerality af
picketing a t military instailatians. However, this i s not believed ta be a
correct conclusion. first of all, because the i i m e of the applicability of the
~
m be finally answered;
"related work" test to common sitar C R remams
and second, because the "related work" test is B i d u a b l e tool far post
commanders to m e I= determining which contractors working on a post may
use reserred gates and ruh>eh must use picketed gates.
"The eaae deciaionr have used the term "reserved gate" to refer to both
the gates used by neutrala (where picketing is illegal) and the gates used by
the primary employer (where picketing is legal). For purpoaes of clarity,
"reserved gate" will be used in this direvision to refer to the gates reserved
for neutral employers. The gates used by the primary employer sliil be
indicated by referring to them 8% "set aside." Additianally, i t is noteworthy
t h a t lersi a u t h o r i t m ~n the military frequently refer to use of "reserved
gate" plana as "one gate" plans. Ae will be pointed ont in subsewent
discussion, any number of gates may be reaerved for neutrals or set aside
for thois involied in the diapute, depending on the circumstances of the
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thetical situation. Assume that a contract has been awarded for
Construction of new barracks a t Fort Blank. The fort is rectangular in shape and consists of approximately 100 square miles enclosed by a security fence which has four gates, one for each side
of the fort. The conatruction site is near the north gate and is
not convenient to the south, east, or west gates. In performing
the contract, the government contractor has several subcantractars workinp on the site v i t h him. When the project i s approximately one-half completed, one of the subcontractors is struck by
his employees becauae of an alleged unfair labor practice. The
striking employees immediately picket all four gates to the installation, bringing construction of the barracks to a halt as well
as stopping work an several unrelated projects being performed
by neutral contractors.
The first consideration of the installation commander in determining how and where to establish reserved gates is one of policy.
He may take the conservative approach that all that is desired
is to isolate the dispute involving the barracks project, without
regard to further separation of the struck subcontractor from
neutral subcontractors working an the same construction site.
This wouid concede that 811 work on the barracks would cease and
have, as the primary goal, resumption of n a r k on all other contracts being performed on the fort. To accomplish this, a gate
or gates should be set aside for all persons working on the barracks, regardless of whether they are directly involved in the
labor dispute or are neutrals, and the remaining gates should be
marked as reserved for all other contractors. Implementatinn
of this plan would be relatively simple and would make any picketing at reserved gates ipso facta a secondary boycott. Furthermore,
this approach would avoid the present conflict over the status of
contractors working on a construction site.
If the installation commander desires to use the reserved gate
concept ta its fullest extent, based an the Deneer decision it would
be legally correct to go one step further and treat the uninvolved
subcontractors on the barracks project as neutrals.'*' This approach would entail setting aside a gate f a r the struck contractor,
his employees, and ~ u p p l i e rand
~ reserving all other gate8 for
neutral contractors, both those working on unrelated projects
particular dispute. For this reason, the label "one gate" plan is eonsidered
miileading and ia not w e d .
'"See note 156 aupm and aeeompanying text.
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and those working on the barracks This carries greater risk that
reserved gates will be picketed i n spite of them status
honored, would permit work on the barracks project to co
If the reserved gates are picketed. and provided the D e n
rule remains unchanged, the union action iwuld constitute
andary boycott and Injiincti\.e relief would be available
After deciding what is intended to be acompiiahed b
reserved gates, it is necessary to consider x h e n the ga
desienated as such The hlpothetical situation presents this w e , tion in terms of whether the reserved gates may be established
after picketing has already begun. In a broader context, it is
also necessary to consider whether reserved gates may be established prior to the existence of a labor dispute
The case decisions indicate that there
an when a reserved Fate may be establ
trzc,Io: the reserved pate for independen
iished 8everal years prior to the time
picketed. In A t o m i c Ptojects g. Prod&
commander reserved a gate f o r neutral
union began picketing. Finally, in .lfa,kzrell & H o r t q l " I t \<-.as
only after picketing had begun that the gates were reserved for
neutral contractors. As a result, all an installation commander
need be concerned with is the benefit a reserved gate will provide
his installation when It is picketed If picketing is a frequent
occurrence. it would be adrisable to r e ~ e r r epates as a matter
of course for contractors working on post. On the other hand.
a commander is free to a a i t f o r picketing to begin before putting
into effect a reserved gate pian
The next consideration i s the location and number of Sates
which may be reserved Since a military post is a common situs,
the decision which gates to reserve must be made consistent with
the .Moore DI.U Doch criteria which requires, inter alia, that picketing a t a common situs to be lawful must be reasonably close to
the situs of the dispute I.'' Hoiuever. no restriction i s put on the
number of gates to be set nride f a r the disputants or of those
reserved for neutrals Thus. in A t o m i c Projects
Piodvctzoii
v Denver Bldg. Q Canstr. Trades Council. 341 U.S. 676 (1961)
Lacs1 761, Int'l Union of Eke. Workers I. N L R B , 366 C.S. 557 l1961).
n o N L R B 400 (1956)
Building & Canatr. Trades Council. 156 S.L.R.B. 319 (1966)
92 ICL.R.B at 549.
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Workers, one gate was reserved for neutrals and all remaining
gates were subject to lanful picketing; while in ik'a~k7uell &
H a r t t , only one gate n a s set aside for the disputants and all other
gates were reserved far neutrals. As can be seen, the installation
commander has a wide range of alternatives, and far this reason
care should be taken to avoid setting aside gates for the disputants
which would unfairly restrict the union's right to picket. Thua,
it would be improper t o set aside a gate which is remote from
the work siteL:' or to set aside a single gate for use of the
disputants when large numbers of people normally using several
gates are involred. Although the final determination of the
manner in which the installation gates will be utilized necessarily
turns on the facts of each particular case, there will be few instances in which setting aside a single gate closest to the work
site would not give a union adequate opportunity t o protest its
disagreement with the struck employer. F a r this reason, i t is
suggested that a fair arrangement in the hypothetical situation
would be t o set aside the north gate far the disputants and reserve
all remaining gates for neutrals.
Once the gates to be reserved are decided upon and clearly
marked. the major remaining concern is to a s ~ u r ethat appropriate
instructions are given to the guards a t the reserved gates and
that they adhere rigidly to these instructions. Instructions need
consist only of 8 clear description of which persans are to be permitted to use the reserved gates and the admonition ta permit
no exceptions. Failure to enforce these instructions will likely
result in mingled use of the gate by bath neutrals and persons
involred in the labor dispute. If this occurs and is more than
de minimus, the gate will no longer be considered reserved and
picketing will be lawful.1zJ
4. Picketing ut a R e s e w e d Gate.
If a union pickets a properly established and operated reserved
gate, it will be subject to the charge of conducting a secondary
boycott."' Relief is normally obtained by filing a charge with

the regional office of the S L R B closest to the site of the labar
1% See note 146 'Ypra.
"Ct. Local 761, Int'l Union of Elec. Workern V. NLRB, a66 U.S. 667, 682
(1961).
"'See Local 761, Int'l Union of Eke. Workers 7 . NLRB, 366 U S 667
(1961); Atomic Projects B Production Workers, 120 X.L.R.B. 400 ( 1 9 6 8 ) ;
Building B Constr. Trades Council, 155 X.L.R.B. 319 (1966)
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r KLRB procedures, charges of secondary boygiven priority in consideration a n d . If the charge
nded. the regional attorney will petition the :lose s t U 6 . district court far an injunction pending a final decision.'"
Once a military installation is subjected to a secondary boycott.
the critical question becomes who w i l l file the charge with the
NLRB-one of the imalved contractors or the federal agency'
Any of the Insolred contractors hare standine to file a charge
with the NLRB and. from the federal agency's viewpoint, this
is the preferable method of obtainin8 relief. Otherwise, the
federal agency will be faced with the problem of having to step
aside from its required neutral position and file a charce in its
own right."" At the present time, ASPR gives no guidance and
makes no provision for such a situation, presumably because
of a reluctance to put into the farm of official regulations me
for federal agencies to seek injunctive relief from union act
I n spite of this important politicai consideration and the va i 1 y
of the overall policy of neutralit? of federai agencies in labor
disputes. there is no reason why a military installation should
submit to a secondary boycott. Severtheless. until giudance is
forthcoming, the authorities an a military post can take no direct
action t o obtain relief from a secondary boycott but must seek
the advice and direction of higher authority.'.'
'.NLRB RCLEd 6 1O2.10.
Sei L P R A 6 lO(1). 61 Stat. 148 (18471, a8 amended. 73 S t a t 644
I l ? S B I , 29 U.S.C. 0 16@(1) (1864).
ASPR P 12-1@1.l(e) (Rev. KO.8, 29 Jan. 18651.
-Both the ASPR and the APP pmui%iana eoneerning the action a
contracting officer i s to take during B labor dispute are highly unsatisfactory
S e i t h e r set of reedations &pp.lls o u t with clarity the affirmative action B
contracting officer may take, and each appesrs to be deliberately vague in
order to a i i w e t h a t ail action taken coneerninp the diigvte I S coordinated

practice, it can hardly h i m d that the contracting office; has maintained a
neutral poslflon C o m p o i r ASPR 5 12-1@1.l(e) (Rev. No. 8, 29 Jan. 18661
with ASPR e 12-1@1.2fel ( R e v No.8. 28 Jan. 10661 In vlewaf there e i r ~ u r n stances, the contracting officer and his legal advisors appear TO h a w no choice
but to seek adrice from higher authority in every labor dispute For guidance
concerning labor diipntes involving the Department of the Army, It 18
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6 . Other Aspects of Picketing.

Related to the issue of compliance with a reserved gate plan is
the question of an installation commander's authority to control
picketing as an incident of command. Since this concerns legal
considerations other than those involving the interrelation of
labor law and government procurement, a detailed examination
of this question is beyond the scope of this article. However, the
following is for the purpose of providing a general statement of
the law on this point.
Picketing conducted off the installation, even though immediately outside the gates, is beyond the jurisdiction of a n installation
commander. Even if the picketing becomes violent, the installation
commander may not take unilateral action but must rely on local
authorities to control the strikers. This situation becomes even
more critical when picketing endangers military personnel and
government property. Nonetheless, the better approach is believed
to be for military authorities to rely solely on local police to protect the government's interest."'
Nothing has been found which specifically denies Unions the
right to picket on a n installation, and presumably an installation
commander could, in hia discretion, permit the strikers to picket
a t the work site."" I t is somewhat clearer, however, that a n
installation commander has authority to deny entrance upon a n
installation, provided this authority is not exercised in an arbitrary manner.'"" I t is doubted that refusal to grant entrance in
necessary t o consult the Labor Advisor. Office of the Assistant Secretary of
the Army. Sea A P P $5 12460, 12-101.1(~), and 12-101.3 (Change No. 2,
26 March 1966).
For B complete diaeuaaion of an installation commander's duty and
authority ta protect government property, see Peek, The Cse 01 FOYCSTa
P m t e e t Goveinlnent Property, 28 MIL. L. REV.81 (1984); see also Furman,
Rcatrictions upon the t s r of the A m u lmposad b y ths Posse Comitotus Act,
7 MIL. L. REV.65 (1960); ~ e egenerally U.S. DEP'T OF ARMY.PAMPHLET NO.
27-164. MILITUII REEERYUIDXB 84 (1985)
>"But m a A P P 5 12-101.50 (Change No.2, 25 March 19661, which provides
t h a t labor repreaentstiven are not authorized ta engage on post i n matters not
directly related to the contract between the govemrnmt and the cantraebr.
In Atomic Projects & Production Workers, 120 N.L.R.B. 400 (1958), msntion
was made of a request by the union to picket on post during B labor dispute
prior to the m e I" m u e . I t was noted t h a t a t t h a t time the Department of
Defenae had been consulted and had denied the 7eqYe.t 8 8 a matter of
~ o l i w .I t is b e l w e d t h a t this 001iev i s still in effect. although there is no
?ormil authority available t o avppori this canelusion.
I"See L S . DEP'T OF ARMY, PAMPHLET NO. 27-164, M1LIT-Y REIERVATIOIB
7 6 (1966). In exeluding individual8 from a military reservation. the eom-
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order to prevent picketing an an installation would be considered
an arbitrary exercise of discretion. Should the strikers picket at
the work site without first obtaining permission to do so. the
installation commander could properly remove strikers from the
installation, but nothing more.:"

v.

coscLusIos

Experience has demonstrated that the effect of a labor dispute
on award and termination of government contracts is not too dissimilar from any other factor that bears an a contractor's responsibility or which might constitute a basis for excusable delay In
either instance, a factual determination is required which then
only necessitates a common sense application of the contract proviaions and governing regulations. The critical difference IS the
problem created when the circumstances involve the contracting
officer in judging the merits of a labor dispute rather than merely
making a finding of fact. This raises the wedtion of the quaIn5cations of contracting omcers to evaluate adequately a labor
dispute, as well as the desirability of using government procure.
ment to implement the LMRA. At the present time, a contracting
officer IS not required to evaluate a contnCtor'S labor practices
in making award of a contract, but he must do so when deciding
whether delay in performance because of a strike 1s excusable
Picketing a t a federal installation may be conducted by a union.
provided that It is done i n a manner not conflietinp with the
LMRA or other applicable l a x Should the picketing amount to
a secondary boycott or otherwise be Illegal. the federal agency
involved--as a "person" protected by the LMRA-has standing
t o seek relief from the SLRB. When faced with the problem of
picketing a t an installation. the commander or executive head of
the installation may use a "reserved gate" plan to mitigate the
impact of picketing on installation activities. This plan permits
manding ofieer must act on a reaeonable baais A n arbitrary discrimination
between eiwlians would constitute a breach a i discretion on his part Thus,
he might exclude d l cijlilisn~from the matailatmn. but not 811 except one
against whom no charge of rronrdoing existed
"'This eanciuaian I S based on 18 US.C. E 1382 11964). which makes it an
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isolation of the government contractor experiencing the labor dispute by requiring him and his employees t o use only certain gates
to the installation. All remaining gates are reserved for persons
not involved in the dispute and are not subject t o lawful picketing.
A reserved gate plan offers a federal agency a legal means of
assuring that a labor dispute does not interfere with its normal
operations. At the same time, it does not deny employees their
right to disrupt an offending employer's business by lawful primary picketing. This results in a fair balance of the opposing
interest of striking employees and the public and does not require
the federal agency to step aside from a neutral position. It is,
therefore, recommended that commanders, judge advocates, and
contracting officers be prepared for potentially damaging strikes
by formulating "reserved gate" plan8 which will fit the cireumstances of their operations and the installations on which they
are located.
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COMMENT
BLOOD TESTS FOR PATERNITY CLAIMS:
ARE ARMY PROCEDURES ADEQUATE?*
I. IXTRODUCTIOX
I t has been said af rape that "it is an accusation easily to be
made and hard to be proved. and harder to be defended by the
Party accused, though never 50 innocent." This characterization
is applicable equally to paternity claims, particularly where the
alleged father concedes having had sexual relations with the
claimant mother. The problem is af particular interest to the
military, as the serviceman is aften the target of a paternity
claim, probably due to his relatively young age, aften unmarried
or unaccompanied status, and necessary peregrinations. Undoubtedly a certain number af military members are falsely accused,
for they are not really the true fathers of the children in question.
Fortunately. medical science has made considerable progress in
recent years in the use of blood tests to study the father-matherchild genetic relationship. The results of these tests often may
be helpful in resolving the issue a i parenthood. This comment will
discuss the various systems of blood testing which may be useful
in paternity cases, including the evidentiary value and treatment
of the results in the courts. Finally-and, perhaps, more importantly here-there will be an examination af the current Army
attitude toward paternity claims, 8s reflected in the Army Regulations, to determine s h e t h e r Army procedures are adequate to
avail the serviceman of the possible benefits of these scientific
advances.
11. MEDICAL DEVELOPMENTS IS PATERNITY
BLOOD TESTISG
The A-B-0 blood group was discovered in 1901. In the following years other factors were identified in the blood cells and blood
'The opinions and conclusions pTe3ented herein are thoae a i the author
and do not n~eesaarilyrepresent the views of The Judge Advocate General's
School or any other governmental agency.
'1 M. HALE,PLEAS OF THE C ~ o w n6% 636 (16101.
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serum, until now there are t x e h e different systems. each of
which has actual or potential use in medico-legal matters. All of
the systems follow the laws of genetic8 in relationship to their
inheritance by the child from the parents, and thus all are applicable to paternity problems. The following table shows the twelve
blood group systems. the typing reagents used in each system.
and the probability that each system will exclude a person falsely
accused of parenthood.
Table 1 Blood Groups o i .lIedteo-Lrgal Ap?licotior
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~
~
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~
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A. POSSIBLE BLOOD GROC'PS A S D T Y P E S
1. A-B-0 Spstem
Ali human bloods fall into one of four groups: 0, A, B. or
AB To gain this characteristic, every person has inherited a pair
of genes, one gene of each pair coming from the father and the
other coming from the mother. I t follows that the blood factors
A or B cannot appear in the blood of a child unless they are
present in the blood of one or both parents. Conrersely, a parent
with blood of group AB cannot have a child with blood of group
0, and a parent of group 0 cannot hare a child of group AB.
W t h reference to A-B-O blood groups, ten different kinds of
mating5 are possible The blood groups that can occur among the
children from each of these mating8 are shown in Table 2.
T a b l e 2 Blood Gioicpe A-B-0 bn Parriita miid Children'

-C
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AVD

THE L A W 276 (1062)
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10. A B and A B ....... A , B , A B ........
~

~~~~~

0

The A blood group can be further analyzed to distinguish
variants, the most useful of which are aubtypes A, and A,. which
are aceasionally used in medico-legal work. By using them, the
investigator is able to identify blood groups A,, A>, AIB, A,B, in
addition to the standard B and 0.making six major groups identifiable in this aystem.
2. M-N-S Sustem.
Human blood also falls into these three types: M, N, and MN.
In this system. six different kinds of matings are possible, leading
to the children shown in Table 3.
T a b l e s . Blood G ~ O U D,M-N
S
h Parents and Childrm'

Two other blood factors are included in this system: S and 8.
Antiserums used to test for these factors are scarcer than M and
N antiserums, but in selected eases their application for paternity
studies can be just as valid.
3. Rh Sgstem.
Another set of blood types, discovered in 1940 and referred to
as Rh blood types, is most important because sensitization to
them was found to be the most common cause of hemolytic disease of the newborn. Their mechanism of inheritance is the same
as far the A-B-0 and M-S-S systems, but the situation is camplieated by the greater variety of blood factors and also by the
fact that there is a controversy among immunahematologists as
to their correct nomenclature.
' I d . at 277.
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Far practical purposes, the genetic rules as to this system are:
(1) blood factors R b ( D ) , rh’(C), rh’’(E), hr’(c), and h r ” ( e )
cannot appear in the blood of a child unless they are present i n
the blood of one or both parents; (2) a parent who is rh’(C)
negative cannot have a hr’(c) negative child: and ( 3 ) B parent
who i S r h ( E J negative cannot have an h r ” ( e ) negative child.
With seven commonly available antiserums, 28 sharply defined
Rh types can be differentiated. In practice, the number of types
encountered will be smaller, because there are only nine types
with an incidence of 1 percent or higher in the general population.‘
4. P,Lewis, Kell, D u f f y , K i d d , and Lutheran Systems.
These sxatems all contain distinct blood factors, each resulting
in two or three identifiable blood types in tested individuals. The
antiserums available for use with these systems are often scarce,
or have peculiar temperature requirements, or need Caombs’
serum as a catalyst for the reaction. Consequently, their use in
medico-legal work has been limited, although in selected cases
the results could be considered valid.’
5 . xg spstem.
The gene for this blood factor has been discovered to be transmitted an the sex chromosome, and the blood factor has been
detected in 65 percent of the male population. Still relatively new.
its use in medico-legal work is not evaluated yet.“
6. Sertnn (Haptoglobin and Gci Systems.
Because of the discovery of the above blood systems in the red
blood cell. investigation of genetic serum characteristics receded
into the background. Haptoglobins are a type af plasma protein,
discovered in serum in 1939 but not effectively studied in regard
to hereditary factors until the development of starch electrophoresis in 1955. There are two serum factors-Hp‘ and Hp’-leading
to three possible types (with incidence of occurrence in the POPUl a t m in parentheses): Hpl-Hp? ( 1 6 q ), Hpl-Hp? (4gmCJ,and
Hp’-Hp- ( 3 6 % ) . These factors have been used in paternity cases
‘American Medical

Aasaeiatmn Committee on Medicolegal

Problems,

‘Madirai Application o j Blood-Giauying Tests, 164 J.A.M A. 2036-44 11957)
,Allen, Jones & Diamond. Medicolegal Applicolion of Blood Grouping, 261
NEW E X 0 J. MED. 146-47 (1864).
‘Chawn, Leuis & Ksita. The Xs Blood Group Suatsm-Data on $94 Whila
Famzlre8, Mainly Conrdmn, 6 C A S . J GENET. CITOL. 451-54 (1864).
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in England and Denmark.'
Another system of inherited serum proteins is coming into use
in paternity studies in Sweden. These Gc groups (groupspecific
components) are independent of haptoglobins but show the same
pattern of inheritance, giving three types: Gc 1-1, Gc 2-2, and
Gc 2.1, In tests of paternity, 15 percent of wrongly accused men
are exonerated by the Gc groups.&

B. V A L C E OF BLOOD T E S T S I X PATERA'ITY CLAIMS
1. Ezeiiision o f Paternity.
The summary of the twelve blood systems in Table 1 represents
all those tests of potential medico-legal value. There are very few
laboratories that hare the antiserums or professional competence
to do them all. Most investigations are limited to two antiserums
in the A-B-0 system, three antiserums in the M-S-S system, and
four antiserums in the Rh system. Thus, in the A-B-0 Bystem,
it is u~uallysaid that 17 percent of falsely accused men could be
excluded; with the M-N-S System, 27 percent of falsely accused
men could be excluded; and with the Rh system, 25 percent of
falsely accused men could be excluded. The chance of exoneration by use of all three systems is not exactly their sum, because
of the possibility of exclusion by more than one system. Thus,
the chance of exoneration with the three commonly used systems
is approximately 55 percent."
Tests with antiserums of the other red cell systems and Serum
systems, although they do not have the medico-legal acceptance
that the A-B-0, M-S-S, and Rh tests have, can still provide
valuable evidence. In time, most of these serums wili be cammercially available and will have the requisite genetic family
studies published, 80 that they will be generally acceptable in
courts. If all the blaad systems af potential medico-legal value
listed in Table I could be utilized, the chance of exclusion of
paternity when the man is falsely accused would be over 80 percent.
2. Circumstantial Evidence Facoring Paternitu.
The expert in the field of blood grouping is accustomed tu
-Editorial. Xaptoglobzni i n Evidence, 1 BRIT. MEO. J. 661-62 (1866).
yew Paternity T e s t Xornemea a Pratrm, 82 S a NEWS LETTER256 (20
Oc:.

1862).

American Medical Amciation Committee on Medicolegal Problems, 8upra
note 4.
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thinking of blood teats as a method of establishing nonparentape
only. When the blood types of the chiid match genetically with
those of the suspected parents. this i s considered an inconclusive
finding because of the pos8ibility of comcidence. With the increase
in the number of blood systems, however, the possibility suggests
itself of using blood tests as circumstantial evidence of paternity.
For example, if the suspected father belongs to type r h i E ) ,
the mother to type hr"ie), and the child t o type r h ' i E ) , the
immunologist should call this u n u ~ u a lcircumstance to the attention of the court. Since r h " ( E ) occurs in less than 0.6 percent
of the population, the concomitant presence of this type in the
chiid and the accused man is circumstantial evidence of paternity,
assuming it IS ascertained that a brother of the accused. of the
same type, cannot be involved. Such an observation should not
be included in the official report, but should be mentioned and
explained in a covering letter accompanying the report.
It 1s likely that new blood systems wiil be dlscorered i n the
future, and each n e w diacorery increases the chance that a falsely
accused man can be exonerated by blood tests. If the abllrty to
disprove paternity ever approaches 100 percent. virtual proof of
paternity in a case i n which the man is actually the father ma?
be possible.
111. LEGAL DEVELOPhlEh'TS I N COURTROOM USE
O F BLOOD TESTS
The problem of disputed parentage has long been one of the
most difficult to come before the courts. An unwed mother could
name some man as the father of her child. That man might neFer
have ~ e e nher before: or if he had known her. he might have
been only one of several to have had sexual relations with her
Regardless, j u r ~ e sw-ere usually swayed by sympathy toward the
mother. The man was generally assumed to be guilty, for he had
no n a y to prove his innocence.
Blood tests hare gi\-en the falsely accused man a possibility of
scientificall>-p r o ~ i n ghis ~nnocence.It was ~n 1935, I" S e w York.
t h a t Assemblyman Charles H. Breitbart and immunohematologist
Alexander Wiener secured passage of the first state law permitting blood tests to be accepted as evidence in paternity ca9es.l"
d-B-0 and It-S teits were quickly used with succeis. Rh blood
Robinson, Blood W d l Tell, I S
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types were delineated in the 1940's and were first used in court
in 1947, when Dr. n'iener testified that the child of a 16-year-old
girl had not been fathered by the 20-year-old man who had married
her on that supposition, the Rh factors excluding his possible
paternity."
In Scandinavia and Germany, blood tests have been employed
more extensively, being used routinely in all paternity proceedings; the tests are carried aut in government laboratories.'The most controversial trial illustrating the prescientific approach to paternity proceedings was the Berry-Chaplin case in
1944 and 1945.Ia The whole episode should have been avoided,
because there was B pretrial agreement between the attorneys for
blood tests an the parties mvolved. It had been arranged that
blood tests would be performed by a group of three physicians
when the then-unborn baby was four months old; If two of the
three physicians felt that the tests ruled out Chaplin's role as
father, the suit would be dropped." In February 1944, the blood
tests were made, showing Chaplin to be group 0, Joan Berry group
A, and the baby group B. The B factor in the baby did not derive
from the mother, nor could Chaplin have contributed i t ; the father
of the child was someone else. By California law a t that time,
however, such evidence was not conclusive since the statute did
not say it was; it was decided that such evidence should be
weighed by a jury.1sThe first trial ended in a deadlock: in regard
to the blood tests, the fareman of the jury said that the blood test
evidence got the jurors "balled up," 80 it was disregarded."' At
the second trial, Chaplain was found guilty, with the blood test
evidence again being slighted, one juror being quoted as saying,
"He had no evidence to prove that he wan not the father of the
child."" Chaplin was ordered to pay $75 a week for the support
of the child until she was 21 years old, nearly $82,000.''
"Saks V. Saks, 189 Miac. 667, 71 N.Y.S.2d 797 (1947); 8ee d e 0 Pofsrnity
end Rh. NEWSWEEX,
4 Aug, 1947, at 60.
"C. Stetier & A. Moritz, supra note 2.
"Berry Y. Chaplin, 74 Cal. App.Zd 652, 169 P.Zd 442 (1946).
Chapfin and Joan. NEWSWEEX,
21 June 1943, at 49.
"74 Csl. App 2d a t 666, 168 P.2d st 451; m e d m N.Y. Times, E Mareh 1944,
at 18, mi. 4,
"Chopim Case Ends tn .MZdtnd Ruling, N.Y. Times, 6 Jan. 1945, at 16,
COl.

3.

'.Choplzn Declared Pother a i Child, N.Y. Timea, 18 April 1946, a t 25, e d

4.
"Worth $S,ooO,ooo, Chaplzn Yuat P a y , N.Y. Times, 17 Juiy 1846, at 15.
4.

COi.
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A. ADMISSIBILITP OF BLOOD T E S T S I S E V I D E X C E
I t is now generally held, usually by statute. that in c a w in
which the paternity of a child IS in question, blood-grouping tests
establishing nonpaternity are admissible.:"
In S e w York. for example, in the case of Clerk t . Rgsrdmph;''
the court recognized that evidence excluding defendant's paternity
was admissible under a statute providing that whenever a bloodgrouping test I S ordered, the results ahall be receivable in eridence only if definite exclusion 18 established.
On the other hand. courts usually hold that blood-grouping
resuits are inadmissible on the question of paternity if the tests
fail t o establish nonpaternity:' In Michigan, for example, in the
case of People u . .Vichols,?' it was held that the admission in a
bastardy case of testimony concerning results of blood tests that
did not establish defendant'8 nonpaternity constituted reversible
error. I t was pointed out that "[alll the scientific evidence in
this case and in the cited cases is in accord that the results of
blood tests may rule out but can never establish paternity," with
the result that the controversial testimony "had not the slightest
probative
The court commented. "The possible psychological effect an the minds of the jurors cannot be ignored
The use of scientific apparatus and tests and expert testimony
as to scientific results, . , , [to which the jury might accord such
weight as they wished], could not hare failed to mislead the jury
into believing that this totally Irrelevant evidence could be cansidered as having probative ~ a l u e . ' ' - ~

B. WEIGHT OF BLOOD T E S T S .AS E V I D E S C E
Assuming that the blood tests are admissible. questions arise
regarding the weight to be given them as evidence. Under the
laws of genetics. tests indicating that the alleged father could
not h a w been the father of the child in question are, according to
scientific opinion. conduSive on this isme. The courts have been
faced with the problem of whether a jury finding inconsistent with
'*Sea I RIGMORE.
EYIDEKCE
5 16% n 2 13d ed 1040, iupp. 1 9 6 4 1 , Annot..
46 A.LR.2d 1000, 6 10 (19561.
"281 App. Div. 121. 118 X Y S 2 d 103 ( 1 9 5 2 ) .
* S e e J. RICHARDSOS,MODERB SCIENTIFIC EIlDEWCE B 12.11 n.31 (1981): I
WIGMORE,
EVIDESCE
5 161a (3d ed. 19401.
-341 Mieh 311, 61 N 17.2d 230 110541
' I d at 331, 67 K.W.2d a t 232.
"Id.
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the test results should be overturned. Generally, the courts hold
that blood tests establishing nonpaternity are conclusive on the
issue, u n l e s ~the jury is presented with a defect in the testing
methods employed in a particular case.26
I n Maine, for example, in the case of Jordan v . .I.iace,?athe jury
found the defendant to be the father af twins. Pursuant to orders
of the court, blood specimens had been taken which revealed the
mother to be type M, the alleged father to be type N, and the
children to be types M and MS.A qualified expert testified that
the defendant could not be the father of the twins, because a
parent of blood type S cannot have a child of blood type M, as in
the case of the first twin. And since twins must have the Same
father, this man could not be the father of the ather twin. The
appellate court ruled that the jury finding in favor of paternity
was unsupported by the evidence. Testimony by physicians with
regard to the manner in which the blood tests were performedfrom the taking of the blood, through repeated tests, to the making
of the reports-indicated
that great care had been taken a t all
steps. The possibility of error was minimized by running the biaad
tests eleven times, each test producing the same result. The court's
comment wa8: "What further safeguards could reasonably have
been taken to protect the integrity of the tests? If the jury may
disregard the fact of non-paternity shown here so clearly by men
trained and skilled in science, the purpose and intent of the Legislature, that the light of science be brought ta bear upon a. case
such as this, are given no practical effect.">'
On the other hand, a Vermont court'* would not overturn a
jury finding that the defendant was the father of the child, despite
blood tests that indicated nonpaternity. I t noted that the technician who took the blood samples wa8 not called as a witness, and
her failure to testify was not explained. In addition. although the
expert in charge of the tests stated that his assistant was instructed to stay with the blood a t all times. there was no evidence
that she did so. Because of these gaps, it was not definitely
established that the blood samples tested were from the parties
and the baby, with the result that it was far the jury to determine
whether the tests were properly made. "Under all the circum"See Annot., 46 A.L.R.2d 1000, $ 5 13-15 (1956).
-144 Me. 351, 69 A.2d 670 (1949)
"Id. a t 354, 69 A.2d at 672.
"Pamainuille V. Bieknell, 118 Vt. 323. 109 A.2d 342 (1954)
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stances, . . vue cannot say that the jury were manifestly wrong in
rejecting the expert's testimony as to the accuracy of the blood
testa that were made."2D

IV. ARMY ATTITL'DE O S PATERSITY CLAIMS
A. AR 608-89. P A T E R S I T Y CLAIMS
Army Regulation 608-99 ( 2 February 1967), Paternity Claims,
issued to proride guidance in this field, Upon receipt of an
allegation of paternity against a serviceman. his commanding
officer will interview him regarding his intentions in the matter.
He ill be asked whether he admits or denies paternity
If the serviceman admits paternity, he will be asked whether
he i s willing to marry the mother or whether he will furnish
financial support If he 1s wiling to marry the woman, he can he
granted ordinary leare f a r this purpose. If he does not wish to
marry the woman but is willing to furnish financial support, he
will be allowed to initiate an allotment to the mother. If the
serviceman admits paternity but is unwilline: either to marry
the woman or to support her. the claimant w 1 1 he advised that her
on1s recourse 1s to the courts.
If the serriceman denies paternity, the commanding officer will
so adrise the woman, and suggest that her only recourse E to
initiate proceedings in the civilian courts.
If there exists a court decree of paternity or pupport, giYen by
either a United States or a foreign court. the commander will
adrise the serviceman of his moral and legal obligations in the
matter. The serviceman i s expected to provide the support prescribed by the court and will be admonished to take care of the
matter so that it will not again come to the attention of his military
superiors.
wa.8

B. I'SE OF COCRT-MARTIAL I S E S F O R C E M E S T
OF P A T E R S I T Y CLAIMS
Although court-martial cannot of course be substituted for
civil-court prosecution of a paternity claim, either (1) dishonarable failure to pay the ciril.court judgment. " OF (2) the adultery']
' I d at 331, 109 A.2d 343.
'UXIFORP CODE OF MILITARYS m n c ~arts. 133, 134. See MAXCALFOR
C o u ~ r s - M m r r ~UPITED
r,
STATES.1951. ~ a r a1270.
Id

.1
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or fornication" involved, would be offenses punishable under the
Cniform Code of Militaru J u s t i c e . In either instance, favarabie
paternity blood tests would seem to be excellent and admissible
evidence.

V. SERVICE EXPERIEXCE WITH PATERNITY
BLOOD TESTS
A. FAClLITZES A V A I L A B L E
There are three laboratories under Army control that do blood
testing for use in paternity matters: ( a ) Blood Transfusion Research Division, U.S. Army Medical Research Laboratory, Fort
Knox, Kentucky; ( b ) First U.S. Army Medical Laboratory 1-2.
New York, New York: and ( c ) 406th Medical Laboratory. Camp
Zama, Japan.
The Fort Knox laboratory ia responsible for standardizing
blood serums throughout the Army. The immunologist there has
been doing paternity blood tests for installations throughout the
world. With B reference battery of anti-serums, including many
rare ones. he is able to test for 23 blood factors.'?
"Id.
Lieutenant Colonel Camp, currently the F o r t Knox laboratory immunologist, Suggests the fallowing direction%for obtaining these tests:
( a ) Blood should be collected by B Medical Officer who personalis i'erihes
and Identifies individuals concerned, caiiecting specimens of blood from all
individuals m separate tamper-proof 13 x 100 mm test tubes to which the
mdirlduai's name is affixed a n d to which the Medical Officer appiier his
signature as part of the t a m w - p m o f seal.
( b ) Further identification is desirable in the form of fingerprints placed
on B form to accompany blood samples. C o n t i n u t y of handling, packaging,
and mailing (by certified mad) i 6 a responsibility of the Pathology Service of
the local military hospital.
( e ) Package ahouid be mailed t o Director. Blood Transfusion Research
Divieion. T.S. Army Medical Research Laboratory, F o r t Knor, Kentucky
40121.
( d ) Opening and documentation of e m t e n t s IS the responsibility of m e
Direetor, Blood Trantfusion Research Division. who w i l l have officer and
laboratory personnel witness and acknowledge specimens and condition of
tamper-proof tubes by signature.
( e ) Cvstodlai continuity of specimens will be maintained by the Director,
Blood Transfusion Research D i v l a m , during complete tenting period. All
testa wiil be eandveted by the Director, Blood Transfvoon Reaeareh Dwision,
and additional blind tests will be eondueted by personnel of the Biood Trans.
f u m n Research Dlvmien Forensic Laboratory.
( f ) Reports will be made to respomible authoritlea by the Director, Blood
Tranafunion Research Dividon.
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B. R E P R E S E S T A T I V E CASES1'
In 1964, an aide-de-camp had had sexual relations
with a Korean noman in the early part of his 13-month tour.
but the friendship had not continued. Twelve months later-just
woman
before he was t o rotate back to the United States-the
reappeared with a three-month-old baby and a suit for support
brought in B Korean court.
Case = I

Blood samples were obtained from the woman and child and
from the alleged father and sent to the 406th Medical Laboratory.
The tests showed:
I-B.0
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~

Rh*,DI

~

-

ihllEl

+
-

hili>

hillla,

T

+

+

*

L

+

The results indicate that the child could not be from this postulated union Neither the woman nor the alleged father possessed
the Rh antigen rh'(C1, which was found in the child. This antigen
was rechecked with fire different antiserums and was found to be
absent in both the woman and the proposed father: the baby was
positire with all five antiserums.
The M-N results are interesting in that the woman is pure M,
while the baby is pure S It is cot possible for her to hare been
the mother of the child. for an M parent cannot bear an S child?'
When the results were ahown to the woman's attorney, the case
was dropped. It was apparent that she had borrowed someone
else's baby for the purpose of this false paternity charge In order
to obtain money from the American
Cose = 2 . In searching for the father of her child, a New Jersey
woman apparently named several men. for the Juvenile and
Domestic Relatiom Court judge requested blood tests on both a
'These cases were processed by Captain S. Coiiini, Chief. Immunoiogy
Department, 406th Medical Laboratory, Camp Zama, Japan
"Caution must be exercised that m e of the parents does not harbor the
rare M - antigen, whrch cannot be detected with the U I Y t~ e s t , anti-Giiieather
(anti l f - I serum mvst be "sed to identify it. See Allen, Coreoran. Kenton &
Breare, U.1 S m u Blood Gioup Antigar in the YSS System. 3 VOX
S*YCUI\.IS 81-91 (1968).
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New Jersey civilian and a serviceman based in Japan. The results
were:
1.B.O

M.N

Vlii(C1

Mother ..........0

MN

+

New Jersey man .A,
Serviceman ...... 0
Baby boy ........0

N
?.I
MN

Rh.,D)

,\,,,E,

WC6,

hnlI.1

.

+

-

t

+

T

t
t
t

+

.

t

+

.
.

.

t

+

+

The results indicate that a child of the groups and types indicated
could be the result of a combination from the groups and types of
the mother and either man. Seither man can be excluded as B
possible father.
Blood tests that fail to establish nonpaternity, as in this case,
are generally inadmissible in disputed paternity proceedings. If
the tests are taken into consideration a t all, the equal ability of
either man to be the father would certainly dilute the plaintiff's
case against either of the men separately.

VI. EXTENT O F PROBLEM IW THE ARXY
No statistics are available to indicate the extent of the military paternity problem. It is not considered a medical matter, so
it is not included in medical reports. I t has not been the subject
of judge advocate appeal proceedings, for no cases involving
paternity have been reported by the Court of Military Appeals.
Con\wrsations with currently practicing military attorneys have
failed to show many cases; each attorney knew of only B few
cases at mast, although it was believed that the incidence was
highest a t training camps. Legal assistance reporting forms lump
"paternity" with "domestic relations," so review of these gives
no clue. Allotments to illegitimate children would reveal only a
small proportion of the cases. Individual company and battalion
commanders can usually recall only one or two cases. The only
figures ever published were by a Life magazine reporter after
World War 11, who stated that American soldiers had fathered
22,000 illegitimate children in England, 30,000-~0,000 in Germany,
1,000-4,OOO in Japan, and 2,000-4,000 in the Phiiippines.Se His
Tha Babzea T h e y Lait B e h h d T h m , L I ~ 28
, Aug. 1948, at 41.
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Source of information was not given. Regardless, this would not
necessarily reflect itself in paternity claims.
In the CiYilian world, paternity cases have increased in recent
sears. Generally, only 10 percent of accused men deny paternity
and request blood tests to support their denial. Acquittals are
obtained in approximately half of these cases. Blood tests account
for 25 percent of these acquittals."'
Another aspect of the problem was studied by Suasman and
Schatkin in 1957?5 Persons who were involved in litigation relating to paternity were invited to submit to blood-grouping tests
after the cases had been settled by the defendant's admission of
Paternity. Of 500 couples interviewed, 67 couples agreed to
cooperate, and the bloods were tested by A-B-0, M-N, and Rh
systems. The results indicated that of the 67 men involved in these
eases of uncontested paternity action, six were absolutely excluded as the father of the involved child. As mentioned before,
blood tests using the A-B-0.M-N, and Rh Systems can exclude
only half the falsely accused men. It follows, then. that probably
12 (18%) of the accused men who admitted paternity were not
the fathers of the chiidren they accepted as their awn.

VII. c O s c L u s I o ~
When a man is faisely accused of paternity, he has a 50 percent
chance of being exonerated by the combined use of the common
, and Rh blaad tests. In certain situations in n-hich
rare antiserum availability and laboratory competence are
optimal, the chance of exclusion against a false claim of paternity
may be over 80 percent. Occasionally, rare combinations af blood
types in the suspected father and child may provide strong
circumstantial evidence that paternity i s indeed likely.
Blood tests should be mandatory in all matters relating to
paternity. They should be required prior to t n a l or even prior to
institution of paternity proceedings. The tremendous deterrent
effect produced by the requirement that the parties submit to
blood tests capable of exposing a false charge of paternity would
Prevent mans of these suits from being instituted. In addition.
extortion as a result of fear of the notoriety of a public trial. as
~

"Sussman, Blood.Gmuping Tests-A Reviar oi lo00 Coses o l Diaputsd
Palsmity, 40 A X . J C u i PATH 38-42 ( 1 9 6 8 ) .
'Suaman & Schstkin. Blood-Grouping Trata in Cndiaputed Potcrnriy
P7aoeedinga. 164 J A.M.A. 249-60 (1957).
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well a s admissions made because of ignorance of the biologic facts
that distinguish intercourse from paternity, would be prevented.
Most states n o w have laws that permit admission of blood tests
in suits involving paternity claims, and courts in most of these
states now hold the tests to be conclusive-the jury is not allowed
to go contrary to them. As the only means of attack on a blood
test would be an the method of performing the test, it becomes
of prime importance that the testing be done with unimpeachable
accuracy and by expert immunologists.
In the Army, there are three medical laboratories with special
competence and adequate antiserums available to perform blood
testa to aid in establishing nonpaternity. The Blood Transfusion
Research Division of the U S Army Medical Research Laboratory
a t Fort Knax is especially equipped in this line: it has an immunologist with long experience with these tests, and it maintains
an extensive bank of antiserums. In fact, its mission includes the
offering of ad\,anced blood-factor testing for use in paternity
matters.
The current Army Regulation 608-99, Paternity Claims, suggests handling paternity claims at the unit level. The accused is
given certain options, as discussed previously, but no legal advice
or scientific aids are specifically mentioned in the regulation as
being available to the accused soldier, though the former i8 often
sought and gi\,en.
It would appear that AR 608-99 should be revised to avail the
serviceman of the benefits of blood-testing procedures before he
is asked to make a decision regarding admission of paternity.
Since the individual serviceman is unlikely to be familiar with
blood-testing procedures when such an allegation is made, he
should automatically be provided legal counsel to advise him an
the availability of Army laboratory facilities that can do these
tests which may, if he is indeed not the father, have a 50 + $4
chance of disproving the alleged fatherhood at the start.3n
FRANK W KIEL'
~~

.Certain questions, beyond the scope of this comment, may become
pertinent in B particular paternity case: HOWcan blood samples be obtained
if the claimant mother does not vduntarily aubmit to the teats? Will the
eaurta so order on matian of the alleged father? Also, would such B motion
eonstituta sn appearance to confer jurisdietion? Sic g m e r a l l ~ Annot.. 46
A.L.R.2d 1000 (1955).
*Lieutenant Colonel, MC: Pathology Consultant, Office of the Surgeon
Generai; B.A., 1850, Univeraity of Pittsburgh; M.D.,1964, LL.B., 1967,
George Wsahington Univeraity.
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